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Executive Summary 

The Airports Commission is considering the case for, and best means of, providing 
additional airport capacity within the UK. In 2013 the Airport Commission received 
submissions on potential options for airport expansion for the UK. Following an 
assessment of these options three airport schemes were shortlisted to be taken and 
considered in more detail. These were: 

• Gatwick Airport Second Runway (2R) promoted by Gatwick Airport Ltd 
(GAL); 

• Heathrow Airport Northwest Runway (NWR) promoted by Heathrow Airport 
Ltd (HAL); and, 

• Heathrow Airport Extended Northern Runway (ENR) promoted by Heathrow 
Hub Limited (HH). 

 
In April 2014 an Appraisal Framework was published by the Airport Commission 
which identified the methodology that was to be used to further assess the three 
shortlisted schemes.  
 
This report has been prepared in accordance with the Appraisal Framework and 
provides an assessment of whether three airport scheme submissions meet the 
Airports Commission’s objective of minimising flood risk.  Each Scheme has been 
assessed to consider the following:  
 

1) How the airport site and the local and wider area are protected from flooding 
including an assessment of how the creation/expansion and operation of the 
airport would affect the operation of the floodplain; and 

 
2) The potential for the development to displace water or alter water flows 

increasing flooding elsewhere. 
 

By necessity, the assessment of flood risk of each scheme is presented as a high 
level flood risk strategy; consequently the review undertaken here is also high level.  
 
Jacobs recommends that all three promoters provide a flood mitigation strategy to 
address flood risk to the site and any flood risk caused by the development. 
Computer modelling of rivers and their floodplains, and surface water runoff should 
be utilised to assess requirements for flood mitigation. 
 
To satisfy planning requirements, a sequential approach to development (which 
seeks to guide developments away from areas of flood risk where possible) is 
required to justify all three proposed developments being constructed in an area at 
risk of flooding. 
 
A summary of Jacobs’ assessment each of the schemes and the submitted 
proposals is given below. 
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Gatwick Airport Second Runway  
 
The Jacobs assessment of the Gatwick 2R proposals concludes that the scheme 
involves major changes to the fluvial environment that without effective long term 
mitigation could cause a significant increase in flood risk elsewhere. Of most 
concern are that the proposals involve: 
 

• Development in Medium to High Risk Flood Zones that will cause loss of 
floodplain storage; 

• Diversion of major watercourses that could lead to changes in flood risk;  

• Development within an area that could be at significant risk from surface 
water flooding; and 

• Development in an area that could be impacted should there ever be a 
breach in nearby reservoirs. 
 

Fluvial flooding is the major source of flood risk to the scheme.  The scheme would 
also increase the risk of this type of flooding to other areas. Flood mitigation 
measures are therefore required and have been proposed in the form of a diversion 
channel and flood storage. Sizing of these proposals by the promoter was based on 
development and application of detailed hydraulic modelling of the proposed 
scheme. The modelling approach adopted is considered appropriate for this stage of 
the project.  An appropriate allowance for the effects of climate change on peak river 
flows and rainfall has been used.  
 
Surface water flood risk must also be addressed. In doing so the promoter has used 
an appropriate computer model. However the model produced flood extents 
considerably smaller than that of the national Environment Agency surface water 
flood map. The promoter’s drainage design is based on the results of this detailed 
local model, which is likely to be a more detailed representation of the local flood 
risk, but further verification of the model against the December 2013 flood event 
would need to be undertaken in any future planning stages.  
 
Jacobs has undertaken a high level estimate of the volume required for attenuation 
of surface water. The submission adopts suitable design criteria for estimation of the 
attenuation requirements.  However, the quoted attenuation volume is considerably 
lower than expected based on the preliminary calculation by Jacobs. In addition, the 
proposed drainage arrangement may have fundamental issues with an excessive 
pump capacity requirement and little resilience to the residual risks caused by pump 
failure or airfield runoff rates that exceed the capacity of the pumps. Further details 
on the assumptions made by the promoter will be required so that the discrepancy 
with Jacobs’ high level estimate can be further investigated and resolved.  
 
The Water and Flood Risk Baseline report (Jacobs, 2014) did not identify a 
groundwater flood risk problem at or near Gatwick and this is reflected in the 
promoter’s submission. However, an assessment of the reservoir flood risk will be 
required, which is clearly identified in the Environment Agency reservoir flood risk 
map. 
 
Further evaluation will be required to ensure that all the possible flood risks 
identified by Jacobs are fully addressed by the promoter (including reservoir flood 
risk) and that detailed mitigation developed by the promoter is appropriate and 
sufficient (including surface water mitigation).  
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Heathrow Airport Northwest Runway (Heathrow NWR)  
 
The Jacobs assessment of the Heathrow NWR scheme concludes that the scheme 
involves major changes to the fluvial environment that without effective long term 
mitigation could cause a major increase in flood risk elsewhere. Of most concern are 
that the scheme involves: 
 

• Development in Medium to High Risk Flood Zones that will cause loss of 
floodplain storage; 

• Culverting of several major watercourses that has the potential to increase 
flood risk; 

• Diversion of major watercourses that could lead to changes in flood risk; 

• Development is likely to modify groundwater flow paths with the potential to 
cause an increase in groundwater flood risk; 

• Development within an area that could be at significant risk from surface 
water flooding; and 

• Development in an area that could be impacted should there ever be a 
breach in nearby reservoirs. 
 

Fluvial flooding is the major source of flood risk to the scheme.  The scheme would 
also increase the risk of this type of flooding to other areas. Flood mitigation 
measures are therefore required and have been proposed by the promoter in the 
form of flood storage areas. Sizing of these areas by the promoter is based on 
development and application of detailed hydraulic modelling of the proposed 
scheme. The modelling approach adopted is considered appropriate for this stage of 
the project.  An appropriate allowance for the effects of climate change on peak river 
flows and rainfall has been used. 
 
Although the Water and Flood Risk Baseline report (Jacobs, 2014) for Heathrow 
identified numerous areas at risk from surface water flooding, this source of flood 
risk is not explicitly identified in the promoter’s submission. However, the submission 
does propose a sustainable drainage strategy designed to manage future increased 
surface water runoff volumes.  
 
Jacobs has undertaken a high level assessment of the volume required for 
attenuation of surface water. However, this attenuation volume appears to be 
significantly underestimated in the submission. The promoter appears to have used 
an attenuation discharge rate that is higher than the appropriate greenfield runoff 
rate. There is also the potential that the promoter has underestimated the size of the 
non-paved catchment draining to the proposed attenuation ponds, and used low 
values for the percentage runoff from the hard standing.  
 
Whilst recognising the presence of high groundwater levels at Heathrow, the 
promoter has not fully assessed the implications of this on future flood risk or on the 
impact of this on the ability of the fluvial flood defences to operate as planned. The 
promoter has properly considered reservoir flood risk in the area. 
 
Further evaluation will be required to ensure that all the possible flood risks 
identified by Jacobs are fully addressed by the promoter (including groundwater 
flood risk) and that detailed mitigation developed by the promoter is appropriate and 
sufficient (including surface water and groundwater mitigation). 
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Heathrow Airport Extended Northern Runway (Heathrow ENR)  
 
The Jacobs assessment of the Heathrow ENR proposals concludes that the scheme 
involves major changes to the fluvial environment that without effective long term 
mitigation could cause a major increase in flood risk elsewhere. Of most concern are 
that the proposals involve: 
 

• Development in Medium to High Risk Flood Zones that will cause loss of 
floodplain storage; 

• Culverting of several major watercourses that has the potential to increase 
flood risk; 

• Diversion of major watercourses that could lead to changes in flood risk; 

• Development is likely to modify groundwater flow paths with the potential to 
cause an increase in groundwater flood risk; 

• Development within an area that could be at significant risk from surface 
water flooding; and 

• Development in an area that could be impacted should there ever be a 
breach in nearby reservoirs. 
 

Fluvial flooding is the major source of flood risk to the scheme. The scheme would 
also increase the risk of this type of flooding to other areas. Flood mitigation 
measures are therefore required and have been proposed by the promoter in the 
form of flood storage areas. Sizing of these areas has been based on an existing 
model configuration.  
 
Limitations with the modelling approach adopted mean that there is a high level of 
uncertainty with the fluvial flood risk strategy presented. An appropriate allowance 
for the effects of climate change on peak river flows and rainfall has been used. 
 
Although the Water and Flood Risk Baseline report (Jacobs, 2014) for Heathrow 
identified numerous areas at risk from surface water flooding, this source of flood 
risk is not explicitly identified in the promoter’s submission. However, the submission 
does propose a sustainable drainage strategy designed to manage future increased 
surface water runoff volumes and the measures proposed appear to be appropriate 
in concept. 
 
Jacobs has undertaken a high level assessment of the volume required for 
attenuation of surface water. Despite some disputed assumptions and the possible 
use of an inappropriate methodology for estimating the attenuation volume for this 
development, the total attenuation volume estimated by the promoter is similar to 
the high level estimate by Jacobs. It is unlikely that gravity alone will be sufficient to 
enable controlled runoff of clean surface water into adjacent watercourses and 
pumping may be required.  
 
Whilst recognising the presence of high groundwater levels at Heathrow, the 
promoter has not fully assessed the implications of this on future flood risk or on the 
impact of this on the ability of the fluvial flood defences to operate as planned. The 
promoter has properly considered reservoir flood risk in the area. 
 
Further evaluation will be required to ensure that modelling uncertainty and all the 
possible flood risks identified by Jacobs are fully addressed by the promoter 
(including fluvial flood risk and groundwater flood risk) and that detailed mitigation 
developed by the promoter is appropriate and sufficient (including fluvial flooding 
and groundwater mitigation). 
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1 Context and Methodology  

This section covers:  

• Context for the report and scope of the assessment 

• Outline of methodology covering inputs and approach to the 
assessment 

• Assumptions and limitations 

 

1.1 Context and Scope  

This report provides an assessment of how three airport schemes meet the Airports 
Commission’s objective of minimising flood risk.  The three schemes assessed are: 
Gatwick Airport Second Runway (Gatwick 2R), Heathrow Airport Northwest Runway 
(Heathrow NWR), and Heathrow Airport Extended Northern Runway (Heathrow 
ENR). Each scheme is assessed as detailed in Airports Commission: Appraisal 
Framework (April 2014) to evaluate: 
 

1) How the airport site and the local and wider area are protected from flooding 
including an assessment of how the creation/expansion and operation of the 
airport will affect the operation of the floodplain; and 

 
2) That the development does not displace water or alter water flows increasing 

flooding elsewhere. 
 
The information used to assess the flood risk implications of each airport scheme 
has been extracted from the submission documents and from each promoter’s 
response to clarifications. Table 1.1 shows the documents referred to for each 
scheme. 
 

Table 1.1 - Assessment documents 

Heathrow NWR Heathrow ENR Gatwick 2R 

Heathrow Airport Limited: 
Heathrow’s North-West 
Runway – Assessment of 
Flood Risk (16 June 
2014) 

Heathrow Expansion: Updated 
scheme design – Submission to 
the Airports Commission by 
Runway Innovations Ltd and 
Heathrow Hub Ltd (May 2014) 
(Section 5 only: Mitigation 
Strategies) 

A Second Runway for 
Gatwick: Updated 
Scheme Design – 
Appendix A12: Water and 
Flood Risk (April 2014) 

 

Heathrow Airport Limited: 
Heathrow’s North-West 
Runway – Geo-
Environmental 
Assessment (16 June 
2014) 

 

Heathrow Expansion: Stage 2 
Submission – Attachment 5-1 
(14 May 2014) (Environment 
Technical Notes) (Section 2 
only: Water and Flood Risk) 

A Second Runway for 
Gatwick: Updated 
Scheme Design – 
Appendix A33: Geo-
Environmental Report (7

th
 

May 2014) (Sections 2.6.3 
(Land Quality), 3.3.3 
(Hydrogeology and 
Hydrology, and Figure 5 
(Hydrology) only).  
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Heathrow NWR Heathrow ENR Gatwick 2R 

Heathrow Airport Limited: 
Heathrow’s North-West 
Runway – Sustainable 
Drainage Assessment (16 
June 2014) 

 

Appendix B Environment 
Agency Consultation Response 
(7 April 2014) 

Relevant drawings: 

Figure D1 Rev 01 (Maximum 
Flood Depth 0.1% (1 in 1000) 
AEP Event Plus 20% Climate 
Change Allowance (Appendix 
D)) (29 April 2014 

Figure D2 Rev 01 (Maximum 
Flood Depth 0.1% (1 in 1000) 
AEP Event (Appendix D)) (29 
April 2014) 

Figure A1 Rev 0 (Master Plan 
Concept Phase 1 Extent of 
Water Course (Appendix A) (14 
May 2014) 

47067372 HUB-WATER-W001 
Rev 01 (Master Plan Concept 
Figure 1) (June 2014) 

47067372 HUB-WATER-W005 
Rev 01 (Illustrative Arrangement 
of Sustainable Drainage 
Systems) (June 2014) 

A Second Runaway for 
Gatwick: Updated 
Scheme Design 
Submission – SD4: 
Mitigation Strategies (May 
2014) (Section 10 only: 
Water and flood risk) 

 

Clarification responses  

(set out in Appendix C to 
this report) 

Clarification responses 

(set out in Appendix C to this 
report) 

Clarification responses 

(set out in Appendix C to 
this report) 

 

1.2 Methodology 

Chapter 2, 3 and 4 of this report includes an assessment of flood risk for each of the 
three schemes, and also analyses the flood risk assessments undertaken by the 
scheme promoter. To comply with planning regulations, the promoter must assess 
the flood risk to the proposed development, how the development may increase 
flood risk elsewhere and how any increased flood risk can be mitigated. 
 
The scheme promoters’ flood risk assessments are high level strategies. It is 
anticipated that these will be followed, in due course, by appropriately detailed flood 
risk assessments fully compliant with National Planning Policy Framework (NPPF) 
(DCLG, 2012a) and the more recent Planning Practice Guidance (PPG) (DCLG, 
2014) which supplements, and in some cases supersedes, elements of the NPPF 
such as the Technical Guidance to the NPPF with regard to flood risk. 
 
The review of the promoters’ documents is also at a high level and based largely on 
a qualitative rather than quantitative evaluation. In most cases where detail is 
available it has not been checked against source material – i.e. hydraulic modelling 
details have not been assessed. Only publicly available information has been used 
to assess the submitted documents. 
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Each scheme is assessed against the baseline case as described in the Water and 
Flood Risk Baseline, Jacobs (2014). The baseline case includes an assessment of 
the anticipated flood risks arising from the change in climate anticipated between the 
years 2025 and 2085 for Gatwick and 2026 and 2086 for Heathrow. In assessing 
each scheme, the same information that was used to develop the baseline case is 
used.  This includes but is not limited to: 
 

• Strategic Flood Risk Assessments (SFRAs) and Preliminary Flood Risk 
Assessments (PFRAs) 

• Environment Agency fluvial and surface water Flood Risk Maps 

• Environment Agency advice for climate change (Adapting to Climate 
Change: Advice for Flood and Coastal Erosion Risk Management 
Authorities) (Environment Agency, 2011) 

• Defra (2007) groundwater emergence mapping. 
 

A flood risk assessment would be expected to investigate the risks from all the 
potential flood hazards namely:  
 

• Fluvial (rivers and streams); 

• Surface water (pluvial); 

• Groundwater; 

• Water-related services; and 

• Artificial water bodies (reservoirs, canals). 
 

Due to the location of the shortlisted schemes at Gatwick and Heathrow, tidal flood 
risk does not need to be considered.  
 
This assessment seeks to confirm that: 
 

• All sources of flood risk to the scheme are identified and considered; 

• Any increase in flood risk caused by the development is recognised; 

• The assessment includes the impact of climate change; and 

• Appropriate mitigation for any increase in flood risk caused by the 
development is feasible. 

• Any additional mitigation that may be required is considered. 
 

For each of the three shortlisted schemes, an assessment has been undertaken of 
the flood risk to the scheme and any impact that the scheme might have on flood 
risk elsewhere. Any mitigation measures put forward by the promoter have been 
considered in this context and a view taken on whether the proposals are likely to be 
acceptable.  
 
Of particular relevance to the evaluation of the schemes is the acceptability or 
otherwise of any modelling that may have been undertaken by the promoter. 
Detailed modelling is beyond the scope of this review but an evaluation is made of 
whether the modelling approach and level of detail adopted by each promoter is 
appropriate for this level of appraisal. Accordingly, this review provides comment on 
the modelling used by the promoter in the evaluation of flood risk and mitigation 
proposals and gives an expert opinion on whether the modelling is appropriate and 
can be relied upon for evaluation of flood risk and mitigation measures. Jacobs’ 
consideration of the promoter’s scheme proposals is in part based on this opinion.  
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In reviewing the schemes a standardised checklist has been developed to assess 
the coverage of each flood risk assessment. This covers all the sources of flood risk 
that would be expected to be assessed for a flood risk assessment compliant with 
NPPF and the PPG on flood risk. The table in Appendix A shows the checklist and 
the criteria used for each item to confirm comprehensive coverage. The completed 
checklists covering each of the three schemes are provided in Appendix B. 
 
Where further information is sought, clarifications have been raised with the 
promoters. Responses to initial clarifications sought from each promoter were 
received in late June to early July 2014. Further clarifications were sent to each 
scheme promoter in August 2014 and responses have been received during August 
and September 2014. The responses to clarifications are shown in Appendix C. This 
review and our evaluation of proposals are based on our best assessment with the 
information currently to hand. Pending responses are unlikely to change our 
fundamental appraisal but may alter some matters of detail once further information 
is available.  
 

1.3 Assumptions and Limitations 

This review of the schemes is based on a comparison with the Water and Flood 
Risk Baseline (Jacobs, 2014), the Jacobs assessment of the promoters’ 
submissions, and the expectations for a flood risk assessment as defined in NPPF 
and PPG. In defining the baseline and undertaking the assessment of the 
promoters’ submissions, Jacobs made a number of assumptions. The assumptions 
made and their limitations are summarised below: 
 

1. All sources of flood risk are assessed. This covers flooding from fluvial, 
surface water, groundwater, water-related services and artificial water 
bodies (reservoir) sources. Tidal flooding is not considered to be a risk. 

2. Assessment of current flood risk can be adequately determined from 
published flood zone maps: Environment Agency flood maps, Strategic 
Flood Risk Assessments, Preliminary Flood Risk Assessments, Surface 
Water Management Plans, Groundwater Emergence Maps and airport 
specific reports on flooding available in the public domain. These are 
regional scale maps and may not adequately reflect very local flood risks. 
Further information on the Environment Agency flood mapping products 
can be found in Appendix D. 

 
3. The factors influencing flood risk by 2025 for Gatwick and 2026 for 

Heathrow are based on the most recent Airports Master Plan disclosure of 
planned works and the planned wider catchment flood risk management 
plans. It is assumed that the planned works will take place as described 
and operate as planned.  

 
4. Recommended published increases in peak river flows and rainfall as 

detailed in the Environment Agency note, Adapting to Climate Change: 
Advice for Flood and Coastal Erosion Risk Management Authorities 
(Environment Agency, 2011) are used as detailed in Table 1.2 and shown 
in bold. The range in figures is indicative of the level of uncertainty in the 
realisation of climate change impacts.  All of the promoters’ schemes lie 
within the Thames River Basin. 
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Table 1.2 - Estimated change in climate parameters for principal flood 
mechanisms 

Climate factor Range 
2025/26 
(2010-39 

timeframe) 

2085/86 
(2070-99 

timeframe) 

River Flow – Thames River 
Basin 
(compared to 1961-90 baseline) 

Upper end +30% +70% 

Change Factor +10% +25% 

Lower end -15% -5% 

Rainfall - national 
(compared to 1961-90 baseline) 

Upper end +10% +40% 

Change Factor +5% +20% 

Lower end 0% +10% 

 

5. The factors assumed for future flood risk and climate change impacts to 
2085 for Gatwick and 2086 for Heathrow (without the presence of a 
promoter’s scheme) are again based on those shown in bold in Table 1.2 
but have greater uncertainty. 

 

6. The 1% (1 in 100) annual exceedance probability (AEP) fluvial flood plus an 
allowance for climate change is assessed. This provides an initial view of 
high risk areas. More extreme events and residual risks will need 
consideration in due course. 

 

7. Greenfield runoff rates for Heathrow are 1 litre/second/hectare (l/s/ha) and 
5 l/s/ha at Gatwick (due to differing infiltration characteristics) using the 
most recent industry recommended guidance on estimation of greenfield 
runoff rates (Environment Agency 2013b, which discusses methods that 
may be applied). 

 

The schemes extend beyond the geographical limits of the existing airport footprints. 
The baseline case therefore focussed on the current geographical extent of Gatwick 
and Heathrow Airports but included the additional area based on the extended 
boundaries for each scheme. Potential flood risk impacts or factors which influence 
flood risk at the airport locations may extend considerably further still and these 
have also been considered. 
 

With regard to surface access to the airports, where these elements of the 
development fall outside the scheme boundary, specific consideration of the impacts 
on this infrastructure (or resulting from it) is not included as the details for surface 
access are very limited.  At planning stage, the impacts of the development would 
need to be mitigated as part of the design, and therefore, it is assumed at this stage 
that there would be no net negative impact resulting from the surface access 
requirements. The risk of flooding to the surface access infrastructure would need to 
be considered in detail when surface access proposal details are available.  Key 
considerations will be the location of infrastructure in flood risk areas, and the need 
to mitigate any identified risk of flooding (particularly in Flood Zone 3).  A planning 
requirement will be to demonstrate that the infrastructure has been located in the 
lowest area of flood risk possible, and this will therefore need to be addressed as 
part of the overall scheme proposal. 
 

Appendix E provides a summary of the general assumptions made by Jacobs along 
with an assessment of the limitations of these assumptions. Where appropriate, an 
indication is given of the consequence of the assumption being found to be 
incorrect. Assumptions with regard to computer modelling undertaken by the 
promoters are also relevant and are included at the end of the table for each 
scheme. 
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2 Gatwick Airport Second Runway 

This section covers the following for the Gatwick Airport Second Runway 
(Gatwick 2R)submission : 

• Summary of baseline  

• An assessment of the Gatwick 2R scheme 

• Jacobs’ commentary on promoter’s submission and assessment of 
flood risk impacts and proposed mitigation 

• Conclusions 

 
The structure of this Chapter is as follows: 
 
Section 2.1 below provides an overview of the current and anticipated (for 2025/26 
to 2085/86) baseline conditions at Gatwick as defined by Jacobs. The baseline 
considers the flood risk at Gatwick assuming the promoter’s scheme is not 
implemented.  Further details of the baseline are reported in the Water and Flood 
Risk Baseline report (Jacobs, 2014).  
 
Section 2.2 provides Jacobs’ assessment of the scheme in terms of flood risk to the 
scheme or effects of the scheme on flood risk elsewhere and any mitigation that 
may be appropriate.  
 
Section 2.3 comments on the promoter’s submission. This includes the promoter’s 
view of current flood risk as assessed against this baseline and assesses how the 
promoter views future flood risk. It also reviews the promoter’s assessment of how 
the proposed scheme may affect flood risk elsewhere, followed by how any 
increased flood risks will be mitigated.  The assessment is confined to a review of 
the documents submitted by the scheme promoter as listed in Table 1.1.  
 
Conclusions from the assessments in Sections 2.2 and 2.3 are provided in Section 
2.4. 
 

2.1 Summary of Baseline Conditions as Defined by Jacobs  

Gatwick Airport is located within the River Mole Catchment in the Thames River 
Basin District (RBD). Environment Agency Fluvial Flood Zone mapping shows 
significant areas of the current airport and the area of the proposed development lie 
within Flood Zones 2 and 3 and are at risk from river flooding. Areas downstream 
and upstream of Gatwick are also seen to be at risk of flooding and hence, further 
development at Gatwick has the potential to influence flood risk upstream and 
downstream. There are known to be flood defences already in place to reduce the 
flood risk to Gatwick Airport. A visual comparison of the Environment Agency Flood 
Map for Planning (Rivers and Sea) and Risk of Flooding from Rivers and Sea map 
(prepared with flood defences in place) indicates that there is minimal difference 
between the 0.1% (1 in 1000) AEP event and 1% (1 in 100) AEP event flood extent. 
This indicates that the existing defences are effective only in Flood Zone 3 (i.e. 
where the risk of fluvial flooding has a 1% (1 in 100) or greater chance of occurring 
each year although they will be partially effective in higher order events and reduce 
the effects of flooding more widely).  
 
A number of significant historic flood events are recorded in the Gatwick Airport 
area, namely; the 14th-15th September 1968 event during which the airport was 
closed for several days due to flooding of the runway; the flood event of 2000 when 
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the A23 under Gatwick Airport’s South Terminal was closed for three days; and 
more recently the 23rd-25th December 2013 event which flooded the North Terminal 
and caused significant disruption at the airport. During the December 2013 event it 
is understood that the Crawter’s Brook caused flooding of an airfield substation (but 
not the airfield itself) and the River Mole caused flooding to the apron north of the 
runway where the river comes out of culvert.  The McMillan Report (February 2014), 
which reviewed the disruption at Gatwick Airport during the major flooding event of 
December 2013, reports that the North Terminal switch room was affected by 
surface water flooding.  
 
Flooding from the River Mole and the Gatwick Stream are known problems in the 
area. In order to mitigate this flood risk, two flood risk alleviation schemes are being 
implemented. The Upper Mole Flood Alleviation Scheme (UMFAS) being delivered 
by the Environment Agency comprises four flood attenuation reservoirs. The 
UMFAS now has two elements completed, and another is due for completion in 
autumn 2016. The Ifield element of the UMFAS is currently on hold and pending 
contributions from third parties as, under current funding mechanisms, this element 
cannot be fully funded. The scheme as a whole will deliver a 0.5% (1 in 200) AEP 
standard of protection and the expected benefits at Gatwick will be a 2% (1 in 50) 
AEP standard of protection. The Gatwick Stream Flood Alleviation Scheme (FAS), 
being delivered by Gatwick Airport Ltd, is designed to protect the site from flooding 
from Gatwick Stream up to a 1% (1 in 100) AEP flood in conjunction with the 
UMFAS. Even with the implementation of the Gatwick FAS, the airport may continue 
to be vulnerable to flooding from the River Mole and the Gatwick Stream, for flood 
events more extreme than the 1% (1 in 100) AEP event. This situation should 
represent the baseline in 2025. 
 
The Flood Map for Surface Water prepared by the Environment Agency shows 
significant areas of Gatwick Airport at Medium risk (1% to 3.3% (1 in 100 to 1 in 30) 
AEP) of flooding, with isolated locations at High risk of flooding (3.3% (1 in 30) 
AEP). The 23rd – 25th December 2013 event, which flooded the North Terminal, is 
considered to be mainly from surface water flooding (caused by 66mm rainfall in 18 
hours). 
 
The Defra (2007) Groundwater Emergence Maps and the Crawley Borough Council 
SFRA (2007) found no conclusive evidence of groundwater flooding in the Gatwick 
area. Based on the available information, it is considered that groundwater flood risk 
is not a significant concern at Gatwick Airport. 
 
The Environment Agency reservoir flood inundation mapping shows that Gatwick 
Airport could be affected by the failure of either of two reservoirs, namely, the Ifield 
Mill Pond (located to the south-western area of the airport) and the Gatwick Airport 
Long Term Storage Lagoon. Such an event is unlikely since rigorous inspection and 
maintenance procedures are required by current reservoirs legislation. However this 
risk still needs to be considered. 
 
The Baseline Report (Jacobs, 2014) assessed how flood risk may change over the 
period 2025 through to 2085 in the absence of a major development, due to both 
climate change and existing potential development pressures. It concluded that for 
Gatwick peak river flows would increase by 10% up to 2025 and by 25% up to 2085 
and rainfall by 5% and 20% respectively.  These percentages are based on the 
Environment Agency’s ‘Adapting to Climate Change: Advice for Flood and Coastal 
Erosion Risk Management Authorities’ (Environment Agency, 2011) document.  It 
was also recommended that, because of uncertainty associated with climate change 
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predictions, the sensitivity of critical infrastructure to greater increases in rainfall 
intensity should also be considered. 
 
Greenfield runoff rates for Gatwick have been estimated by Jacobs using the IoH 
124 (Institute of Hydrology, 1994) and Centre for Ecology and Hydrology Flood 
Estimation Handbook (FEH) (CEH, 1999) methods. These calculations resulted in 
estimates for the Median Annual Flood ‘QMED’ (the 50% [1 in 2] AEP peak flow) of 
4.7 l/s/ha using IoH 124 and 5.3 l/s/ha using FEH (with the latter being the average 
value for three small catchments around Gatwick). It can be concluded that 
allowable discharges from the development of approximately 5 l/s/ha would be 
acceptable. 
 

2.2 Assessment of Gatwick Airport Second Runway 

This section summarises Jacobs’ assessment of the current flood risk at Gatwick 
Airport and the flood risk anticipated following implementation of the Gatwick 2R 
scheme. Measures to mitigate any increase in flood risk will also be outlined. 
Commentary on the submission is presented in Section 2.3. 
 
2.2.1 Current Flood Risk 

(a) Fluvial Flooding 

A fluvial flood risk assessment was undertaken with reference to the Environment 
Agency Flood Map for Planning (Rivers and Sea), presented in Figure 2.1. The 
anticipated land use within the extended area beyond the existing airport boundary 
is shown in Figure 2.2 which is an extract from the promoter’s submission water and 
flood risk assessment report.   
 
The Gatwick 2R scheme includes construction of a new runway to the south of the 
existing runway together with new taxiway, new terminal building and associated 
infrastructure. The proposed development area is crossed by the River Mole and 
Crawter’s Brook and, near the eastern boundary, by the Gatwick Stream. The 
Environment Agency Flood Map for Planning (Rivers and Sea) shows that 
approximately half of the area proposed for the development is located in Flood 
Zones 2 and 3. It is further observed that the western part of the proposed runway is 
at risk from the River Mole, whereas the eastern part (terminal building area) could 
be vulnerable from the Gatwick Stream.  
 
Planning policy requires that a sequential approach to development1 is undertaken 
to guide developments away from areas at fluvial flood risk. Therefore, there will be 
a requirement to demonstrate that a sequential approach has been undertaken and 
that there are no suitable locations available at a lower risk of flooding. The 
proposed second runway sits parallel to the existing Runway 1 and hence the 
proposed development should be reasonably justifiable.  

                                                
1
 The sequential approach is designed to ensure that areas at little or no risk of flooding from any source are 

developed in preference to areas at higher risk. The aim should be to keep development out of medium and high 
flood risk areas (Flood Zones 2 and 3) and other areas affected by other sources of flooding where possible. 
Preference should therefore be given to developing in Flood Zone 1. If there is no reasonably available site in 
Flood Zone 1, then built development can be in Flood Zone 2. If there is no reasonably available site in Flood 
Zone 1 or 2 then ‘Essential Infrastructure’ can be located in Flood Zone 3 subject to passing a series of tests 
known as the Exception Test. 
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Figure 2.1 - Environment Agency Flood Map for Planning (Rivers and Sea) 
showing Scheme Boundary (red line) 

 
 

 
 
 

The proposed layout of the second runway and associated infrastructure would 
require either culverting or diverting of substantial lengths of the River Mole and 
Crawter’s Brook. Any further culverting of the watercourse could further increase the 
flood risk upstream by reduced conveyance; and increase downstream flood risk 
through the loss of floodplain storage. In addition, Environment Agency policy 
[Fluvial Design Guide (Environment Agency, 2009)] suggests that no watercourse 
should be culverted unless there is an overriding need to do so. Access to extended 
lengths of culvert for maintenance purposes raises concerns regarding safety as this 
work would require confined space entry.  In Jacobs’ view, it would be preferable to 
provide a large sized diversion channel, which would not only divert the 
watercourse, but could also provide compensation storage (this option is proposed 
by the promoter). Such a solution would need to be designed appropriately and its 
adequacy demonstrated using a suitable computer model. (It is noted that a 
partnership project between the Environment Agency and Gatwick Airport Limited is 
currently being undertaken to update the current modelling of the whole Upper Mole 
including the Gatwick Stream, River Mole and Crawter’s Brook as far downstream 
as Horley Weir. It is understood this will be completed by spring 2015). 
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Figure 2.2 - Anticipated land use within Promoter’s Scheme boundary to south 
of existing airport (extract from A Second Runway for Gatwick: Updated 
Scheme Design – Appendix A12: Water and Flood Risk (April 2014) - Figure 27) 

 
 
(b) Surface Water Flooding 

A surface water flood risk assessment was undertaken by Jacobs with reference to 
the Environment Agency Flood Map for Surface Water (FMfSW), presented in 
Figure 2.3. This shows that the proposed area for the second runway    and 
associated terminal buildings cover areas of Medium surface water flood risk, with 
some areas to the west part of the site at High surface water risk.  
 
The major flooding event of December 2013, which disrupted normal operation of 
Gatwick Airport, also involved surface water flooding (McMillan D, 2014). With the 
existing Gatwick Airport already at ‘Medium’ surface water flood risk, any 
development to the south of the Gatwick Airport site will need to ensure that the 
current problems of surface water drainage are not shifted to new areas or 
transferred to cause fluvial flooding. Indeed, betterment should be sought in the 
management of surface water.  
 
The management of surface water flood risk will therefore need careful 
consideration. In this regard, appropriate computer modelling of the existing surface 
water drainage, with calibration of the model against the December 2013 event, 
would need to be undertaken to evaluate requirements for surface water drainage 
for the proposed development. This is likely to need to mitigate surface water flood 
risk to the development and caused by the development. 
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Figure 2.3 - Environment Agency Risk of Flooding from Surface Water 
showing Scheme Boundary (red line) 
 

 

(c) Groundwater Flooding 

An assessment of groundwater flood risk was undertaken based on the published 
information on groundwater in the vicinity of Gatwick Airport. No groundwater 
incidents have been reported at Gatwick Airport itself.  The Strategic Flood Risk 
Assessment (SFRA) (Crawley Borough Council, 2007) also noted that “…there is no 
conclusive evidence of elevated susceptibility to groundwater flooding within the 
Borough”. The Defra (2007) Groundwater Emergence Maps also do not indicate any 
conclusive evidence of groundwater flooding in the Gatwick area. Based on 
currently available information, it might be considered that groundwater flood risk is 
not a significant concern at Gatwick Airport including the promoter’s scheme area. 
However, some groundwater flooding was identified near Gatwick Airport, during the 
extreme flooding event of December 2013 (McMillan D, 2014). This would have to 
be further investigated as part of any proposal at Gatwick Airport to assess the 
potential flood risk from groundwater. Any impact of groundwater, including any 
constraints it poses to the choice of sustainable drainage systems (SuDS) 
techniques would have to be assessed. SuDS suitability for the Gatwick scheme is 
shown in Table 2.1. 

  

Contains Ordnance Survey 
data © Crown copyright and 
database right 2014 
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Table 2.1 - Potential Suitability of SuDS Techniques for Application on 
Gatwick 2R scheme  

 SuDS Technique Potential at Gatwick 2R 

Most 
sustainable 

Living roofs/walls Yes 

 Basins and ponds 
-constructed wetlands 
Balancing ponds 
Detention ponds 
Retention ponds 
 

Open water may not be appropriate. 
Design should take account of any 
groundwater. 

Filter strips and swales Yes - dependent on local 
permeability / infiltration potential 

Infiltration devices 
-soakaways 
Infiltration trenches 
 
 

Yes – dependent on local 
permeability / infiltration potential 

Permeable surfaces and 
filter drains 

Yes – dependent on local 
permeability / infiltration potential 

Least 
sustainable 

Tanked systems Yes 

 
(d) Reservoirs 

An assessment of reservoir flood risk was undertaken based on published 
information on reservoir flood risk in the vicinity of Gatwick Airport. The Environment 
Agency reservoir flood inundation mapping (Figure 2.4) shows that Gatwick Airport 
lies within the modelled flood extent. This area is defined by the Environment 
Agency as that in which peoples’ lives would be in danger as a result of an 
uncontrolled release of water from the reservoir. The flood extents are from the Ifield 
Mill Pond and the Gatwick Airport Long Term Storage Lagoon. 
 
It is observed from Figure 2.4 that the failure of Ifield Mill pond would result in 
flooding of the south-western area of Gatwick Airport and the extended scheme area 
(although this would reduce on completion of the UMFAS). Failure of the Gatwick 
Airport Long Term Storage Lagoon would result in extensive inundation on the 
eastern side of the airport and scheme area. Terminal buildings, transportation links 
and airside runway areas could all be inundated. 
 
However, under the Reservoirs Act there is a requirement for detailed inspections of 
reservoir structures and this aims to reduce the likelihood of a severe breach to a 
very low probability. Whilst the probability of a reservoir flood occurring is low, the 
impact has the potential to be high with potentially high flood velocities and depths.  
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Figure 2.4 - Environment Agency Risk of Flooding from Reservoirs showing 
Scheme Boundary (red line) 
 

(e) Services 

Both the water distribution and sewerage network relating to the operation of the 
promoter’s scheme is unlikely to have a significant bearing on flood risk. The 
possibility of a burst in a major water main and the interaction between the surface 
and below ground drainage systems will however have to be considered; the latter 
to minimise the possibility of sewer flooding and associated local disruption and 
damage.    
 
2.2.2 Factors Affecting Flood Risk by 2025 

The Water and Flood Risk Baseline report (Jacobs, 2014) documented factors that 
would alter the flood risk in the vicinity of Gatwick Airport by 2025 in the absence of 
a major development. These were identified as: 
 

• Planned works at the airport in the absence of a major airport scheme, in 
accordance with the airport master plan; 

• Flood risk mitigation measures related to airport developments and wider 
flood risk management approaches in the river catchment;  

• Climate change impacts related to river flow and rainfall intensity; and 

• Major off-airport developments. 
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The Water and Flood Risk Baseline report concluded that: 
 

• Fluvial and surface water flood risk is likely to increase primarily as a result of 
climate change; and 

• Groundwater flood risk is considered to be broadly similar to the current 
level. 

• Reservoir flood risk is likely to be unchanged. 
 
2.2.3 Effects of Gatwick 2R on Flood Risk Elsewhere 

(a) Fluvial Flood Risk Impacts 

Without effective mitigation, the major components of the Gatwick scheme that 
would increase the flood risk elsewhere are: 
 

• Construction in the floodplain. 

• Realignment of major watercourses. 

• Culverting of watercourses. 
 
The following principal impacts on fluvial flood risk elsewhere could result from the 
Gatwick 2R scheme in the absence of mitigation measures: 
 

• Loss of flood storage in areas due to proposed landscaping and construction 
of the new runway, taxiways, buildings and other ancillary works i.e. where 
works are constructed on the flood plain resulting in loss of storage which 
could lead to increased flood risk including downstream areas such as 
Horley. 

• Any culverting of watercourses constrains flow and changes the nature of 
flood plain inundation. 

• Diversions that result in longer (or shorter) channel lengths with steeper or 
shallower gradients thereby affecting the flow regime.  However, it is unlikely 
that this would make a significant difference in large events as the river 
would be significantly out of bank. 

• Blockage of culverts or design exceedance causing increased flood risk up 
gradient of the culvert entrance. 

 
(b) Surface Water Flood Risk Impacts 

The Gatwick 2R scheme would increase the impermeable area by 236 hectares (out 
of total new development area, west of the railway line, of 380 hectares2). In the 
absence of mitigation measures, this could be expected to increase the volume of 
runoff and the rate of runoff and result in an increased flood risk from the River Mole 
and its local tributaries.  
 

                                                
2 The promoter’s surface water drainage submission only addresses runoff from the additional areas to the west of 

the existing railway line.  According to the promoter, the areas to the east of the railway line are not included in the 
proposed combined surface water and pollution control system. These areas will not be contaminated with de-icer 
and the surface water from the proposed development can be attenuated through a below ground attenuation 
storage system constructed as part of the development.  
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(c) Groundwater Flood Risk Impacts 

Based on the information on historic groundwater flooding and the results of other 
studies as mentioned above, there is unlikely to be any increased groundwater flood 
risk elsewhere caused by the proposed scheme. 
 
(d) Reservoir Flood Risk Impacts 

Developments that occupy the area previously modelled to be inundated by a 
reservoir breach could shift the inundation areas to areas previously at no risk or 
raise water levels in risk areas. 
 
2.2.4 Gatwick 2R Flood Risk Mitigation 

It has been shown that the proposed development would be anticipated to increase 
flood risk elsewhere and that these increased risks need to be mitigated. Our 
assessment is that mitigation should be provided for the following: 
 

• Loss of floodplain volume; 

• Changes in the rates of conveyance; 

• Loss of floodplain connectivity; and 

• Increased surface water runoff. 
 

Whilst it is recognised that the scheme is at preliminary design stage, to ascertain 
the flood risk implications of the scheme, some modelling is required. Modelling has 
not been used here to assess the scheme; however the appropriate elements of the 
promoter’s modelling approach are considered. 
 
The following sections identify the appropriate types and locations of mitigation 
measures. 
 
(a) Gatwick 2R Fluvial Flood Risk Mitigation 

In preparing an overall Fluvial Flood Risk Management Strategy for the scheme the 
following should be considered: 
 

• Sufficiently sized diversion channel for the River Mole and Crawter’s Brook. 

• Compensatory storage at the same elevation as it is lost.  

• An oversized diversion channel for the two watercourses could be the best 
location for the compensatory storage area. 

• Estimation of the design flow for the diversion channel using appropriate 
methodologies. 

• Computer modelling of the three watercourses to understand the baseline 
flood regime, and post-development modelling (with the diversion channels) 
for the post-development flood regime.  

• Culvert sizing to allow passage of over-design events to ensure impact on 
the floodplain does not adversely affect other critical infrastructure. 

 
The modelling currently being undertaken by the Environment Agency and Gatwick 
Airport Limited in partnership, to update the current modelling of the whole Upper 
Mole including the Gatwick Stream, River Mole and Crawter’s Brook as far 
downstream as Horley Weir (scheduled to be completed by spring 2015) will be 
relevant to evaluation of these issues. 
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(b) Gatwick 2R Surface Water Flood Risk Mitigation  

Any increase in impermeable area is likely to increase both the volume and rate of 
runoff.  This will need to be managed using Sustainable Drainage Systems (SuDS) 
with the aim of managing the runoff to the greenfield rate. Any scheme should be 
based on the following approaches and principles: 
 

• Computer modelling of the surface water flood risk including calibration 
against the December 2013 flooding incident at Gatwick Airport.  

• Development of an appropriately sized surface water drainage network 
based on computer modelling.  

• Appropriately sized attenuation storage based on computer modelling and 
the SuDS hierarchy noting the restrictions on having open water-bodies in 
close proximity to an airport.  

• Capture of water for rainwater harvesting, thereby meeting both water supply 
aspects as well as flood mitigation 

• Green roofs/walls to mimic the greenfield situation where appropriate. 
 
(c) Gatwick 2R Groundwater Flood Risk Mitigation 

Even though groundwater flood risk is considered to be low the following should be 
undertaken: 
 

• Further assessment of the December 2013 flooding event groundwater data 
which indicated some groundwater flooding in the vicinity of Gatwick. 

• Close monitoring of any future groundwater flooding incident in the vicinity of 
Gatwick Airport.  

• Any groundwater flood risk identified should be managed through a 
groundwater strategy rather than at very local level as this allows cumulative 
impacts to be considered and managed. 

 
(d) Gatwick 2R Reservoir Flood Risk Mitigation  

Continued regular and strict monitoring of the Ifield Mill pond, the Gatwick Airport 
Long Term Storage Lagoon as well as any other attenuation storage pond to be 
constructed as part of the proposed development should be ongoing. 
 
(e) Residual Risks 

These should be minimised but at this stage it is difficult to assess residual risks as 
this will depend on specific proposals for mitigation. 
 
It should however be noted that any culverted sections of watercourse pose an 
increased flood risk as a result of blockages and of design capacity exceedance.  
Hydraulic modelling of both scenarios and assessment of the modelled flood extent 
would be expected and once installed, regular and frequent inspections and 
monitoring of water levels would be essential. 
 

2.3 Commentary on Promoter’s Submission  

This section provides Jacobs’ commentary on the promoter’s submission; 
consideration is given to whether sufficient information has been provided and if the 
information and assumptions provided are of adequate quality and are reasonable.  
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2.3.1 Current Flood Risk 

(a) Fluvial Flood Risk 

The scheme promoter refers to the Environment Agency Flood Zone designations 
and appropriately identifies the areas at risk from fluvial flooding. It identifies all the 
watercourses in the vicinity of Gatwick Airport, namely, the upper reaches of the 
River Mole and several of its tributaries including the Gatwick Stream, Crawter’s 
Brook, Mans Brook and Westfield Stream. It indicated a high fluvial flood risk to the 
airport from the Gatwick Stream.  
 
The promoter’s submission has assessed the current flood risk from the River Mole 
through the development of a hydraulic model of the Upper River Mole catchment 
using an ISIS Tuflow model (based on the Environment Agency model which was 
the basis for the design of the Gatwick Stream FAS). As the original model was an 
approved Environment Agency model it is assumed here that it produces acceptable 
results.  The final model used has not been assessed here. (It is understood that the 
ISIS Tuflow model will be superseded by the Environment Agency/Gatwick Airport 
Limited updated modelling scheduled to be completed in Spring 2015). 
 
It also discusses the ongoing Upper Mole Flood Alleviation Scheme (UMFAS), 
which is being promoted by the Environment Agency, to reduce flood risk in the 
Crawley and Horley area. It further mentions that two flood storage reservoirs 
(Tilgate Lake and Worth Farm) under the UMFAS are already complete and the 
construction of Clay’s Lake is to start soon (refer to Figure 2.5). Following the 
completion of these reservoirs it is anticipated that the annual exceedance 
probability of flooding at Gatwick Airport from the River Mole will be decreased from 
5% (1 in 20) AEP to 2% (1 in 50) AEP. 
 
Regarding the flood risk from the Gatwick Stream, the proposal refers to the ongoing 
Gatwick Stream Flood Alleviation Scheme (refer to Section 2.3.1), which will 
improve the standard of protection on the Gatwick Stream still further. This scheme 
is fully funded by Gatwick Airport Limited and to be completed by the end of 2014. 
According to the submission, following the completion of the Gatwick FAS, the 
standard of protection on the Gatwick Stream is expected to increase to the 1% (1 in 
100) AEP but only in conjunction with the Upper Mole Flood Alleviation Scheme. 
 
The promoter’s submission also reviews the findings of the McMillan Report (2014) 
which independently reviewed the factors behind the extreme flooding event of 
December 2013 that flooded the North Terminal and disrupted the operation of the 
airport. The McMillan Report concluded that, although it was clear that much had 
been done to prevent flooding, new remedial measures and procedures should be 
put in place to minimise future flood risks. It is reported in the proposal that Gatwick 
Airport Limited has accepted all the recommendations made by the McMillan 
Report, and has announced an additional investment of up to £30M in ongoing flood 
risk assessment and mitigation. However, the proposal clarifies that no allowance 
has been made for this investment in the future baseline considered by this 
proposal. This is a cautious and sensible approach. 
 
(b) Surface Water Flood Risk 

The scheme promoter has referred to the risk of flooding identified by the Risk of 
Flooding from Surface Water map for the Gatwick area prepared by the 
Environment Agency. The submission states that the surface water flood risk is very 
dependent on finished surface and ground levels and capacity, and hence the 
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Environment Agency surface water flood risk maps are poor indicators of future 
surface water flood risk post mitigation, and a poor indicator of surface water flood 
risk to the existing operational boundary. This is reasonable.  
 
Figure 2.5 - Layout of the Upper Mole Flood Alleviation Scheme  
(reproduced from Figure 9 of Appendix A12 of the proposal) 
 

 
 
Accordingly, hydraulic modelling of the existing operational boundary has been 
undertaken by the promoter using an Infoworks ICM model to replicate the existing 
drainage network. The promoter claims that their model provides a better 
representation of the pluvial flood risk than that the Environmental Agency’s 
mapping of the risk of flooding from surface water, because it uses more detailed 
ground level information, and because it takes full account of how the drainage is 
managed on the site. The Environment Agency Risk of Surface Water Flooding map 
and the promoter’s pluvial flood risk maps are presented in Figures 2.6 and 2.7. This 
is reasonable. 
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Figure 2.6 - Environment Agency Risk of Flooding from Surface Water for the 
existing Gatwick Airport site (reproduced from Figure 12 of Appendix A12 of the 
proposal) 
 

 
 
Figure 2.7 - Results from hydraulic modelling showing the extent of flooding 
predicted at Gatwick Airport for 1:100 plus climate change (for 2050)  
(reproduced from Figure 13 of the proposal) 

 
 
The promoter’s surface water flood risk maps show a much reduced flood extent; 
only the northern areas are shown at flood risk. However, there is no indication of 
whether their flood map matches the December 2013 flooding extent, which is 
considered to be largely from surface water flooding. A comparison with the 
December 2013 surface water flood event would help verify the acceptability of the 
Infoworks ICM model results and this should be undertaken. However, assuming 

Contains Ordnance Survey data © Crown 
copyright and database right 2014 
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that the local modelling has been done to an acceptable standard it is likely that the 
locally developed model provides a more realistic representation of surface water 
flooding than the national model. 
 
(c) Groundwater Flood Risk 

The promoter’s submission reviews the appropriate documents to assess the 
potential for groundwater flooding (Defra (2007) Groundwater Emergence Maps and 
the Crawley Borough Council Strategic Flood Risk Assessment (Crawley Borough 
Council, 2007)) and conclude that the development site is not susceptible to 
groundwater flood risk. This is consistent with Jacobs’ baseline findings.  
 
The proposal has, however, referred to the Environment Agency’s Note, published 
following the wettest two months on record between December 2013 to January 
2014, regarding the current situation of flooding from groundwater along the Mole 
and South London. In the Mole Valley this indicated that limited reports of 
groundwater flows emerging from springs had been made, and that basements had 
been flooded in the nearby Dorking area. However, at the time of the submission, 
there has not been confirmation from the Environment Agency regarding these 
events.  
 
The current flood risk from groundwater stated in the proposal is consistent with 
Jacobs’ assessment of the baseline condition. 
 
(d) Reservoirs 

The Gatwick submission does not discuss the flood risk from reservoirs, although 
the Environment Agency mapping indicates that the Gatwick Airport area lies within 
the reservoir breach flood extent from the Ifield Mill Pond (located to the south-
western area of the airport) and the Gatwick Airport Long Term Storage Lagoon 
(refer to Section 2.2.1). Any developments within the reservoir flood extent footprint 
will displace water and thereby increase the flood risk elsewhere. However, 
reservoir breaches are low likelihood although high impact events. 
 
(e) Services 

Gatwick Airport is likely to have a complex water distribution and sewerage network 
relating both to the operation of the airport and to nearby urban areas.  
 
According to the submission, neither Gatwick nor its surrounding area are within 
Drinking Water Protection Areas and have no drinking water sources in either of 
these locations. This is reasonable. 
 
At present, sewage discharges from Gatwick Airport is handled by two local sewage 
treatment works (SWT), operated by Thames Water, namely the Horley SWT and 
Crawley SWT. The proposal has two options for meeting the additional wastewater 
treatment requirements generated by the proposed development: they either 
depend on the two existing local STWs, or they propose to treat the wastewater 
elements locally on site. The option selection is dependent on ongoing liaison with 
the Environment Agency and Thames Water. 
 
The proposal discusses the additional water services infrastructure that would be 
required to ensure an adequate supply of water to the scheme and how to ensure 
that sewage and wastewater can be treated and disposed sustainably but there 
does not appear to be specific reference to any associated flood risk. 
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2.3.2 Factors affecting Future Flood Risk  

The scheme promoter assesses the 1% (1 in 100) AEP and 0.1% (1 in 1000) AEP 
fluvial flood risk with an allowance for climate change. To cater for the effect of 
climate change a 20% increase has been applied to the peak flow. This is compliant 
with Climate Change Allowance for Planners (Environment Agency, 2013a).  In 
assessing the surface water flood risk, it has been assumed by the promoter that the 
rainfall intensity will increase by 20%. This is compliant with Adapting to Climate 
Change: Advice for Flood and Coastal Erosion Risk Management Authorities 
(Environment Agency, 2011) which suggests that an allowance for rainfall intensities 
of 20% to 2085 would be sufficient. 
 
2.3.3 Effects of Development on Flood Risk Elsewhere 

Areas downstream of Gatwick (to the north) are at risk of flooding and therefore, 
further developments at Gatwick have the potential to influence flood risk in these 
areas. The proposal has identified this and states (in Section 4.11.2 of Appendix 
A12) that without mitigation, the scheme would result in a loss of 88,000 m3 of 
floodplain storage volume resulting in an increase in flood risk downstream. Other 
impacts include increased surface runoff (both clean and dirty water), which could 
increase surface water flood risk downstream. No details have been provided on the 
flood risk from the new attenuation ponds to be constructed on the floodplain of the 
River Mole.  
 
The proposal states that, in identifying the risk associated with increased surface 
water runoff from the development, an Infoworks ICM model has been used to 
design the drainage networks for the proposed scheme. Although the adequacy of 
the model design has not been demonstrated by the promoter, it is noted above in 
Section 2.3.1 (c) that the approach taken and findings appear reasonable. 
 
2.3.4 Gatwick 2R Flood Risk Mitigation 

(a) Gatwick 2R Fluvial Flood Risk Mitigation  

The proposal identifies the River Mole, Crawter’s Brook and the Gatwick Stream as 
the main sources of fluvial flood risk at Gatwick Airport.  
 
The fluvial flood risk from the River Mole and Crawter’s Brook would not be 
mitigated by the Environment Agency’s Upper Mole Flood Alleviation Scheme 
(UMFAS) as currently being constructed.  The inclusion of the Ifield element, which 
is currently on hold, would only provide partial mitigation. It is stated in the 
promoter’s submission that following the completion of the entire UMFAS scheme 
the annual exceedance probability of flooding at Gatwick Airport will decrease from 
the existing 5% (1 in 20) to 2% (1 in 50). An assessment of reservoir risk should 
however be considered as part of the assessment. 
 
According to the proposal, the fluvial flood risk from the Gatwick Stream would be 
mitigated following the completion of the Gatwick Stream Flood Alleviation Scheme 
(by the end of 2014), which is fully funded by Gatwick Airport. It is stated that the 
Gatwick Flood Alleviation Scheme will increase the standard of protection to the 1% 
(1 in 100) AEP. 
 
The proposal identifies fluvial flood risk to Gatwick Airport through the development 
of a hydraulic model of the Upper River Mole catchment using an ISIS Tuflow 
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(industry standard) computer model (based on the Environment Agency model 
which was the basis for the design of the Gatwick Stream FAS).  
 
Mitigation proposals are shown in Figure 2.8. The main mitigation measure for fluvial 
flood risk includes providing a diversion channel for approximately a 4km reach of 
the River Mole and 2.7km reach of the Crawter’s Brook. According to the proposal, 
the diversion channel sections would be designed for bankfull (water level up to top 
of river bank) flow capacity of 50% (1 in 2) AEP event, the overall channel (including 
adjacent flood conveyance area) capacity of 1% (1 in 100) AEP plus climate change 
event (peak flow = 42.1m3/s), and the section would be checked for 0.1% (1 in 
1000) AEP plus climate change event (peak flow = 96.7m3/s). It also states that a 
weir will be required in the diversion channel, at the confluence of the Mole and 
Crawter’s Brook, in order to maintain the gradient of the two streams. Rather than a 
single weir it may be more appropriate to implement a series of small weirs or other 
structure which would be less of a barrier to the passage of fish and avoid other bio-
diversity issues. 
 
Figure 2.8 - Diagrammatic representation of the Gatwick Scheme with 
embedded mitigation (reproduced from Figure 13 of the proposal) 
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The proposal also states that the channel will maintain the meandering of the 
existing River Mole and would maintain the bankfull flow similar to that of the 
existing section. The pool-riffle channel section of the original watercourse would 
also be maintained in the diversion scheme. Thus the diversion channel would not 
only provide mitigation against fluvial flood risk but will also provide an opportunity to 
link high value habitats upstream and downstream from the airport and create new 
habitats that will contribute to local biodiversity targets.  
 
The promoter’s submission states that the diversion channel would provide 
compensation storage of 100,000 to 120,000m3 along its reach, which is 
approximately 25% more than the lost floodplain storage. Following the diversion 
channel construction, the culverted reach (approximately 600m) of the River Mole 
under Gatwick Runway 1 will no longer be required. The diversion channel will also 
remove over 2km of engineered channel from these watercourses. The proposal 
states that the construction of the river diversion would not only mitigate fluvial flood 
risks at Gatwick Airport but also in downstream areas.   
 
The promoter has provided the typical design peak flow values for the diversion 
channel.  Although the typical section of the proposed diversion channel for the 
Crawter’s Brook (refer to Figure 2.9) and that for the River Mole (refer to Figure 
2.10) appear to have sufficient conveyance capacities, the promoter has confirmed 
that the river diversion will be remodelled as part of the Upper Mole River model, to 
be completed by the end of 2014. This is reasonable. 
 
Figures 2.9 and 2.10 - Typical diversion channel cross sections for the River Mole 
(above) and Crawter’s Brook (below)  
(reproduced from Drawing 005-C-2C007 of the proposal) 

 
 

 
 
(b) Gatwick 2R Surface Water Flood Risk Mitigation  

The proposals include a ‘Business as Usual’ and an ‘Exemplar’ approach. The 
Business as Usual proposals include current common and best practice mitigation, 
but assume that current common and best practice approaches will still be in place 
at the start of the development, whilst the Exemplar proposals include more 
attenuation and increased use of swales and filter drains. Both proposals have been 
assessed in this document. 
 
The Gatwick proposals apply climate change allowances for a design life to 2050, 
which differs from the assumed development lifetime to 2085. Based on the National 
Planning Policy Framework Technical Guidance (DCLG, 2012b) the promoter 
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applies a climate change allowance of 20% to rainfall intensities and depths. This is 
compliant with Adapting to Climate Change: Advice for Flood and Coastal Erosion 
Risk Management Authorities (Environment Agency, 2011) which suggests that an 
allowance for rainfall intensities of 20% to 2085 would be sufficient.  In accordance 
with normal practice, the proposals do not assume any uplift for the baseline 
(greenfield) flows. 
 
The ‘Business as Usual’ scheme includes collector drains and attenuation in 
tanks, oversized pipes and the existing River Mole culvert (following the proposed 
diversion of the river around the airport in a de-culverted watercourse). Runoff from 
the proposed new sections of the airfield is then pumped up into two raised 
attenuation ponds to the north west of the airport (a ‘clean’ and ‘dirty’ pond with 
attenuation capacities of approximately 80,000 m3 each). From there the runoff is 
discharged at the greenfield runoff rates into the River Mole (for clean water) or (for 
the dirty water) to the existing Crawley Treatment Works or to a new treatment 
facility on site (to be confirmed). The total attenuation capacity is designed to ensure 
that runoff from the development is stored for a range of design floods up to the 1% 
(1 in 100) AEP flood including the allowance for climate change discussed above. 
 
The proposal claims that the greenfield runoff rate from the development area is of 
the order of 6 m3/s, but the promoter estimates attenuation volumes using a lower 
allowable discharge rate of 1 m3/s. With Jacobs’ greenfield runoff estimate of 
5 l/s/ha it would seem that a runoff rate of approximately 1.9 m3/s for a total 
development area, west of the railway line, of 380ha (provided by the promoter 
through their response of 22 August 2014) would be appropriate3. Despite the 
conservatively low allowable discharge adopted by the promoter, the total 
attenuation provision from the impervious area of 236ha appears to be considerably 
lower than Jacobs’ high level estimate. The total attenuation storage capacity 
required on the site is likely to be in excess of 200,000 m3. 
 
Following a request for details of the assumptions made for the attenuation volume 
estimation, the promoter confirmed that the total development area is assumed to be 
380 hectares (ha). The reported impermeable (236 ha) and permeable (41 ha) 
surfaces draining to the attenuation facilities only add up to 277 ha. The promoter 
has not confirmed what happens to runoff from the remaining 103 ha, but as these 
areas are adjacent to the proposed hardstanding areas it would be prudent to 
assume that they ultimately drain into the attenuation facilities. It is important to note 
in this respect that capturing the runoff from grassed areas that are reduced in size 
due to the proposed new hardstanding and draining the runoff directly to a 
watercourse without attenuation may not be acceptable as shorter flow paths could 
result in higher runoff rates than in the existing condition. Jacobs’ high level 
attenuation estimate has therefore assumed that all permeable areas within the total 
development area (144 ha) will drain to the attenuation facility. 
 
The promoter uses a percentage runoff of 85% from roofs and pavements. This 
value is possibly slightly lower than may be expected (around 90%) but it is within 
the range of what could be considered reasonable. 
 

                                                
3
 The promoter’s surface water drainage submission only addresses runoff from the additional areas to the west of 

the existing railway line.  According to the promoter, the areas to the east of the railway line are not included in the 
proposed combined surface water and pollution control system. These areas will not be contaminated with de-icer 
and the surface water can be attenuated through a below ground attenuation storage system constructed as part of 
the development. 
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The approach adopted for the calculations is that laid out in an Environment Agency 
note Rainfall Runoff, Management for Developments (Environment Agency, 2013b) 
which may not be appropriate for the airport due to its large size. (Limitations of the 
approach and other methods that may be applied are discussed in the note). 
 
According to the promoter, the areas to the east of the railway line are not included 
in the proposed combined surface water and pollution control system. As these 
areas will not be contaminated with de-icer, the surface water from these types and 
form of development can be attenuated through a below ground attenuation storage 
system constructed as part of the development. No details of these proposals have 
been provided. 
 
It would seem that the storage volumes in the tanks, oversized pipes and existing 
culvert (the attenuation storage upstream of the attenuation ponds) are a relatively 
small proportion of the total attenuation requirement. This suggests that the pump 
capacity for runoff into the attenuation ponds may need to be extremely high, much 
higher than the 2 m3/s proposed. The promoter has confirmed that pump capacities 
were calculated using the peak modelled runoff rates from that point in the network, 
for the 1% AEP event including an allowance for climate change, but given that the 
pump capacity is only just higher than the greenfield runoff rate the proposed pump 
rate is not expected to be sufficient to enable effective use of the storage in the 
clean water pond downstream of the pump. The total attenuation volume upstream 
of the pumping station also seems insufficient to prevent flooding from the drainage 
system for the 1% AEP flood including an allowance for climate change. 
 
The development proposals do not specify how runoff is retained on site for all 
events up to the 1% (1 in 100) AEP + climate change flood, or prevented from 
flooding the airfield or draining off site when the pump capacity is exceeded.  
 
The promoter states that the drainage design prevents surcharging of drainage 
pipes up to a 50% (1 in 2) AEP flood, and flooding of pavement surfaces up to a 
10% (1 in 10) AEP event for most surfaces. This is in accordance with current 
practice for airport drainage.  
 
The ‘Exemplar’ scheme suggests the use of further SuDS features, including 
swales, filter drains and greater attenuation storage. A total attenuation volume of 
200,000m3 is suggested, which may be just sufficient dependent on the size of the 
area contributing runoff to this attenuation. Swales and filter drains are unlikely to be 
suitable for use near areas of aircraft operations or stands at most of the airport. 
Filter drains may be made suitable when sealed to prevent potential contamination 
of groundwater. The promoter has indicated that filter drains and attenuation ponds 
will be sealed to prevent the infiltration of pollutants into ground. 
 
(c) Gatwick 2R Groundwater Flood Risk Mitigation 

As the Gatwick Area is not identified as being susceptible to groundwater flood risk, 
no such groundwater flood risk management has been identified in the submission. 
Lining of the construction stage pond is discussed in order to avoid silt and other 
debris affecting the long term operation of the facility; but lining of the attenuation 
pond / filter drain etc. is not discussed in the proposal. 

(d) Residual Risks 

The proposal is strongly dependent on the fluvial flood mitigation measure provided 
by the river diversion scheme and states in Section 4.11.10 that “The river diversion 
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as designed requires no further mitigation for flood risk. The diversion ensures no 
increase in flood risk to neighbouring upstream and downstream communities and 
has removed the risk of flooding from the River Mole and Crawter’s Brook to 
Gatwick Airport. The design also benefits the ecological quality of the waterbody, 
due partly to the removal of the culvert under the existing runway, and partly to the 
best practice design methodology followed”. 
 
Further information received from the promoter discusses that drainage modelling 
undertaken so far is on a ‘worst case’ basis and has not accounted for the beneficial 
effects of the source control methods such as filter strips and swales. Exceedance 
flow pathways will be considered as the detailed design is undertaken, ensuring that 
natural flow paths are created within the finished ground levels to ensure that 
exceedance flow is routed away from critical infrastructure and towards low impact 
areas. The promoter also claims that it may also be possible to direct excess flow to 
the river channel where there is excess capacity for beyond the 0.1% AEP flood 
event. Although the proposal indicates almost no residual risks from fluvial flooding, 
it does not discuss residual risk from the surface water flooding or reservoir flooding. 
 

2.4 Conclusions 

2.4.1 Assessment of Gatwick Airport Second Runway 

The Jacobs’ assessment of the Gatwick 2R concludes that the scheme involves 
changes to the fluvial environment that without effective long term mitigation could 
cause a significant increase in flood risk elsewhere. Of most concern are that the 
proposals involve: 
 

• Development in Medium to High risk Flood Zones that will cause loss of 
floodplain storage. 

• Diversion of major watercourses that could lead to changes in flood risk. (A 
significant length of the River Mole and the Crawter’s Brook would have to be 
diverted in order to accommodate the proposed development). 

• Development is within an area that could be at significant risk from surface 
water flooding. 

• Development is in an area that could be impacted should there ever be a 
breach in nearby reservoirs. 
 

In order to satisfy planning requirements, a sequential approach is required to justify 
the proposed development being constructed in an area at risk of flooding. 
 
The promoter should provide a flood mitigation strategy to address flood risk to the 
site and any flood risk caused by the development. This should include an 
adequately sized diversion channel for the two watercourses with appropriate 
compensatory storage and an adequately sized surface water drainage network as 
part of a comprehensive sustainable drainage strategy.  
 
Computer modelling is required to evaluate requirements for flood mitigation 
including to size flood storage requirements. This is beyond the scope of this review 
but an evaluation of the promoter’s modelling has been undertaken as part of 
Jacobs’ commentary on the proposals submitted. 
 
2.4.2 Commentary on Promoter’s Submission 

The assessment of flood risk undertaken by Gatwick Airport Limited was presented 
in three documents. ‘A Second Runway for Gatwick, Updated Scheme Design for 
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Airport Commission, Prepared for Gatwick Airport Limited - Appendix A12: Water 
and Flood Risk (April 2014)’ detailed the flood risk assessment with Appendix A33 
providing further details of the ground conditions. The strategy to mitigate the flood 
risks as a result of the promoter’s scheme was presented in ‘A Second Runaway for 
Gatwick – Updated Scheme Design Submission, SD4 – Mitigation Strategies (May 
2014)’. 
 
The Gatwick Airport Limited submission included a detailed study of fluvial flood 
risks from the main source of flooding; the River Mole and its tributaries (Gatwick 
Stream and Crawter’s Brook). The modelling approach adopted is considered 
appropriate for this stage of the project.   
 
The Gatwick Stream Flood Alleviation Scheme (FAS), due for completion in 2014, is 
considered to provide protection against the 1% (1 in 100) AEP event and the Upper 
Mole FAS (under development) to protect against the 2% (1 in 50) AEP event at 
Gatwick.  However, the promoter proposes to provide a diversion channel 
approximately 6.7km long for the River Mole and Crawter’s Brook primarily to 
mitigate the flood risk caused by the  scheme.  This is achieved by the diversion 
channel providing compensation storage amounting to approximately 25% more 
than that lost by the development although insufficient information was supplied in 
the submission to confirm this. However, this does appear to be a reasonable 
allowance. This river diversion also provides environmental benefits in linking high 
value habitats upstream and downstream of the airport and creating new habitats 
that will contribute to local biodiversity targets.  
 
The promoter modelled surface water using the existing surface water networks in 
an Infoworks ICM model. The modelled flood extents were considerably smaller 
than those depicted in the Environment Agency Flood Risk from surface Water map 
of the same area. This is of concern because the design of the proposed drainage 
network is based on these modelling results. However the local modelling is likely to 
be a more detailed representation that the Environment Agency mapping. A 
comparison with the December 2013 surface water flood event should be 
undertaken to confirm the suitability or otherwise of this model. 
 
The potential for groundwater flooding was investigated by the promoter and found 
to be a low risk although they note that in the particularly wet winter of 2013/14 there 
were basements flooded locally.  
 
The promoter has not provided any assessment of the flood risk posed by the 
breach of nearby reservoirs. The Environment Agency Risk of Flooding from 
Reservoir map shows that Gatwick Airport lies within the modelled flood extent from 
a breach from two separate water bodies. 
 
The promoter appears to employ suitable design criteria for the surface water 
drainage system. The design annual exceedance probability (AEP) for avoiding 
increases in runoff from the airport site is in keeping with normal practice (1% [1 in 
100], with a suitable allowance for climate change of 20% on rainfall intensities). 
Peak runoff rates leaving the development site will be reduced to an allowable runoff 
rate which is lower than the greenfield runoff rate estimated by Jacobs.  
 
Despite these assumptions, the attenuation capacity proposed appears to be 
considerably lower than what is thought to be required based on a high level 
estimate by Jacobs. Jacobs is concerned that the method employed to estimate the 
attenuation volume may not be appropriate for the airport due to its large size. 
Further details on the assumptions made by the promoter would be required so that 
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the large discrepancy with Jacobs’ high level estimate can be further investigated 
and resolved.  
 
The proposed drainage arrangement, involving raised attenuation ponds which can 
only be filled by pumps has fundamental issues with an excessive pump capacity 
requirement (which is underestimated by the promoter), and little resilience to the 
residual risks caused by pump failure or airfield runoff rates that exceed the capacity 
of the pumps.  
 
In accordance with good practice the promoter has incorporated features to 
separate ‘clean’ from polluted runoff. 
 
In terms of the coverage and detail provided in the scheme submission the major 
sources of flood risk were identified but some aspects have been left for later 
consideration as indicated in Table 2.2. 

Table 2.2 - Level of detail and coverage 

Scheme 
Source of Flood Risk 

Fluvial 
Surface 
Water 

Groundwater Reservoirs Services 

Gatwick 2R Yes Yes Yes No Yes 

 
Ongoing evaluation will be required to ensure that all the possible flood risks 
identified by Jacobs are fully addressed by the promoter (reservoir flood risk in 
particular) and that detailed mitigation developed by the promoter is appropriate and 
sufficient (surface water mitigation in particular).  
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3 Heathrow Airport Northwest Runway  

This section covers the following for the Heathrow Airport Northwest Runway 
(Heathrow NWR)submission: 

• Summary of baseline  

• An assessment of the Heathrow NWR scheme 

• Jacobs’ commentary on promoter’s submission and assessment of 
flood risk impacts and proposed mitigation 

• Conclusions 

 
The structure of this Chapter is as follows: 
 
Section 3.1 below provides an overview of the current and anticipated (for 2026 to 
2086) baseline conditions at Heathrow as defined by Jacobs. The baseline 
considers the flood risk at Heathrow assuming the promoter’s scheme is not 
implemented.  Further details of the baseline are reported in the Water and Flood 
Risk Baseline report (Jacobs, 2014).  
 
Section 3.2 provides Jacobs’ assessment of the Heathrow NWR scheme in terms of 
flood risk to the scheme or effects of the scheme on flood risk elsewhere and any 
mitigation that may be appropriate.  
 
Section 3.3 comments on the promoter’s submission. This includes the promoter’s 
view of current flood risk as assessed against this baseline and assesses how the 
scheme promoter views future flood risk. It also reviews the scheme promoter’s 
assessment of how the proposed scheme may affect flood risk elsewhere, followed 
by how any increased flood risks will be mitigated.  The assessment is confined to a 
review of the documents submitted by the scheme promoter as listed in Table 1.1.  
 
Conclusions from the assessments in Sections 3.2 and 3.3 are provided in Section 
3.4. 
 

3.1 Summary of Baseline Conditions as Defined by Jacobs  

Heathrow Airport lies between the floodplain of the River Colne to the west and the 
River Crane to the east, with man-made watercourses to the south (Longford River 
and the Duke of Northumberland’s River).  The Environment Agency Flood Map for 
Planning (Rivers and Sea) shows only a small area within the eastern edge of the 
airport boundary lies within Flood Zones 2 and 3. However, the Risk of Flooding 
from Rivers and the Sea mapping does show flooding on the western edge of the 
airport site boundary in a 0.1% (1 in 1000) AEP event. Extensive floodplains lie to 
the west of Heathrow Airport. No historical records have been found of fluvial 
flooding at the airport although there is a long history of flooding along the River 
Colne to the west of Heathrow and the River Crane to the east of Heathrow.  The 
London Regional Flood Risk Appraisal (2009) states that: “Heathrow Airport is 
largely free from flood risk, although some of the peripheral areas to the west of the 
airport could be affected by large floods on the River Colne system.” 
 
Environment Agency modelling shows numerous areas of surface water flooding 
distributed throughout the airport in an extreme event (0.1% or 1 in 1000 AEP). Only 
one area within the Heathrow site is sufficiently vulnerable to be classified by the 
Lead Local Flood Authority (LB Hillingdon) as a Critical Drainage Area and that is 
the M4 junction. 
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Groundwater levels in the River Terrace Gravels underlying most of the site are 
close to the ground surface. Recharge of the gravels from rainfall or from the 
hydraulic connection to watercourses could raise groundwater levels sufficiently to 
cause flooding.  
 
The south western area of the airport lies within the modelled flood extent from a 
breach of the Wraysbury, King George VI and Staines (North and South) 
Reservoirs. In the unlikely event of a serious breach, flood depths of up to 2m could 
occur within the south western area of the airport. Rigorous inspection and 
maintenance procedures are required by current reservoirs legislation. 
 
The Water and Flood Risk Baseline report (Jacobs, 2014) assessed how flood risk 
may change over the period 2026 through to 2086 in the absence of a major 
development, due to both climate change and existing potential development 
pressures. It concluded that for Heathrow peak river flows would increase by 10% 
up to 2026 and by 25% up to 2086 and rainfall by 5% and 20% respectively.  These 
percentages are based on the Environment Agency’s ‘Adapting to Climate Change: 
Advice for Flood and Coastal Erosion Risk Management Authorities’ (Environment 
Agency, 2011) document.  It was also recommended that, because of uncertainty 
associated with climate change predictions, the sensitivity of critical infrastructure to 
greater increases in rainfall intensity should also be considered. 
 
Greenfield runoff rates for Heathrow have been estimated by Jacobs using the IoH 
124 (Institute of Hydrology, 1994) and Centre for Ecology and Hydrology Flood 
Estimation Handbook (FEH) (CEH, 1999) methods. These calculations resulted in 
estimates for the Median Annual Flood ‘QMED’ (the 50% [1 in 2] AEP peak flow) of 
1.4 l/s/ha using IoH 124 and 0.6 l/s/ha using FEH (with the latter being the average 
value for seven small catchments around Heathrow). It can be concluded that 
allowable discharges from the development of approximately 1 l/s/ha would be 
acceptable. 
 

3.2 Assessment of Heathrow Airport Northwest Runway 

This section summarises the Jacobs’s assessment of the current flood risk at 
Heathrow Airport and the flood risk anticipated following implementation of the 
Heathrow NWR scheme. Measures to mitigate any increase in flood risk will also be 
outlined. Commentary on the submission is presented in Section 3.3. 
 
3.2.1 Current Flood Risk 

(a) Fluvial Flooding 

The Heathrow Airport Limited submission includes developing a runway to the north 
of the existing airport. The proposed runway will extend westwards onto the 
floodplains of the River Colne, Wraysbury River and the Colne Brook. The indicative 
scheme boundary is shown superimposed on the Environment Agency Flood Map 
for Planning (Rivers and Sea) in Figure 3.1. The anticipated land use within the 
extended area beyond the existing airport boundary is shown in Figure 3.2 which is 
an extract from the promoter’s scheme masterplan.  The extension will occupy 
floodplain areas designated as Flood Zones 2 and 3. Within the vicinity of Heathrow, 
there are currently properties and infrastructure at risk from fluvial flooding in 
Colnbrook Poyle, Stanwell Moor, Longford and West Drayton.  Planning policy 
requires that a sequential approach to development is undertaken to guide 
developments away from areas at fluvial flood risk. Therefore, there will be the 
requirement to demonstrate that a sequential approach has been undertaken and 
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that there are no suitable locations available at a lower risk of flooding. There may 
be difficulties in justifying this when shifting the alignment of the proposed runway to 
the east could reduce the impacts on fluvial flooding by at least avoiding the Colne 
Brook floodplain. Similarly there appears to be an area at lower flood risk to the 
north-east of the Heathrow NWR proposed development area. Satisfying the 
sequential approach remains to be demonstrated by the promoter. 
 

Figure 3.1 - Environment Agency Flood Map for Planning (Rivers and Sea) 
showing Scheme Boundary (red line) 

 
 

 

The extension of the scheme across the floodplains necessitates that major 
watercourses are diverted and culverted.  Access to extended lengths of culvert for 
maintenance purposes raises concerns regarding safety as this work would require 
confined space entry.  Environment Agency policy [Fluvial Design Guide 
(Environment Agency, 2009)] is that no watercourse should be culverted unless 
there is an overriding need to do so. This is because: 

• The ecology of the watercourse is likely to be degraded by culverting;  
• Culverting introduces an increased risk of blockage (with consequent 

increase in flood risk);  
• It can complicate maintenance because access into the culvert is restricted 

(in some cases being classified as a confined space and requiring trained 
operatives and specialist equipment).  

  

Reproduction from Ordnance 
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© Crown copyright. All rights reserved. 
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The Heathrow NWR scheme proposes to route the M25 beneath the new runway in 
close proximity and at a lower elevation than the culverted watercourses. In the 
event of a culvert blockage or extreme flooding, there is a risk that floodwater could 
enter and fill the M25 tunnel.  

It must therefore be concluded that this configuration has significant flood risk issues 
which would have to be overcome. 

Figure 3.2 - Anticipated Land Use within Promoter’s Scheme Boundary to 
North-west of Existing Airport (extract from 3R Masterplan in Heathrow Airport 
Limited: Heathrow’s North-West Runway – Sustainable Drainage Assessment (16 
June 2014)) 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
(b) Surface Water Flooding 

The Heathrow NWR scheme occupies an area currently at high risk of surface water 
flooding as discussed in the Baseline Report (Jacobs, 2014) and indicated in Figure 
3.3. The Hillingdon Surface Water Management Plan also identifies a Critical 
Drainage Area (1_24) within the Heathrow Site Boundary and which is partly within 
the proposed development area (Figure 3.4).   
 
Development of the extended area to the north-west within the scheme boundary 
will need to ensure that the current problems of surface water drainage are not 
shifted to new areas or transferred to cause fluvial flooding. Indeed, betterment 
should be sought in the management of surface water. This should include 
consideration of opportunities to reduce the existing risk within the Critical Drainage 
Area identified above.  The Heathrow NWR scheme is elevated above surrounding 
areas and likely to be drained. However, there are numerous local receptors that 
could be impacted if surface water is not managed effectively. The management of 
surface water flood risk will therefore need careful consideration.  

Contains Ordnance Survey data © Crown 
copyright and database right 2014 
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Figure 3.3 - Environment Agency Risk of Flooding from Surface Water 
showing Scheme Boundary (red line) 
 

 
 
Figure 3.4 - Critical Drainage Area (1_24) Flood Depths (extract from Hillingdon 
Surface Water Management Plan (LB Hillingdon, 2013)) 

 
 
 

© Crown copyright. All rights reserved. 
Environment Agency, 100026380, 2014 
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(c) Groundwater Flooding 

The underlying gravels in the vicinity of Heathrow are prone to groundwater levels in 
close proximity to the ground surface. The gravels are heterogeneous (variable 
permeability) in nature and in places are highly transmissive (allowing significant 
groundwater movement).  The potential for groundwater flooding in the vicinity is 
well documented: 
 

• The Slough Strategic Flood Risk Assessment (SFRA) (Slough Borough 
Council, 2012) identifies an area to the west of Heathrow and into which the 
development would expand.   

• The Slough Preliminary Flood Risk Assessment (PFRA) (Slough Borough 
Council, 2011) identifies an area in Poyle that has experienced groundwater 
flooding historically and is geographically close and hydraulically connected 
to the proposed development area.  

• The extended area for the proposed development lies within an area defined 
as having the potential for elevated groundwater levels within the Hillingdon 
Surface Water Management Plan (LB Hillingdon 2013).  

 
Major earthworks, the development of foundations, the diversion of watercourses 
and the extraction of water are all likely to impact on the movement of water through 
the gravels. Under some circumstances the disruption to flow paths may lead to 
groundwater emergence at the surface and to groundwater flooding.  
 
Seasonally, or permanently, high groundwater levels tend to restrict the options 
available for developing sustainable drainage systems (SuDS) although in certain 
circumstances some SuDS measures might assist in mitigating groundwater risk. 
Where groundwater is at or close to the surface the use of infiltration based systems 
will not be practical and greater emphasis will have to be placed on attenuation 
storage. Given the constraints on open water near airports this may result in tanked 
and pumped storage systems being utilised: these being the least sustainable 
drainage techniques.  SuDS suitability for the Heathrow NWR scheme is shown in 
Table 3.1.  
 

Table 3.1 - Potential Suitability of SuDS Techniques for Application on 
Heathrow NWR Scheme  

 SuDS Technique Potential at Heathrow NWR 

Most 
sustainable 

Living roofs/walls Yes 

 Basins and ponds 
-constructed wetlands 
Balancing ponds 
Detention ponds 
Retention ponds 

Open water may not be appropriate. 
Ponds may fill with groundwater 
reducing the surface water storage 
capacity. 

Filter strips and swales Yes – but dependent on 
groundwater levels 

Infiltration devices 
-soakaways 
Infiltration trenches 

May not function due to high 
groundwater levels 

Permeable surfaces and 
filter drains 

May not function due to high 
groundwater levels 

Least 
sustainable 

Tanked systems Yes 
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Any subterranean storage tanks may be liable to flotation caused by the high 
groundwater levels. Engineered solutions will be needed to prevent this occurring. 
 
(d) Reservoirs 

Several very large elevated storage reservoirs lie in the vicinity of Heathrow as 
shown in Figure 3.5. The Environment Agency has modelled the flood extents in the 
unlikely event of a major breach. Figure 3.5 shows that parts of the current and 
proposed layout of Heathrow airport lie within the modelled flood outline. This is 
defined by the Environment Agency as the area where peoples’ lives would be in 
danger as a result of an uncontrolled release of water from the reservoir. However, it 
should be noted that under the Reservoirs Act there is a requirement for detailed 
inspections of the structures and this aims to reduce the likelihood of a severe 
breach to a very low probability. Whilst the probability of a reservoir flood occurring 
is low, the impact has the potential to be high. Within the current modelled flood 
extent are terminal buildings, major roads and airside runway areas. 
 
Figure 3.5 - Environment Agency Risk of Flooding from Reservoirs showing Scheme 
Boundary (red line) 
 

 

(e) Services 

Both the water distribution and sewerage network relating to the operation of the 
promoter’s scheme is unlikely to have a significant bearing on flood risk. The 
possibility of a burst in a major water main and the interaction between the surface 
and below ground drainage systems will however have to be considered; the latter 
to minimise the possibility of sewer flooding and associated local disruption and 
damage. 
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3.2.2 Factors Affecting Flood Risk by 2026 

The Water and Flood Risk Baseline report (Jacobs, 2014) documented factors that 
would alter the flood risk in the vicinity of Heathrow Airport by 2026 in the absence 
of a major development. These were identified as: 
 

• Planned works at the airport in the absence of a major scheme (in 
accordance with the airport masterplan); 

• Wider flood risk management in the catchment; 

• Climate change; and 

• Major off-airport developments. 
 

The Baseline Report concluded that: 
 

• Fluvial and surface water flood risk is likely to increase primarily as a result of 
climate change;   

• Groundwater flood risk from the gravels is likely to remain broadly similar 
although there is no clear evidence base to say whether increased winter 
recharge will be offset by lower groundwater levels in summer; and 

• Reservoir flood risk is likely to be unchanged. 
 
These conclusions remain valid in respect of the proposed development. 
 
3.2.3 Effects of the Heathrow NWR on Flood Risk Elsewhere 

(a) Fluvial Flood Risk Impacts 

Without mitigation the major components of the Heathrow NWR scheme that would 
increase the flood risk elsewhere are:  
 

• Construction in the floodplain; 

• Realignment of major watercourses; and 

• Culverting of watercourses. 
 
These activities could impact on fluvial flood risk elsewhere by: 
 

• Loss of flood storage in the Colne Brook, Wraysbury River and River Colne 
floodplains as a result of the extension of the runway into the floodplain. This 
could have impacts on the settlements of Colnbrook, Poyle, Horton, and 
Stanwell. 

• Culverting watercourses constrains flow and changes the nature of flood 
plain inundation. 

• Diversions that result in longer (or shorter) channel lengths with steeper or 
shallower gradients thereby affecting flow regime.  However, it is unlikely that 
this would make a significant difference in large events as the river would be 
significantly out of bank. 

• Blockage of culverts or design exceedance causing increased flood risk up 
gradient of the culvert entrance. 

 
(b) Surface Water flood Risk Impacts 

The HAL submission increases the impermeable area significantly.  In the absence 
of mitigation measures this could be expected to result in an increased volume of 
runoff and increased rate of runoff. Receiving watercourses would have a flashier 
flood regime as a consequence and channel capacity may be exceeded more 
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regularly. All receiving watercourses would be at risk, however, the smaller the 
watercourse the greater the potential impact. 
 
(c) Groundwater Flood Risk Impacts 

Any earth excavations, whether permanent or temporary, have the potential to 
impact on groundwater flow in the gravels. Of particular importance is the 
cumulative impact of foundations and landfill in both reducing storage capacity and 
in concentrating flow paths. The raised extension of the proposed runway at 
approximately 90 degrees to the regional groundwater flow direction (predominantly 
north to south) is likely to cause major disruption of groundwater movement.  
 

Raised groundwater levels could be anticipated in Harmondsworth Moor and 
possibly West Drayton.  Groundwater levels could be raised locally where diverted 
watercourses form new hydraulic connections with the underlying gravels. The 
location where groundwater may emerge would be difficult to predict but Poyle 
would appear to be vulnerable. Conversely, some areas may have locally lowered 
groundwater levels where they are down-gradient of foundations that effectively 
“dam” groundwater flow.   
 

The red-line boundary incorporates areas that are currently open water bodies: 
Stanwell Moor, the area to the north of Staines Reservoir, two areas to the north of 
Ashford and two areas to the north of North Feltham. In some cases, the 
development proposals for these areas are unclear and therefore the effects on the 
hydrological environment are uncertain. However, all the areas are likely to have 
groundwater levels close to the ground surface and any modification is likely to have 
implications for the drainage strategy and would, therefore, require detailed 
evaluation. 
 

The area to the north of Staines Reservoir currently comprises disused gravel 
workings with lakes formed in the excavations. The promoter’s submission indicates 
that this area will become a parking area and ‘Ancillary’ use. This area is confined 
by Staines Reservoir to the south and the Duke of Northumberland’s River to the 
north. When infilling these excavations, consideration will need to be given to the 
potential for loss of aquifer volume and the preservation of groundwater flow paths. 
Both the backfill material and the car park surface may need to be permeable to 
minimise flood risk. 

 
(d) Reservoir Flood Risk Impacts 

Developments that occupy the area previously modelled to be inundated by a 
reservoir breach could shift the inundation areas to areas previously at no risk or 
raise water levels in risk areas. 
 
3.2.4 Heathrow NWR Flood Risk Mitigation 

It has been shown that the proposed development would be anticipated to increase 
the flood risk elsewhere and that these increased risks need to be mitigated. Our 
assessment is that mitigation should be provided for the following: 
 

• Loss of floodplain volume. 

• Changes in rates of conveyance. 

• Loss of floodplain connectivity. 

• Increased surface water runoff. 

• Groundwater storage. 

• Disruption to groundwater flow paths. 
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Whilst it is recognised that the scheme is at preliminary design stage, to ascertain 
the flood risk implications of the scheme, some modelling is required. Modelling has 
not been used here to assess the scheme; however the appropriate elements of the 
promoter’s modelling approach are considered. 
 
The following sections identify the appropriate types and locations of mitigation 
measures. 
 
(a) Heathrow NWR Fluvial Flood Risk Mitigation 

Within the promoter’s scheme boundary Jacobs estimate that there is approximately 
40 hectares of Flood Zone 3 (without flood defences) storage that would be lost as a 
direct result of the proposed development. This does not allow for the additional 
storage that may be needed to mitigate for any increase in conveyance. 
 
Environment Agency Policy specifies that any loss of floodplain is replaced at the 
same elevation. There are areas within the Colne valley where this could be 
achieved, however, there are some practical considerations that may limit the 
effectiveness of such compensatory storage. 
 
Disused gravel workings in the area are now lakes, and water levels in the lakes are 
likely to reflect the groundwater levels within the near surface gravel strata. 
Therefore, any ground lowered with the intention of providing fluvial flood storage is 
likely to fill with groundwater thereby reducing the volume available for fluvial flood 
storage.  As river levels rise, groundwater in direct hydraulic connectivity to the river 
will also rise and may flood the floodplain whilst the river is still in-bank, again 
reducing the capacity for fluvial flood storage.  This may result in no actual flood 
relief benefit despite complying with Environment Agency “level for level” 
specifications (i.e. compensatory storage must be provided at the same elevation 
that it is lost). 
 
The London Plan (Mayor of London, 2011) identifies a series of areas for 
‘regeneration’ and ‘opportunity’, some of which may be suitable locations for river 
restoration. One specified area is the Heathrow/ Feltham/ Bedfont Lakes - including 
the River Crane, River Colne, Longford River and the Duke of Northumberland’s 
River. Thus these areas may be suitable for providing mitigation by managing the 
conveyance to manipulate the timing of flood peaks.  
 
In an already heavily developed area that is within a fluvial flooding area, particular 
consideration should be given to the impact of over-design events on the 
infrastructure. This could take the form of allowing additional capacity in culverts and 
new watercourses particularly in areas where exceedance could have very 
damaging impacts (M25 tunnel and the airport). 
 
The most effective flood management and mitigation is likely to be achieved by 
retaining the natural floodplain. Therefore, consideration could be given to designing 
the extended runway to minimise disruption to the floodplain. This could be achieved 
by an “open” elevated structure supporting the runway and beneath which the rivers 
and roads pass.  It is acknowledged that this would be a complex engineering 
solution. 
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(b) Heathrow NWR Surface Water Flood Risk Mitigation 

Any increase in impermeable area is likely to increase both the volume and rate of 
runoff.  This will need to be managed using Sustainable Drainage Systems (SuDS) 
with the aim of managing the runoff to the greenfield rate. Any scheme should be 
based on the following principles: 
 

• Minimise impermeable surfaces as far as practical. 

• Capture water for rainwater harvesting, thereby meeting both water supply 
aspects as well as flood mitigation. 

• Green roofs/walls to mimic the greenfield situation.  

• Attenuation of surface water runoff to greenfield rates using the SuDS 
hierarchy to achieve the most sustainable solution. 

 
(c) Heathrow NWR Groundwater Flood Risk Mitigation 

Groundwater should be managed through a surface water / groundwater strategy 
rather than at very local level as this allows cumulative impacts to be considered 
and managed. Appropriate management techniques could include: 
 

• Design of foundations to minimise disruption to groundwater flow paths. 

• Careful alignment of subterranean structures to manage groundwater flow 
paths. 

• Use of permeable materials. 

• Water proofing / membranes in below ground spaces. 

• Due account taken of uplift forces / flotation risk for “hollow” underground 
structures. 

• Abstraction of groundwater for water supply/groundwater level management. 
 
(d) Heathrow NWR Reservoir Flood Risk Mitigation 

Continued regular and strict monitoring of the elevated storage reservoirs in the 
vicinity of Heathrow should be ongoing. 
 
(e) Residual Risks 

These should be minimised. At this stage it is difficult to assess residual risks as this 
will depend on specific proposals for mitigation. 
 
It is however noted that the Heathrow NWR scheme includes a culverted major 
watercourse in close proximity to the M25 tunnel and at a higher elevation (see 
Figure 3.6 reproduced from the promoter’s submission below). Careful consideration 
needs to be given to the design to prevent flood waters entering the M25 tunnel in 
the event of an extreme fluvial flood event or a culvert blockage. Mitigation could 
involve extended headwalls to prevent the flow of water from the river to the road 
tunnel, water level alarms and traffic management systems to close the tunnel. 
Regular and frequent inspections and monitoring would be essential. 
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Figure 3.6 - Scheme Promoter’s Cross-section of Runway (showing Potential 
Pollutant Sources, Pathways and Receptors)  
 

 

  
 

3.3 Commentary on Promoter’s Submission 

This section provides Jacobs’ commentary on the promoter’s submission; 
consideration is given to whether sufficient information has been provided and if the 
information and assumptions provided are of adequate quality and are reasonable. 
 
3.3.1 Current Flood Risk 

(a) Fluvial Flood Risk 

The scheme promoter refers to the Environment Agency fluvial Flood Zone 
designations and appropriately identifies the areas at risk from fluvial flooding.  The 
baseline that is described appears to adequately portray the configuration of the 
various watercourses in the area.  However, there is no reference to the nature of 
the flow regimes. The Colne drains a large chalk catchment so baseflows will be 
important. The speed of flooding and duration of the flood peaks is not discussed 
nor is the timing of the contributions from the various water bodies. 
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The reference to the Hounslow SFRA in the promoter’s submission is not relevant 
as that area lies to the east of Heathrow and is not impacted by the proposal. No 
reference is made to the Hillingdon SFRA – the SFRA of relevance to the area in 
which Heathrow lies. 
 
No historic flood outlines are presented nor a detailed discussion on the flood 
mechanisms. 
 
(b) Surface Water Flood Risk 

No information is presented in the submission on the current risks posed by surface 
water flooding other than a table (Table 3.1 in the promoter’s submission). The 
promoter states that surface water runoff will not pose a risk as the development will 
be elevated and that SuDS will be used to prevent an increase in flood risk 
elsewhere.  The Hillingdon Surface Water Management Plan identifies a Critical 
Drainage Area (1_24) within the Heathrow Site Boundary and which is likely to be 
within the proposed development area (Figure 3.4).  No reference is made to this 
problem area by the promoter. 
 
(c) Groundwater Flood Risk 

The scheme promoter identifies that there is a groundwater flood risk within the 
Slough Strategic Flood Risk Assessment (SFRA) (Slough Borough Council, 2012) 
area to the west of Heathrow and into which the runway extension expands.  The 
Slough Preliminary Flood Risk Assessment (PFRA) (Slough Borough Council, 2011) 
identifies an area in Poyle that has experienced groundwater flooding historically 
and is geographically close and hydraulically connected to the proposed 
development area. This is not referred to in the scheme Flood Risk Assessment 
(FRA). The whole of the extended area for the proposed development lies within an 
area defined as having the potential for elevated groundwater levels within the 
Hillingdon Surface Water Management Plan (LB Hillingdon, 2013) (Figure 3.7). The 
FRA refers to the London Borough of Hounslow SFRA that defines the risk from 
groundwater as low, however this area lies to the east of the proposed development 
and is therefore not applicable.  
 
Consideration is given to groundwater flow paths and the potential for subterranean 
structures to interfere with these and cause elevated groundwater levels.  The 
submission acknowledges that groundwater levels are typically within 1-2 m of the 
ground surface and that groundwater levels rise and fall in response to rainfall or 
changes in river levels. 
 
No reference is made to historic groundwater flood events or to groundwater flood 
risk mapping. 
 
(d) Reservoirs 

Table 3.1 of the Heathrow Limited ‘Assessment of Flood Risk’ provided as part of 
the scheme promoter’s submission recognises the residual flood risk posed by the 
large reservoirs in the area and that this will be assessed at a future date in the 
detailed Flood Risk Assessment compliant with planning policy is developed.  It is 
worth noting that the modelled flood extent includes the proposed area of the 
proposed runway and as this is raised will result in a change in the baseline 
modelled flood extent. No mention is made of the risks associated with the M25 
tunnel lying within the reservoir breach flood extent. 
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Figure 3.7 - Area of potential for elevated groundwater at Heathrow Airport 
(shown in orange) (extract from Figure 10.2 from Hillingdon Surface Water 
Management Plan)  
 

 
 
(e) Services 

Heathrow Airport is likely to have a complex water distribution and sewerage 
network relating both to the operation of the airport and to the surrounding urban 
areas. The promoter recognises the vicinity of the three major water supply 
reservoirs. No other water infrastructure is covered in the FRA.   
 
3.3.2 Factors affecting Future Flood Risk  

The scheme promoter assesses the 1% (1 in 100) AEP fluvial flood with an 
allowance for climate change. In response to clarifications sought by Jacobs, this 
allowance is understood to be a 20% increase in peak flows. This is compliant with 
Climate Change Allowance for Planners (Environment Agency, 2013a). It is noted 
that in Section 3.3.4 of the promoter’s submission it states that ‘To determine how 
flood risk may increase in the future the EA’s Flood Zone 2 has been used as a 
proxy, since the higher return period event (1 in 1000 years or 0.1% AEP) can be 
used to indicate where increase in flood extent may be expected in the future as a 
consequence of climate change’. The flood risk assessment appears to use the 1% 
(1 in 100) AEP event with the 20% allowance for climate change throughout; 
however, there is no indication which is the more conservative. 
 
No consideration appears to have been given to the impact of climate change on the 
groundwater levels in the River Terrace Gravels. 
 
The management of surface water should assume an increase in rainfall of at least 
20% and it appears this has been met. 
 

  

©Crown Copyright. All rights reserved. 
GLA (LA100032379) 2011. Covers all data 
that has been supplied and distributed 
under license for the Drain London project. 
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3.3.3 Effects of Development on Flood Risk Elsewhere 

The promoter’s Assessment of Flood Risk recognises that, without mitigation, the 
scheme would result in an increase in flood risk elsewhere. The following potential 
causes for an increase in flood risk were identified: 
 

• Construction in the floodplain 

• Realignment of major watercourses 

• Impermeable subterranean barriers 

• Increased impermeable areas. 
 

The Assessment of Flood Risk details the assessment of fluvial risks from the works 
associated with the realignment of rivers for the North West Runway.  The proposal 
involves the diversion of the Rivers Colne and the Colne Brook to the west of the 
proposed airfield extension. It also involves the culverting of the River Colne and 
Fray’s River for 800m beneath the runway.  
 
The promoter’s scheme gives some limited consideration to the assessment of risks 
from groundwater and proposes a high level mitigation strategy.  
 
No detail is provided in the promoter’s submission on the flood risks from services or 
reservoirs and no consideration of how this may change as a consequence of the 
promoter’s scheme. 
 
The risks associated with increased surface water runoff from the development are 
identified in the promoter’s submission and a mitigation strategy developed.  
 
3.3.4 Heathrow NWR Flood Risk Mitigation 

(a) Heathrow NWR Fluvial Flood Risk Mitigation 

The Environment Agency supplied their hydraulic model for the Lower Colne to the 
promoter for developing the fluvial flood mitigation strategy. The scheme promoter 
developed the model further so that the floodplains were represented by a 2D model 
based on LIDAR4 digital terrain data.  As a consequence of this, the modelled 1% (1 
in 100) AEP event with an allowance for climate change flood outline was larger 
than that depicted by the Environment Agency with the base model.  The promoter’s 
modified model was then reconfigured to represent the promoter’s scheme Flood 
Risk Strategy.  
 
Without access to the detailed hydraulic modelling results it has not been possible to 
assess the loss of floodplain volume. However, within the red line boundary Jacobs 
estimate that there is approximately 40 hectares of Flood Zone 3 (without flood 
defences). The promoter’s scheme appears to provide an area in excess of this 
amount (47 hectares) for flood storage.  The promoter assesses the loss in 
floodplain volume as 155,000m3 and appears to provide at least double that in their 
scheme. However, there is no evidence provided in the Assessment of Flood Risk of 
the impact of the proposed works on the functioning of the floodplain and on 
conveyance.  In response to clarifications, the promoter states that the hydraulic 
modelling undertaken allowed the storage areas to be appropriately sized to ensure 
that there was no increase in peak flows and acknowledges that at this stage the 

                                                
4
 LIDAR (Light Detection and Ranging) is a remote sensing technology that measures distance by illuminating a 

target with a laser and analysing the reflected light.  A LiDAR dataset therefore gives topographic levels allowing a 
digital terrain model to be constructed. 
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areas and volumes are indicative. Therefore, a greater or lesser volume may need 
to be provided. 
 
The promoter’s submission includes the provision of bunded flood storage areas. In 
the original submission, there was no discussion on how they propose to retain the 
flood water in an area of highly permeable gravels. There is a risk that the 
impounded flood water will have sufficient head (difference in water level between 
the impounded area and the level of the water table in the vicinity of the area) to 
allow water to infiltrate through the gravels causing flooding down-gradient. 
Conversely, any areas lowered for fluvial flood storage may fill with groundwater 
thereby reducing the capacity for river water. This is not discussed in the 
submission. In response to clarification questions the promoter states that the 
storage areas and bunds would be lined with impermeable material to isolate them 
from the groundwater. Whilst this may provide effective fluvial storage it would 
provide an impermeable barrier to groundwater movement (effectively creating a 
locally confined aquifer). This disruption to flow paths could cause changes in 
groundwater levels elsewhere thus surface water - groundwater interactions will 
need careful study to understand the implications. 
 
Similarly, unless lined with impermeable material, the diversion of watercourses 
could result in increased losses through the bed and banks and raise groundwater 
levels locally. This may cause groundwater emergence in new areas. In the 
promoter’s original submission it is noted that where there is a risk of contamination 
(from landfill), the promoter proposes to line these sections of the new watercourses 
with an impermeable material. However, in response to clarification questions the 
promoter states that all new channels would be lined with clay. There remain 
concerns that both the diversion of watercourses and their lining with impermeable 
materials would cause major changes to surface water – groundwater interactions 
that could have negative hydrological and ecological impacts. 
 
The following points relate to the proposed flood storage areas and require further 
consideration: 
 

• Parts of the M25/M4 flood storage area lie within Flood Zone 2 and therefore 
offer no benefit in a very extreme flood. 

• The flood bund around the Colne Brook Storage Area appears to extend well 
beyond the defined flood storage area.  

• The sum of the Harmondsworth Moors area 1 and 2 is 102,000m2 but the 
FRA Submission states their sum to be 135,000m2.  

• No volume calculation is provided for the proposed Harmondsworth Moor 
storage areas. 
 

The promoter’s original submission (p16) states that the Harmondsworth Moors 
flood storage area covers an area of 135,000m2 however, this is inconsistent with 
their summary table. In response to clarifications, the indicative area is confirmed by 
the promoter as 102,000m2. 

The promoter’s strategy for the configuration of culverts broadly meets the 
Environment Agency Culvert Design Guide criteria. However, minimal information 
has been provided on their design other than that they will convey the 1% (1 in 100) 
AEP plus an allowance for climate change flow. The design drawings show the low 
flow water level rather than the 1% (1 in 100) AEP (plus an allowance for climate 
change) level. 
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(b) Heathrow NWR Surface Water Flood Risk Mitigation  

The promoter has estimated their attenuation requirement from the proposed new 
sections of the airport using a 1% (1 in 100) AEP design flood, with an allowable 
discharge equal to the greenfield runoff rate, in accordance with common practice. 
However, the greenfield runoff rate employed is 4 l/s/ha, which exceeds the 
expected greenfield runoff rate calculated for the baseline assessment of 1 l/s/ha. 

For estimating the attenuation requirement the promoter has used a catchment area 
of 168 hectares, although the total additional area west of the railway line, is 380 
hectares.  According to the promoter, the areas to the east of the railway line are not 
included in the proposed combined surface water and pollution control system.    
These areas will not be contaminated with de-icer and the surface water from the 
proposed type of development and use of this area can be attenuated through a 
below ground attenuation storage system constructed as part of the development.  
For the area west of the railway line, the promoter has confirmed that they have 
assumed that only new hardstanding will drain to the attenuation facility, but it is not 
shown how the runoff from grassed areas surrounding the hardstanding will be 
prevented from draining to the attenuation facility. It would normally be expected that 
an allowance for unpaved contributions will be necessary. The attenuation 
calculations also assume the default Microdrainage (industry standard drainage 
modelling software) runoff percentages of 75% for summer events, and 84% for 
winter events applies. Critical events for the airport area will realise high percentage 
runoff values from the large paved areas and roofs, potentially up to approximately 
95%.  Therefore summer events which are generally more critical for paved area 
runoff may be underestimated. 

Given the values of allowable discharge rate, catchment area and percentage runoff 
that the promoter has used, it is considered that the attenuation volume allowed for 
(130,000 m3) is significantly underestimated.  

The promoter’s proposals apply climate change allowances for a design life to the 
period 2055-2085, which differs slightly from the assumed development lifetime to 
2086. Based on the NPPF Technical Guidance (DCLG, 2012b) and the Environment 
Agency note Climate change allowances for planners (Environment Agency, 2013a) 
the promoter applies a climate change allowance of 20% to rainfall intensities and 
depths. The same guidance suggests an allowance of 30% to 2086 (20% to 2085). 
However, a further Environment Agency note Adapting to Climate Change: Advice 
for Flood and Coastal Erosion Risk Management Authorities, (Environment Agency, 
2011) suggests that an allowance to rainfall intensities of 20% to 2086 would be 
sufficient. The latter document therefore suggests that the uplift applied by the 
promoter is appropriate. In accordance with normal practice the proposal does not 
assume any uplift for the baseline (greenfield) flows.  

The promoter follows a SuDS treatment train (a process of drainage techniques 
used in series to change the flow and quality characteristics of the runoff) and the 
SuDS hierarchy, which is in accordance with industry good practice. 

The proposals include attenuation tanks which are envisaged to temporarily 
attenuate approximately 90% of all surface runoff from the proposed new 
development. With the assumptions made by the promoter it would have a depth of 
approximately 10m and a surface area of 11,000 m2. This will be a major structure 
which needs to be designed to prevent the tank “floating” when water levels rise in 
the surrounding gravels and the attenuation tank is empty or only partly full. No 
reference to the technical challenges this would involve is made by the promoter. 
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The attenuated runoff will need to be pumped out of the attenuation tanks discussed 
above. The proposals allow for a pump rate up to the greenfield runoff rate, which is 
appropriate (although the greenfield runoff rate should be reviewed as noted above). 

The development proposal appears to make appropriate allowances for pollution 
control from runoff. 

(c) Heathrow NWR Groundwater Flood Risk Mitigation 

The promoter recognises the importance of managing groundwater during 
construction and operation of the promoter’s scheme. During construction the 
promoter aims to preserve the aquifer thickness and use coffer dams to isolate the 
area of impact.  

During operation the promoter intends to infill lost watercourses with permeable 
material to preserve established groundwater flow paths. Similarly, highly permeable 
materials will be used around new barriers to groundwater flow to prevent 
groundwater mounding.  In response to a clarification request, the promoter notes 
that where abandoned watercourses are infilled with permeable material, provision 
would need to be made downstream for collection and discharge of this water.   

The impact of climate change on groundwater levels has not been commented on in 
the Assessment of Flood Risk, nor the impact of changes in any groundwater 
abstraction and discharge rates.  In response to a clarification request, the promoter 
acknowledges the need to consider future groundwater levels as part of the detailed 
design of mitigation levels. 

There is no detail provided on the complex surface water / groundwater interactions 
that are likely to be found in this area where permeable River Terrace Gravels 
overlay the London Clay and are in direct hydraulic connection with surface 
watercourses.  

(d) Residual Risks 

Residual risks associated with the Flood Strategy are not discussed in the 
promoter’s submission.  Accordingly, there is no discussion of the impact of more 
extreme events occurring than the 1% (1 in 100) AEP and how this could impact the 
area. In response to clarification of the consideration of residual risks and especially 
in relation to the impact of culvert blockage in close proximity to the M25 tunnel, the 
promoter states that these would be considered at detailed design stage.  
 

3.4 Conclusions 

3.4.1 Assessment of Heathrow Airport Northwest Runway  

From an assessment of the Heathrow Airport Limited submission it is concluded that 
the promoter’s scheme involves very major changes to the fluvial environment that 
without effective long term mitigation could cause a major increase in flood risk 
elsewhere. Of most concern are that the proposals involve: 
 

• Development in Flood Zones 3 and 2 that will cause loss of floodplain 
storage and of floodplain conveyance. 

• Culverting of several major watercourses that have the potential to increase 
flood risk if they block or the design capacity is exceeded. 
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• Diversion of major watercourses that could lead to changes in flow 
conveyance and associated change in flood risk. 

• Development that is likely to modify groundwater flow paths with the potential 
to cause an increase in groundwater flood risk. 

• Development is within an area that could be at significant risk from surface 
water flooding. 

• Development that is within an area that could be impacted should there ever 
be a breach in nearby reservoirs. 
 

In order to satisfy planning requirements, a sequential approach is required to justify 
the proposed development being constructed in an area at risk of flooding. 
 
The promoter should provide a flood mitigation strategy to address flood risk to the 
site and to alleviate any upstream/downstream flood risk caused by the 
development. Computer modelling is required to evaluate requirements for, and to 
size, flood mitigation measures. This is beyond the scope of this review but an 
evaluation of the modelling undertaken by the promoter has been undertaken as 
part of Jacobs’ commentary on the proposals submitted. 
 
3.4.2 Commentary on Promoter’s Submission 

The assessment of flood risk undertaken by HAL was presented in two documents. 
‘Heathrow‘s North West Runway Assessment of Flood Risk’ provided details of how 
flood risk had been assessed, the flood mitigation strategy and how betterment 
would be achieved. ‘Heathrow‘s North West Runway Sustainable Drainage 
Assessment’ detailed how runoff from the proposed development would be 
managed to prevent an increase in flood risk elsewhere. Finally, further details of the 
groundwater environment were taken from ‘Heathrow‘s North West Runway Geo-
environmental Assessment’. 
 
The promoter’s submission seeks to construct a raised runway across the 
floodplains of three major watercourses. Any planning application proposing to 
construct in flood prone areas must be accompanied by a Sequential Test Report 
demonstrating, amongst other things, that there are no suitable sites at a lower flood 
risk available. This remains to be demonstrated by the promoter. 
 
The submission seeks to culvert 800m of watercourse. The Environment Agency 
only permits culverting in situations when there are no reasonable alternatives. The 
promoter states no reasonable alternatives are ‘creditable’ but only diversions 
around the northwest runway were considered. 
  
The promoter’s submission included refining the River Colne hydraulic model to 
represent the existing fluvial flood risks and to represent the new river network 
following the proposed development.  Using the model, flood storage areas were 
identified that could potentially produce sufficient capacity to compensate for that 
lost as a result of the development. The method adopted is standard practice and 
appropriate for this stage of the project. 
 
Whilst the submission recognised that groundwater levels in the superficial deposits 
(the surface geological formations) are close to the ground surface the implications 
of this on managing flood risk were not explored sufficiently.  Of most concern is that 
surface water – groundwater interactions may make the proposed fluvial defences 
less effective than anticipated by the hydraulic modelling of the rivers.   
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The areas identified as having a surface water flood risk in the Environment Agency 
maps were not investigated although the sustainable drainage strategy is designed 
to manage surface water runoff in the future.  
 
For the estimation of the attenuation required on site the promoter applies a suitable 
design flood (1% [1 in 100] AEP plus a 20% allowance on rainfall intensities for 
climate change). Although the runoff rate employed is appropriately based on the 
greenfield runoff rate, the adopted value appears to be too high. In addition, the 
catchment area for the attenuation facilities and the percentage runoff from the 
development seem to have been underestimated. The estimated attenuation 
requirement of 130,000 m3 appears to be a significant underestimate. 
 
The development proposal appears to make appropriate allowances for surface 
water pollution control. 
 
The proposals include attenuation tanks. The submission states a depth of 
approximately 10m and a surface area of 11,000 m2. This will be a major structure 
which needs to be carefully designed to prevent the tank “floating” when water levels 
rise in the surrounding gravels and the attenuation tank is empty or only partly full. 
 
In terms of the coverage and detail provided in the scheme submission the major 
sources of flood risk were identified but some aspects have been left for later 
consideration as indicated in Table 3.2. 

Table 3.2 - Level of detail and coverage 

Scheme 
Source of Flood Risk 

Fluvial 
Surface 
Water 

Groundwater Reservoirs Services 

Heathrow NWR Yes No Yes Yes No 

 
Overall, the Heathrow Airport Limited submission broadly meets the expectations for 
a high level Flood Risk Strategy but further consideration needs to be given to 
surface water-groundwater interactions.  
 
Ongoing evaluation will be required to ensure that all the possible flood risks 
identified by Jacobs are fully addressed by the promoter (groundwater flood risk in 
particular) and that detailed mitigation developed by the promoter is appropriate and 
sufficient (surface water and groundwater mitigation in particular). 
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4 Heathrow Airport Extended Northern Runway 

This section covers the following for the Heathrow Airport Extended Northern 
Runway (Heathrow ENR) submission : 

• Summary of baseline  

• An assessment of the Heathrow ENR scheme  

• Jacobs’ commentary on promoter’s submission and assessment of 
flood risk impacts and proposed mitigation 

• Conclusions 

 
The structure of this Chapter is as follows: 
 
Section 4.1 below provides an overview of the current and anticipated (for 2026 to 
2086) baseline conditions at Heathrow as defined by Jacobs.  The baseline 
considers the flood risk at Heathrow assuming the promoter’s scheme is not 
implemented.  Further details of the baseline are reported in the Water and Flood 
Risk Baseline report (Jacobs, 2014).  
 
Section 4.2 provides Jacobs’ assessment of the Heathrow ENR scheme proposals 
in terms of flood risk to the scheme or effects of the scheme on flood risk elsewhere 
and any mitigation that may be appropriate.  
 
Section 4.3 comments on the promoter’s submission. This includes the promoter’s 
view of current flood risk as assessed against this baseline and assesses how the 
scheme promoter views future flood risk. It also reviews the promoter’s assessment 
of how the proposed scheme may affect flood risk elsewhere, followed by how any 
increased flood risks will be mitigated.  The assessment is confined to a review of 
the documents submitted by the scheme promoter as listed in Table 1.1. 
 
Conclusions from the assessments in Sections 4.2 and 4.3 are provided in Section 
4.4. 
 

4.1 Summary of Baseline Conditions as Defined by Jacobs  

Heathrow Airport lies between the floodplain of the River Colne to the west and the 
River Crane to the east with the man-made watercourses to the south (Longford 
River and the Duke of Northumberland’s River).  Environment Agency fluvial flood 
zone mapping shows only a small area in the eastern edge of the airport lies within 
Flood Zones 2 and 3. However, the National Flood Hazard mapping does show 
flooding on the western edge of the airport site boundary in a 0.1% (1 in 1000) AEP 
event. No historical records have been found of fluvial flooding at the airport 
although there is a long history of flooding along the River Colne to the west of 
Heathrow and the River Crane to the east of Heathrow.  The London Regional Flood 
Risk Appraisal (2009) states that: “Heathrow Airport is largely free from flood risk, 
although some of the peripheral areas to the west of the airport could be affected by 
large floods on the River Colne system.” 
 
Environment Agency modelling shows numerous areas of surface water flooding 
distributed throughout the airport in an extreme event (0.1% or 1 in 1000 AEP). Only 
one area within the Heathrow site is sufficiently vulnerable to be classified by the 
Lead Local Flood Authority (LB Hillingdon) as a Critical Drainage Area and that is 
the M4 junction. 
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Groundwater levels in the River Terrace Gravels underlying most of the site are 
close to the ground surface. Recharge of the gravels from rainfall or from the 
hydraulic connection to watercourses could raise groundwater levels sufficiently to 
cause flooding.  
 
The south western area of the airport lies within the modelled flood extent from a 
breach of the Wraysbury, King George VI and Staines (North and South) 
Reservoirs. In the unlikely event of a serious breach, flood depths of up to 2m could 
occur within the airport boundary. Rigorous inspection and maintenance procedures 
are required by current reservoirs legislation. 
 
The Water and Flood Risk Baseline report (Jacobs, 2014) assessed how flood risk 
may change over the period 2026 through to 2086 in the absence of a major 
development, due to both climate change and existing potential development 
pressures. It concluded that for Heathrow peak river flows would increase by 10% 
up to 2026 and by 25% up to 2086 and rainfall by 5% and 20% respectively.  These 
percentages are based on the Environment Agency’s ‘Adapting to Climate Change: 
Advice for Flood and Coastal Erosion Risk Management Authorities’ (Environment 
Agency, 2011) document.  It was also recommended that, because of uncertainty 
associated with climate change predictions, the sensitivity of critical infrastructure to 
greater increases in rainfall intensity should also be considered. 
 
Greenfield runoff rates for Heathrow have been estimated by Jacobs using the IoH 
124 (Institute of Hydrology, 1994) and Centre for Ecology and Hydrology Flood 
Estimation Handbook (FEH) (CEH, 1999) methods. These calculations resulted in 
estimates for the Mean Annual Flood ‘QMED’ (the 50% [1 in 2] AEP peak flow) of 
1.4 l/s/ha using IoH 124 and 0.6 l/s/ha using FEH (with the latter being the average 
value for seven small catchments around Heathrow). It can be concluded that 
allowable discharges from the development of approximately 1 l/s/ha would be 
acceptable. 
 

4.2 Assessment of Heathrow Airport Extended Northern Runway 

This section summarises Jacobs’s assessment of the current flood risk at Heathrow 
Airport and the flood risk anticipated following implementation of the Heathrow ENR 
scheme. Measures to mitigate any increase in flood risk will also be outlined. 
Commentary on the submission is presented in Section 4.3. 
 
The proposed scheme consists of three major components: 
 

• The transport Hub; 

• The runway extension; and 

• Realignment of the M25. 
 

The Commission stated in its Interim Report is intention to consider the transport 
hub as a detachable component which could be associated with either of the 
Heathrow runway options under consideration. Accordingly, the core appraisal case 
for the Heathrow ENR scheme includes a more traditional surface access package, 
whose rail components are identical to those proposed by Heathrow Airport Limited, 
but whose road components have some variations to junctions and access road 
layouts to reflect the different configuration of the airfield site. 
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4.2.1 Current Flood Risk 

(a) Fluvial Flooding 

A fluvial flood risk assessment was undertaken with reference to the Environment 
Agency Flood Map for Planning (Rivers and Sea), presented in Figure 4.1. The 
anticipated land use within the extended area beyond the existing airport boundary 
is shown in Figure 4.2 which is an extract from the promoter’s scheme submission 
documents.   
 
The Heathrow Hub submission includes extending the runway to the west onto the 
floodplains of the River Colne, Wraysbury River and the Colne Brook. The extension 
will occupy floodplain areas designated as Flood Zones 2 and 3 (Figure 4.1). Within 
the vicinity of Heathrow, there are currently properties and infrastructure at risk from 
fluvial flooding in Colnbrook Poyle, Stanwell Moor, Longford and West Drayton. 
 
Planning policy requires that a sequential approach to development is undertaken to 
guide developments away from areas at fluvial flood risk. Therefore, there will be the 
requirement to demonstrate that a sequential approach has been undertaken and 
that there are no suitable locations available at a lower risk of flooding. There may 
be difficulties in justifying this when there appears to be an area at lower flood risk to 
the northeast of the Heathrow ENR proposed development area. Satisfying the 
sequential approach remains to be demonstrated by the promoter. 
 
The proposed scheme will require the diversion of Colne Brook and the Poyle 
Channel around the western end of the proposed runway extension and the 
culverting of the River Colne, Wraysbury River, the Duke of Northumberland’s River 
and Longford River. The road network around the proposed airport development will 
be re-modelled, with a section of the M25 diverted and bridged by the extended 
runway. The realigned route will pass through Flood Zones 2 and 3. 
 
The extension of the runway across the floodplains necessitates that major 
watercourses are diverted and culverted.  Access to extended lengths of culvert for 
maintenance purposes raises concerns regarding safety as this work would require 
confined space entry.  Environment Agency policy (Fluvial Design Guide) is that no 
watercourse should be culverted unless there is an overriding need to do so. This is 
because: 
 

• The ecology of the watercourse is likely to be degraded by culverting; 
• Culverting introduces an increased risk of blockage (with consequent 

increase in flood risk); 
• It can complicate maintenance because access into the culvert is restricted 

(in some cases being classified as a confined space and requiring trained 
operatives and specialist equipment). 
 

It can therefore be concluded that the proposed scheme has significant fluvial 
flooding issues which would have to be overcome.   
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Figure 4.1 - Environment Agency Flood Map for Planning (Rivers and Sea) 
showing Scheme Boundary (red line) 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
(b) Surface Water Flooding 

The Heathrow ENR scheme occupies an area in which there are currently locations 
at High risk (3.3% (1 in 30) AEP) of surface water flooding.  There are also 
numerous areas dispersed throughout the proposed extended development area at 
Medium risk (3.3% to 1% AEP) and Low risk (less frequently than 1% (1 in 100) 
AEP)) of surface water flooding. These are shown in the Environment Agency Risk 
of Flooding from Surface Water map (Figure 4.3). 
 
The Hillingdon Surface Water Management Plan identifies a Critical Drainage Area 
(Reference area 1_24) within the Heathrow site boundary and which is partly within 
the proposed development area (Figure 4.4). 
 
Any development to the west of the existing airport boundary will need to ensure 
that the current problems of surface water drainage are not shifted to new areas or 
develop into a source of fluvial flooding. Indeed, betterment should be sought in the 
management of surface water as there are local receptors that could be impacted if 
surface water is not managed effectively. 
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Figure 4.2 - Anticipated land use within Promoter’s Scheme boundary to west 
of existing airport  
(extract from Heathrow Expansion: Updated Scheme design – Submission to the 
Airports Commission by Runway Innovations Ltd and Heathrow Hub Ltd (May 2014) 
- Figure 1.1) 

 
 

Figure 4.3 - Environment Agency Risk of Flooding from Surface Water 
showing Scheme Boundary (red line) 
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Figure 4.4 - Critical Drainage Area (1_24) Flood Depths  
(extract from Hillingdon Surface Water Management Plan (LB Hillingdon, 2013)) 

 
 
(c) Groundwater Flooding 

The underlying gravels in the vicinity of Heathrow are prone to groundwater levels in 
close proximity to the ground surface. The gravels are heterogeneous (variable 
permeability) in nature and, in places, are highly transmissive (allowing significant 
groundwater movement).  The potential for groundwater flooding in the vicinity is 
well documented being noted in: 
 

• The Slough Strategic Flood Risk Assessment (SFRA) (Slough Borough Council, 
2012) identifies an area to the west of Heathrow and into which the runway 
extension expands.   

• The Slough Preliminary Flood Risk Assessment (PFRA) (Slough Borough 
Council, 2011) identifies an area in Poyle that has experienced groundwater 
flooding historically and is geographically close and hydraulically connected to 
the proposed development area.  

• The extended area for the proposed development lies within an area defined as 
having the potential for elevated groundwater levels within the Hillingdon 
Surface Water Management Plan (LB Hillingdon 2013)  

Major earthworks, the development of foundations, the diversion of watercourses 
and the extraction of water are all likely to impact on the movement of water through 
the gravels. Under some circumstances the disruption to flow paths may lead to 
groundwater emergence at the surface and to groundwater flooding.  
 
Seasonally, or permanently, high groundwater levels tend to restrict the options 
available for developing sustainable drainage systems (SuDS). Where groundwater 
is at, or close to, the ground surface the use of infiltration based systems will not be 
practical and greater emphasis will have to be placed on attenuation storage. Given 
the constraints on open water near airports this may result in tanked and pumped 
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storage systems being utilised: these are the least sustainable drainage techniques.  
SuDS suitability for the Heathrow ENR scheme is shown in Table 4.1. 
 

Table 4.1 - Potential Suitability of SuDS Techniques for Application on 
Heathrow ENR Scheme  

 SuDS Technique Potential at Heathrow ENR 

Most 
sustainable 

Living roofs/walls Yes 

 Basins and ponds 
-constructed wetlands 
Balancing ponds 
Detention ponds 
Retention ponds 
 

Open water may not be appropriate. 
Ponds may fill with groundwater 
reducing the surface water storage 
capacity. 

Filter strips and swales Yes – but dependent on 
groundwater levels 

Infiltration devices 
-soakaways 
Infiltration trenches 
 
 

May not function due to high 
groundwater levels 

Permeable surfaces and 
filter drains 

May not function due to high 
groundwater levels 

Least 
sustainable 

Tanked systems Yes 

 
The provision of subterranean storage tanks will need careful engineering as they 
may be liable to flotation caused by the high groundwater levels in the surrounding 
gravels. Engineered solutions will be needed to prevent this occurring. 
 
(d) Reservoirs 

Several very large elevated storage reservoirs lie in the vicinity of Heathrow as 
shown in Figure 4.5. The Environment Agency has modelled the flood extents in the 
unlikely event of a major breach. Figure 4.5 shows that parts of the current and 
proposed layout of Heathrow airport lies within the high risk modelled flood outline. 
This is defined by the Environment Agency as the area where peoples’ lives would 
be in danger as a result of an uncontrolled release of water from the reservoir. 
Within the current flood extent are terminal buildings, major roads, etc. However, it 
should be noted that under the Reservoirs Act there is a requirement for detailed 
inspections of the reservoir structures and this aims to reduce the likelihood of a 
severe breach to a very low probability.  Whilst the probability of a reservoir flood 
occurring is low, the impact has the potential to be high. Within the current modelled 
flood extent are terminal buildings, major roads and airside runway areas. 
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Figure 4.5 - Environment Agency Risk of Flooding from Reservoirs showing 
Scheme Boundary (red line) 
 
 
 
 
 

(e) Services 

Both the water distribution and sewerage network relating to the operation of the 
promoter’s scheme is unlikely to have a significant bearing on flood risk. The 
possibility of a burst in a major water main and the interaction between the surface 
and below ground drainage systems will however have to be considered; the latter 
to minimise the possibility of sewer flooding and associated local disruption and 
damage. 
 
4.2.2 Factors affecting Flood Risk by 2026 

The Water and Flood Risk Baseline report (Jacobs, 2014) documented factors that 
would alter the flood risk in the vicinity of Heathrow Airport by 2026 in the absence 
of a major development. These were identified as: 
 

• Planned works at the airport in the absence of a major scheme (in 
accordance with the airport masterplan); 

• Wider flood risk management in the catchment; 

• Climate change; and 

• Major off-airport developments. 
 

The Baseline report concluded that: 
 

• Fluvial and surface water flood risk is likely to increase primarily as a result of 
climate change;   

• Groundwater flood risk from the gravels is likely to remain broadly similar 
although there is no clear evidence base to say whether increased winter 
recharge will be offset by lower groundwater levels in summer; and 

• Reservoir flood risk is likely to be unchanged. 
 
These conclusions remain valid in respect of the proposed development. 
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4.2.3 Effects of the Heathrow ENR on Flood Risk Elsewhere 

(a) Fluvial Flood Risk Impacts 

Without mitigation the major components of the Heathrow ENR scheme that would 
increase the flood risk elsewhere are:  
 

• Construction in the floodplain; 

• Realignment of major watercourses; and 

• Culverting of watercourses. 
 
These activities could impact on fluvial flood risk elsewhere by: 
 

• Loss of flood storage in the Colne Brook, Wraysbury River and River Colne 
floodplains as a result of the extension of the runway into the floodplain. This 
could have impacts on the settlements of Colnbrook, Poyle, Horton, and 
Stanwell. 

• Culverting watercourses constrains flow and changes the nature of flood 
plain inundation. 

• Diversions that result in longer (or shorter) channel lengths with steeper or 
shallower gradients thereby affecting flow regime.  However, it is unlikely that 
this would make a significant difference in large events as the river would be 
significantly out of bank. 

• Blockage of culverts or design exceedance causing increased flood risk up 
gradient of the culvert entrance. 

 
The proposed scheme will require the diversion of the Colne Brook and the Poyle 
Channel around the western end of the proposed runway extension and the 
culverting of the River Colne, Wraysbury River, the Duke of Northumberland’s River 
and Longford River. The road network around the proposed airport development will 
be re-modelled, with a section of the M25 diverted and bridged by the extended 
runway. 
 
(b) Surface Water Flood Risk Impacts 

The Heathrow Hub submission increases the impermeable surfaces significantly. In 
the absence of mitigation measures this could be expected to result in an increased 
volume of runoff and increased rate of runoff. Receiving watercourses would have a 
flashier flood regime as a consequence and channel capacity may be exceeded 
more regularly. All receiving watercourses would be at risk however, the smaller the 
watercourse the greater the potential impact. 
 
(c) Groundwater Flood Risk Impacts 

Any earth excavations, whether permanent or temporary, have the potential to 
impact on groundwater flow in the gravels. Of particular importance is the 
cumulative impact of foundations and landfill in both reducing storage capacity and 
in concentrating flow paths. The extension of the proposed runway at approximately 
90 degrees to the regional groundwater flow direction (predominantly north to south) 
is likely to cause major disruption of groundwater movement.  
 
Groundwater levels could also be raised locally where diverted watercourses form 
new hydraulic connections with the underlying gravels. The location where 
groundwater may emerge would be difficult to predict but Poyle would appear to be 
vulnerable. Conversely, some areas may have locally lowered groundwater levels 
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where they lie down-gradient of foundations that effectively “dam” groundwater flow, 
and where rivers have been moved away.   
 
(d) Reservoir Flood Risk Impacts 

Developments that occupy the area previously modelled to be inundated by a 
reservoir breach could shift the inundation areas to areas previously at no risk or 
raise water levels in risk areas. 
 
4.2.4 Heathrow ENR Flood Risk Mitigation 

It has been shown that the proposed development could be expected to increase 
the flood risk elsewhere and that these increased risks need to be mitigated. Our 
assessment is that mitigation should be provided for the following: 
 

• Loss of floodplain volume; 

• Changes in rates of conveyance; 

• Loss of floodplain connectivity; 

• Increased surface water runoff; 

• Groundwater storage; and 

• Disruption to groundwater flow paths. 
 
Whilst it is recognised that the scheme is at preliminary design stage, to ascertain 
the flood risk implications of the scheme, some modelling is required. Modelling has 
not been used here to assess the scheme; however the appropriate elements of the 
promoter’s modelling approach are considered. 
 
The following sections identify the appropriate types and locations of management 
and mitigation measures. 
 
(a) Heathrow ENR Fluvial Flood Risk Mitigation 

Within the promoter’s scheme boundary Jacobs estimate that there is approximately 
45 hectares of Flood Zone 3 (without flood defences) storage that would be lost as a 
direct result of the proposed development. This does not allow for the additional 
storage that may be needed to mitigate for any increase in conveyance. 
 
Environment Agency Policy specifies that any loss of floodplain is replaced at the 
same elevation. There are areas within the Colne valley where this could be 
achieved, however, there are some practical considerations that may limit the 
effectiveness of such compensatory storage. 
 
Disused gravel workings in the area are now lakes and water levels in the lakes are 
likely to reflect the groundwater levels within the near surface gravels strata.  
Therefore, any ground lowered with the intention of providing fluvial flood storage is 
likely to fill with groundwater thereby reducing the volume available for fluvial flood 
storage.  As river levels rise, groundwater in direct hydraulic connectivity to the river 
will also rise and may flood the floodplain whilst the river is still in-bank, again 
reducing the capacity for fluvial flood storage.  This may result in no actual flood 
relief benefit despite complying with Environment Agency “level for level” 
specifications (i.e. compensatory storage must be provided at the same elevation 
that it is lost). 
 
The London Plan (Mayor of London, 2011) identifies a series of areas for 
‘regeneration’ and ‘opportunity’, some of which may be suitable locations for river 
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restoration. One specified area is the Heathrow/ Feltham/ Bedfont Lakes - including 
the River Crane, River Colne, Longford River and the Duke of Northumberland’s 
River. Thus these areas may be suitable for providing mitigation by managing the 
conveyance to manipulate the timing of flood peaks.  
 
In an already heavily developed area that is within a fluvial flooding area, particular 
consideration should be given to the impact of over-design events on the 
infrastructure. This could take the form of allowing additional capacity in culverts and 
new watercourses particularly in areas where exceedance could have very 
damaging impacts. 
 
The most effective flood management and mitigation is likely to be achieved by 
retaining the natural floodplain. Therefore, consideration could be given to designing 
the extended runway to minimise disruption to the floodplain. This could be achieved 
by an “open” elevated structure supporting the runway and beneath which the rivers 
and roads pass.  It is acknowledged that this would be a complex engineering 
solution. 
 
(b) Heathrow ENR Surface Water Flood Risk Mitigation  

Any increase in impermeable area is likely to increase both the volume and rate of 
runoff.  This will need to be managed using Sustainable Drainage Systems with the 
aim of managing the runoff to the greenfield rate (1l/s/ha). Any scheme should be 
based on the following principles: 
 

• Minimise impermeable surfaces as far as practical. 

• Capture water for rainwater harvesting, thereby meeting both water supply 
aspects as well as flood mitigation. 

• Green roofs/walls to mimic the greenfield situation.  

• Attenuation of surface water runoff to greenfield rates using the SuDS 
hierarchy to achieve the most sustainable solution. 

 
(c) Heathrow ENR Groundwater Flood Risk Mitigation 

Groundwater should be managed through a surface water / groundwater strategy 
rather than at very local level as this allows cumulative impacts to be considered 
and managed. Appropriate management techniques could include: 
 

• Design of foundations to minimise disruption to groundwater flow paths. 

• Careful alignment of subterranean structures to manage groundwater flow 
paths. 

• Use of permeable materials. 

• Water proofing / membranes in below ground spaces. 

• Due account taken of uplift forces / flotation risk for “hollow” underground 
structures. 

• Abstraction of groundwater for water supply/groundwater level management. 
 

(d) Heathrow ENR Reservoir Flood Risk Mitigation 

Continued regular and strict monitoring of the elevated storage reservoirs in the 
vicinity of Heathrow should be ongoing. 
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(e) Residual Risks 

These should be minimised. At this stage it is difficult to assess residual risks as this 
will depend on specific proposals for mitigation. 
 
It should however be noted that culverted watercourses pose an increased flood risk 
as a result of blockages and of design capacity exceedance.  Hydraulic modelling of 
both scenarios and assessment of the modelled flood extent would be expected and 
once installed, regular and frequent inspections and monitoring of water levels 
would be essential. 
 

4.3 Commentary on Promoter’s Submission  

This section provides Jacobs’ commentary on the promoter’s submission; 
consideration is given to whether sufficient information has been provided and if the 
information and assumptions provided are of adequate quality and are reasonable. 
 
4.3.1 Current Flood Risk 

(a) Fluvial 

The scheme promoter refers to the Environment Agency fluvial Flood Zone 
designations and appropriately identifies the areas at risk from fluvial flooding and 
the areas of floodplain that will be lost as a consequence of the proposed 
development. The promoter adequately portrays the configuration of the various 
watercourses in the area.  However, there is minimal reference to the nature of the 
flow regimes. The Colne drains a large Chalk catchment so baseflows will be 
important. The speed of flooding and duration of the flood peaks is not discussed 
nor is the timing of the contributions from the various water bodies. 
 
No historic flood outlines are presented nor a detailed discussion on the flood 
mechanisms. There is no detailed flood history presented. 
 
The scheme promoter has based the design of the promoter’s scheme on a desk 
study utilising the Colne hydraulic modelling results (Mott MacDonald, April 2012), 
as supplied by the Environment Agency.  Detailed modelling of the promoter’s 
scheme has not been undertaken. 
 
(b) Surface Water 

Section 2.6.8 of the promoter’s submission is entitled ‘Surface Water Flooding’ but 
refers only to the calculation of greenfield runoff rates. No reference is made to the 
Environment Agency Surface Water flood map for the area or to the Critical 
Drainage Area that lies within the proposed development area identified by the 
Hillingdon SFRA. The Environment Agency surface water mapping shows that there 
are numerous areas prone to surface water flooding across the whole of the 
Heathrow site. A request for clarification on how the promoter intends to manage the 
existing surface water flood risks in the area and in future with the effects of climate 
change was sent. The response confirmed that the promoter had consulted with the 
Environment Agency and included climate change but that the submission was only 
at concept design stage.  
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(c) Groundwater 

The proposed development area is located within the lower reaches of the River 
Colne catchment and in an area of permeable superficial (near surface geology) 
deposits. The scheme promoter recognises that there are significant groundwater-
surface water interactions in this area and that groundwater levels are close to the 
ground surface.  
 
Consideration is given to groundwater flow paths and the potential for subterranean 
structures to interfere with these and cause elevated groundwater levels.  However, 
no reference is made to any incidents of groundwater flooding in the area or to 
groundwater flood risk mapping.  Whilst there are limited details on groundwater 
flood events, there are groundwater flood risk maps available such as the Defra 
Groundwater Emergence Maps (Defra, 2007) and the mapping included in the 
Surface Water Management Plan for the area (LB Hillingdon, 2013) as indicated in 
Figure 4.6. 
 
Figure 4.6 - Area of potential for elevated groundwater at Heathrow Airport 
(shown in orange) (extract from Figure 10.2 from Hillingdon Surface Water 
Management Plan)  
 

 
 
(d) Reservoirs 

Section 2.6.4 of the scheme promoter’s Technical Notes submission recognises the 
flood risk posed by the five large reservoirs in the vicinity of the proposed north 
runway extension and the two lakes close to the Heathrow ENR. The submission 
recognises that the risk of a breach of the reservoirs is low (1 in 50,000). 
 
It is worth noting that the modelled reservoir breach flood extent includes the 
proposed extension area and, as land here is to be raised, this will result in a 
change in the baseline modelled extent. 
 
(e) Services 

Heathrow Airport is likely to have a complex water distribution and sewerage 
network relating both to the operation of the airport and to the surrounding urban 

©Crown Copyright. All rights reserved. 
GLA (LA100032379) 2011. Covers all data 
that has been supplied and distributed 
under license for the Drain London project. 
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areas. The promoter recognises the vicinity of major water supply reservoirs. No 
other water infrastructure is covered in the assessment of flood risk. 
 
4.3.2 Factors affecting Future Flood Risk  

The scheme promoter assesses the 1% (1 in 100) AEP fluvial flood with a 20% 
increase in peak flows as an allowance for climate change.  This is compliant with 
Climate Change Allowance for Planners (Environment Agency, 2013a). 
 
No consideration appears to have been given to the impact of climate change on the 
groundwater levels in the River Terrace Gravels. In response to clarification on how 
any increase in groundwater levels as a result of climate change will be managed, 
the promoter responded that the scheme will be raised above existing ground level. 
This does not address the wider implications of raised groundwater levels in this 
area. 
 
The management of surface water should assume an increase in rainfall of at least 
20% and it appears this has been met. 
 
4.3.3 Effects of Development on Flood Risk Elsewhere 

The scheme promoter has based the design of the proposed extension of the north 
runway and associated construction of a new terminal and transport hub on a desk 
study without supporting it by hydrological or hydraulic modelling of the impact of the 
promoter’s scheme on flood risk. Therefore, the impacts of the promoter’s scheme 
are largely qualitative and estimated. 
 
The scheme promoter recognises that without mitigation there could be an increase 
in flood risk during both the construction phase and operation of the scheme. The 
following risks are identified: 
 

• Development in the floodplain leading to loss of floodplain storage; 

• Compaction of land during construction leading to increased surface water 
runoff; 

• Construction site drainage leading to increased flood risk in receiving 
watercourses; 

• Disturbance of landfill leading to changes in groundwater levels; 

• Increased impermeable areas leading to increased runoff; 

• Modification of watercourses leading to siltation and increased flood risk. 
 

The scheme promoter identifies a loss of floodplain in three areas: 
 

• Colne Brook and Poyle Channel 

• River Colne and Wraysbury River at the airfield  

• River Colne and Wraysbury River relating to the M25 link road. 
 

4.3.4 Proposed Flood Risk Mitigation 

(a) Heathrow ENR Fluvial Flood Risk Mitigation  

The scheme promoter has identified compensatory storage areas in the same 
catchment and as close as practical to the areas of floodplain loss.  Areas have 
been identified based on the volume equating to 200mm below the 1% (1 in 100) 
AEP plus an allowance for climate change. The promoter acknowledges that this is 
indicative and detailed calculations are needed. The indicative provision of 
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compensatory storage in the promoter’s scheme covers 33ha which is less than the 
estimated area directly lost due to the proposed scheme (approximately 45ha in 
Flood Zone 3 alone). Consequently, there appears to be no provision for any 
storage lost due to changes in conveyance. 
 
The promoter’s approach to the calculation of storage volumes is likely to be a 
severe underestimate of the storage needed as it makes insufficient allowance for 
climate change, losses of capacity due to changes in conveyance and realignment 
of watercourses.  It is also worth noting that there are extensive surface water 
bodies in the vicinity of Heathrow that are the expression of groundwater in old 
gravel workings. The lowering of ground levels to form flood storage areas is likely 
to fill with groundwater and thereby reduce the capacity available for fluvial flood 
water. In addition, flood storage may cause an increase in groundwater levels that 
may result in groundwater flooding. In response to clarification on whether surface 
water – groundwater interactions such as these has been considered, the promoter 
noted that this would be considered at detail design stage. 
 
The Submission makes no reference to betterment (i.e. a reduction in flood risk). On 
seeking clarification on whether betterment had been considered, the promoter 
responded that there was some betterment but that priority at this stage was given 
to dealing with the current flood risk. They state betterment would be considered at 
a later stage. 
 
The scheme promoter refers to the Environment Agency’s design guide for 
culverting watercourses and, whilst their preferred scheme has culverts with sharp 
bends, they do present options that appear more compliant. 

To conclude, the level of detail provided on the provision of fluvial flood risk 
mitigation is insufficient to be confident that the scheme can be implemented without 
causing an increase in flood risk elsewhere. 

(b) Heathrow ENR Surface Water Flood Risk Mitigation  

The promoter has estimated their attenuation requirement from the proposed new 
sections of the airport using a 1% (1 in 100) AEP design flood with a 30% allowance 
for climate change on rainfall intensities. They used an allowable discharge equal to 
the greenfield runoff rate, which is in accordance with common practice. However, 
the approach adopted for the calculations is that laid out in an Environment Agency 
note Rainfall Runoff, Management for Developments (Environment Agency, 2013b) 
which may not be appropriate for the airport due to its large size. (Limitations of the 
approach and other methods that may be applied are discussed in the note). 

The approach adopted distinguishes between Long Term Storage (LTS) and 
attenuation storage. The combined runoff rate from these storages would be greater 
than the greenfield runoff rate from the site estimated by Jacobs (approximately 1 
l/s/ha), thereby underestimating the total attenuation requirement. Following queries 
from Jacobs on the assumptions used in the attenuation calculations the promoter 
provided very low critical storm durations (up to one hour) for the attenuation volume 
calculations. Despite these assumptions the total attenuation volume estimated by 
the promoter is similar to that estimated by Jacobs (using a climate change 
allowance on rainfall of 20% which is appropriate). 

Although a schematic has been provided for the surface water drainage system, it is 
not clear how the system will work in relation to levels, as it is unlikely that gravity 
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alone will be insufficient to enable controlled runoff of clean surface water into 
adjacent watercourses.  

Originally insufficient detail was provided to assess how runoff from the entire new 
development site will be prevented from leaving the site for all floods up to the 1% (1 
in 100) AEP design flood. No details were provided on the design criteria (design 
floods) for the on-site drainage systems which aim at preventing flooding of the 
runway, taxiways and other surfaces. Following queries from Jacobs the promoter 
has confirmed that high capacity linear drainage systems will be provided at the 
edge of the runway, taxiway and apron to intercept runoff from rainfall events with a 
probability of 1% (1 in 100) AEP. They also state that ground levels within other 
areas of the development site would be designed to allow excess flows that exceed 
the capacity of collection systems to be retained on site. 

Drawing 47067372 HUB-WATER-W005 and clarifications from the promoter 
following queries from Jacobs confirm that the promoter acknowledges that 
treatment of polluted surface runoff will be necessary. However, the proposals and 
responses do not provide sufficient detail to assess the proposals or their 
effectiveness with regard to pollution control.  . 

(c) Heathrow ENR Groundwater Flood Risk Mitigation 

The promoter recognises the importance of managing groundwater during the 
construction and operation of the promoter’s scheme and that surface water –
groundwater interactions are important in this area. However, whilst they have 
identified receptors that are dependent on a supply of groundwater, there is minimal 
reference to the potential for increasing the occurrence of groundwater flooding. 
They note that the M25 underpass, river culverts and temporary piling could present 
a physical barrier to groundwater flow and the resulting increase in groundwater 
levels could lead to groundwater flooding. No mitigation measures are identified to 
specifically address this. Instead, the groundwater mitigation measures are largely 
focussed on ensuring that the supply of water to groundwater-dependent habitats is 
not interrupted, rather than on managing the flood risk. However, the following 
mitigation measures, proposed by the scheme promoter will assist in groundwater 
flood risk management: 
 

• Avoidance of construction in the saturated zone where possible; 

• Hydraulic barriers around construction zones to maintain baseline conditions; 
and 

• Pre-, during and post- construction monitoring of groundwater levels.  
 

The scheme promoter does not make mention of the impact of diverting 
watercourses on surface–groundwater interactions. The diversion of watercourses 
could result in increased losses through the bed and banks and raise groundwater 
levels locally. This may cause groundwater emergence in new areas. 
 
(d) Residual Risks 

The promoter’s scheme details involve a high level assessment of flood risk based 
predominantly on the 1% (1 in 100) AEP with an allowance for climate change for 
fluvial events and surface water runoff. No consideration is given to more extreme 
events or the event of a culvert blockage. 
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4.4 Conclusions 

4.4.1 Assessment of Heathrow ENR Scheme 

From an assessment of the Heathrow Hub submission it is concluded that the 
promoter’s scheme involves very major changes to the fluvial environment that 
without effective long term mitigation could cause a major increase in flood risk 
elsewhere. Of most concern are that the proposals involve: 
 

• Development in Flood Zones 3 and 2 that will cause loss of floodplain 
storage and of floodplain conveyance. 

• Culverting of several major watercourses that have the potential to increase 
flood risk if they block or the design capacity is exceeded. 

• Diversion of major watercourses that could lead to changes in flow 
conveyance and associated change in flood risk. 

• Developments that are likely to modify groundwater flow paths with the 
potential to cause an increase in groundwater flood risk. 

• Development is within an area that could be at significant risk from surface 
water flooding. 

• Development that is within an area that could be impacted should there ever 
be a breach in nearby reservoirs. 

In order to satisfy planning requirements, a sequential approach is required to justify 
the proposed development being constructed in an area at risk of flooding.  
 
The promoter should provide a flood mitigation strategy to address flood risk to the 
site and to alleviate any upstream/downstream flood risk caused by the 
development. Computer modelling is required to evaluate requirements for, and to 
size, flood mitigation. This is beyond the scope of this review but an evaluation of 
the interpretation undertaken by the promoter of modelled flows has been 
undertaken as part of Jacobs’ commentary on the proposals submitted. 
 
4.4.2 Commentary on Promoter’s Submission 

The assessment of flood risk undertaken by the Heathrow ENR promoter was 
presented primarily in ‘Chapter 2 Water and Flood Risk’ of ‘Heathrow Expansion 
Stage 2 Submission Attachment 5-1 14 May 2014 (Environment Technical Notes)’. 
This document is not a formalised flood risk assessment, covering a much wider 
remit; however, many of the important aspects of flood risk are included. 
Unfortunately there is no clear distinction made between the flood risk to the 
development site and that caused by the promoter’s scheme.  
 
The Heathrow Hub submission seeks to construct a raised runway across the flood 
plains of three major watercourses. Any planning application proposing to construct 
in flood prone areas must be accompanied by a Sequential Test Report 
demonstrating, amongst other things, that there are no suitable sites at a lower flood 
risk available. This remains to be demonstrated by the promoter. 
 
The submission seeks to culvert a major watercourse. The Environment Agency 
only permits culverting in situations when there are no reasonable alternatives. The 
promoter appears not to have sought reasonable alternatives. The submission 
involves a culvert which is not fully compliant with Environment Agency guidance on 
culvert designs. 
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The assessment of fluvial flood risk is based on the results from the Environment 
Agency River Colne hydraulic model using the 1% (1 in 100) AEP plus a 20% 
allowance for climate change.  The model depicts the existing configuration of 
watercourses in a 1D model adjacent to the Heathrow site and 1D-2D modelling in 
the vicinity of the Hub site. As the model is only 1D in the area of greatest interest it 
will have limitations in being used to estimate storage volumes. This is recognised 
by the scheme promoter although was still used to suggest that the promoter’s 
scheme can be implemented without increasing flood risk elsewhere. As the model 
was not modified to incorporate the changes in floodplains, storage areas, culverts 
and river realignments there is no information available on how conveyance will 
change and, consequently, the requirements for flood mitigation. There is, therefore, 
a high level of uncertainty with the fluvial flood risk strategy presented. 
 
The promoter recognises that the surface water–groundwater interactions are 
important in the vicinity of Heathrow. However, how this may impact on the 
functioning of flood storage areas and the management of flood risk generally, does 
not appear to have been considered. Consideration is given to groundwater flow 
paths and the potential for subterranean structures to interfere with these and cause 
elevated groundwater levels.  However, no reference is made to any incidents of 
groundwater flooding in the area or to groundwater flood risk mapping. 
 
There is no information provided on the vulnerability of the site and surrounds to 
surface water flooding – shown by the Environment Agency surface water flood map 
and Hillingdon SFRA to be a problem. Similarly, the risks from water infrastructure 
(services) are not considered. 
 
The promoter has estimated the attenuation requirement for this scheme.  Despite 
some disputed assumptions and the possible use of an inappropriate methodology 
for estimating the attenuation volume for this development, the total attenuation 
volume estimated by the promoter is similar to a high level estimate by Jacobs.   
 
Although a schematic has been provided for the surface water drainage system, it is 
not clear how the system would work in relation to levels, as it is unlikely that gravity 
alone would be sufficient to enable controlled runoff of clean surface water into 
adjacent watercourses.  
 
In terms of the coverage and detail provided in the scheme submission the major 
sources of flood risk were identified but some aspects have been left for later 
consideration as indicated in Table 4.2. 
 

Table 4.2 - Level of detail and coverage 

Scheme 
Source of Flood Risk 

Fluvial 
Surface 
Water 

Groundwater Reservoirs Services 

Heathrow 
ENR 

Yes No Yes Yes No 

 
Ongoing evaluation will be required to ensure that modelling uncertainty and all the 
possible flood risks identified by Jacobs are fully addressed by the promoter (fluvial 
flood risk and groundwater flood risk in particular) and that detailed mitigation 
developed by the promoter is appropriate and sufficient (fluvial flooding and 
groundwater mitigation in particular).  
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Glossary 

The following table lists and explains key technical terms used in this report. 
 

AEP Annual Exceedance Probability. The chance of a flood of 
a particular magnitude being equalled or exceeded in any 
one year.  For example, the 1% AEP event has a 1% (or 
(1 in 100) chance of being exceeded in any year. 

Aquifer An underground layer of water-bearing permeable rock 
or unconsolidated materials (gravel, sand, or silt) from 
which groundwater can be extracted. 

Baseflow Proportion of stream flow that comes from the sum of 
deep subsurface flow and delayed shallow subsurface 
flow. 

Coffer Dam A watertight enclosure pumped dry to permit construction 
work below the waterline. 

Critical 
Drainage Area 

Area which has a high potential for stormwater quantity 
or quality problems. 

Environment 
Agency’s 
Fluvial Flood 
Zones 

There are three flood zones defined based on extent of 
river flooding for different annual probability 

Zone 1 – Land having a less than 1 in 1,000 annual 
probability of river flooding 

Zone 2 – Land having between a 1 in 100 and 1 in 1,000 
annual probability of river flooding 

Zone 3 – Land having a 1 in 100 or greater annual 
probability of river flooding 

FEH Flood Estimation Handbook (CEH, 1999) 

Filter Drain Perforated pipe in a trench backfield with granulated 
material 

Floodplain A floodplain is flat or nearly flat land adjacent to a stream 
or river, stretching from the banks of its channel to the 
base of the enclosing valley and (under natural 
conditions) experiences flooding in periods of high 
river/stream flow 

Geomorphology The study of landforms and the processes which create 
them. 

Greenfield 
Runoff 

Surface water runoff regime from a rural area before 
development 

LiDAR A type of digital terrain elevation model (DTM) 

Pool A topographic low point in the bed of a channel providing 
a relatively deep area of water 

Percentage of 
Runoff 

Fraction of rainfall that will actually enter a drainage 
system 

QMED The Median Annual Flood - the 50% (1 in 2) AEP flood 
event 
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Riffle A riffle is a short, relatively shallow and coarse-bedded 
length of stream.  It is a natural topographical high point 
in the bed of the channel and riffles commonly alternate 
with deeper pools 

Sequential 
Approach 

The sequential approach is designed to ensure that 
areas at little or no risk of flooding from any source are 
developed in preference to areas at higher risk. The aim 
should be to keep development out of medium and high 
flood risk areas (Flood Zones 2 and 3) and other areas 
affected by other sources of flooding where possible. 
Preference should therefore be given to developing in 
Flood Zone 1. If there is no reasonably available site in 
Flood Zone 1, then built development can be in Flood 
Zone 2. If there is no reasonably available site in Flood 
Zone 1 or 2 then ‘Essential Infrastructure’ can be located 
in Flood Zone 3 subject to passing a series of tests 
known as the Exception Test 

SFRA Strategic Flood Risk Assessment 

SuDS Sustainable Drainage System - A drain away or storage 
surface water solution that tries to replicate natural 
systems that use cost effective solutions with low 
environmental impact 

Swale A shallow, broad and vegetated channel designed to 
store and/or convey runoff and remove pollutants. 
Usually part of a SuDS strategy 

UKCP09 UK Climate Programme 2009 
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Appendix A  Methodology 

This report provides an assessment of how three airport scheme submissions meet 
the Airports Commission’s objective of minimising flood risk.  The three schemes 
assessed are Gatwick Airport Second Runway (Gatwick 2R), Heathrow Airport 
Northwest Runway (Heathrow NWR), and Heathrow Airport Extended Northern 
Runway (Heathrow ENR). 
 
Each scheme is assessed in compliance with the Airports Commission: Appraisal 
Framework (April 2014) to evaluate: 
 

1) the airport site and the local and wider area are protected from flooding 
including an assessment of how the creation/expansion and operation of the 
airport will affect the operation of the floodplain; and 
 

2) that the development does not displace water or alter water flows increasing 
flooding elsewhere. 

 
The assessment of each promoter’s submission is based on the expectations for a 
site specific flood risk assessment as detailed in the National Policy Planning 
Framework (NPPF). A checklist has been developed that covers all the topics 
normally found in a site specific flood risk assessment that complies with NPPF (see 
table below). 
 
As the development of the promoter’s schemes are at an early stage, the details in 
their assessment of flood risk are high level only and form flood risk strategies rather 
than detailed appraisals. Therefore, whilst the checklist has been used to monitor 
the coverage of their flood risk submissions there is not the expectation that at this 
stage all the detail will be available. 
 
As well as using the checklist to monitor coverage, the Baseline Report (Jacobs, 
2014) has been used to ensure that the promoters have appropriately assessed 
flood risk anticipated to be realised up to 2085 for Gatwick and 2086 for Heathrow 
 
In developing the Baseline and in assessing the promoter’s submissions, reference 
is only made to publicly available information. This includes but is not limited to: 
 

• Strategic Flood Risk Assessments (SFRAs) and Preliminary Flood Risk 

Assessments (PFRAs). 

• Environment Agency fluvial and surface water Flood Risk Maps 

• Environment Agency advice for climate change (Adapting to Climate 

Change: Advice for Flood and Coastal Erosion Risk Management 

Authorities) 

• Defra (2007) Groundwater Emergence Mapping. 

A flood risk assessment would be expected to investigate the risks from all the 
potential flood hazards namely:  
 

• Fluvial (rivers and streams); 

• Surface water (pluvial); 

• Groundwater; 

• Water-related services; and 

• Artificial water bodies (reservoirs, canals). 
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Tidal flood risk does not need to be considered at any of these particular scheme 
sites. 
 
 

Topic  Typical level of detail to be assessed as comprehensive 

General 

Defined design life to 

2085/86? 

Report which reference year has been used instead (and 

report if climate change allowances insufficient, see below) 

Flood Risk to Development 

Fluvial  

Identified Flood Zone Environment Agency flood maps used and flood zones 

appropriately identified 

Refers to recent hydraulic 

modelling 

Either refers to modelled flood extents or uses model to 

assess flood risk impact. 

Identified watercourses posing 

risk to development 

Correct interpretation of source of fluvial flood risk 

Identifies defences Defences and standard of protection identified. Comment 

on standard of protection with climate change 

Flood risk from small 

watercourses (not included in 

Environment Agency flood 

map) 

Comments on  flood risk from small watercourses (i.e. not 

included in Environment Agency flood map) 

Flood history explored Comprehensive flood history documented and interpreted 

Mention 2013/14 flood impact Impact of recent flood event describing mechanism of 

flooding 

Refers to SFRA/PFRA Correct SFRA and takes guidance from it. 

Impact of Climate change Evidence that climate change has been considered  

Appropriate climate change 

factors  

Using Environment Agency ‘Adapting to Climate Change 

‘note climate change factors for flows (or NPPF?) 

Likely rate and duration of 

flood 

Discussion showing understanding of mechanism and hazard 

Seasonality of flood Will watercourses respond to high intensity summer storms? 

Surface Water   

Flood Map for Surface water Environment Agency flood maps used and appropriately 

interpreted 

Refer to defined Critical 

Drainage Areas 

Identified Critical Drainage Areas and the policy relating to 

them 

Historic events –especially 

Summer 2007 

Comprehensive flood history documented and interpreted 

Refers to SWMP/PFRA/SFRA Correct local planning documents and takes guidance from 

it. 

Likely rate and duration of 

flood 

Discussion showing understanding of mechanism and hazard 

Seasonality of flood  

Impact of climate change? Using Environment Agency ‘Adapting to Climate Change ‘ 

note climate change factors for flows and rainfall intensities 

(or NPPF) 

Groundwater 
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Topic  Typical level of detail to be assessed as comprehensive 

Reference to groundwater 

flooding map 

(JBA/Jacobs/BGS) 

Evidence of reference to groundwater flood maps or 

geological interpretation 

Historic events (2000/01 or 

2013/14) and locations 

flooded 

Comprehensive flood history documented and interpreted 

Identifies source of 

groundwater 

Identifies aquifer, groundwater levels,  

Abstractions Considers whether rebound may occur. 

Groundwater levels Analysis of groundwater levels and flow paths. 

Refers to SFRA/PFRA  

Likely rate and duration of 

flood 

Discussion showing understanding of mechanism and hazard 

Seasonality of flood  

Reservoirs and Canals 

Dam break flood extent Reviewed Environment Agency dam break flood extents, 

comment on rate of flooding 

Likelihood Considers likelihood 

Services 

Sewers/mains etc. Identifies all services with potential to impact the area 

Reference to DG8 or SFRA 

recorded incidents 

Refers to DG8 or SFRA summary of DG8 findings 

Appropriate Development 

Development Classification? Refers to NPPF development Classification. 

Appropriate development? Need for described. 

Sequential/exception test 

required? 

Discussed requirements to undertake sequential testing? 

Potential Impact of Development on Flood Risk Elsewhere (unmitigated) 

Fluvial Considers impact on volume, rate and extent of flooding  

Impact on floodplain loss Identifies volume of lost floodplain storage 

Surface water Identifies potential for increased runoff? 

Groundwater Impact on groundwater flow paths and levels,  

Reservoirs/canals Erosion of banks in extreme flood? Forcing of flood water 

into canal systems? 

Services  

Resilience /Mitigation 

Mitigation of Fluvial Risk 

Watercourse 

crossings/culverts/ diversions? 

Conforms to appropriate guidance? 

Design flows – used 

FEH/ReFH? 

Used standard techniques to estimate design events 

Refers to 1% AEP plus Climate 

Change? 

 

Appropriate design levels 

+300mm freeboard 
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Topic  Typical level of detail to be assessed as comprehensive 

Floodplain 

storage/conveyance and 

mitigation 

Discusses how development affects floodplain 

storage/conveyance and describes appropriate mitigation 

measures, broadly appropriately sized 

Mitigation of Surface Water Risk 

Drainage design Applies SuDS principles  

Used SuDS hierarchy? Applies SuDS hierarchy 

Design appropriate for 

geology and groundwater 

levels? 

Evidence of referring to well logs or infiltration tests. 

Depths of attenuation ponds appear realistic 

Appropriate greenfield runoff 

rate? 

 

Appropriate annual 

exceedance probability for 

drainage system design? 

 

Appropriate 

infiltration/attenuation 

volumes and available space? 

Volumes broadly appropriate, plan area on drawings broadly 

suitable (assuming a realistic depth) 

Factored in climate change? Using Environment Agency ‘Adapting to Climate Change ‘ 

note climate change factors for flows and rainfall intensities 

(or NPPF) 

Impact of drainage 

exceedance considered? 

 

Interaction of proposed 

drainage system with existing 

system 

Is proposed interaction appropriate? I.e. following SuDS 

hierarchy, not increasing flows/volumes in system already at 

capacity 

Appropriate pollution control 

for surface water runoff  

Do the proposals isolate polluted surface runoff, and has 

sealing of filter drains and attenuation ponds been 

considered? 
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Appendix B  Completed Checklist 

Each promoter’s submission had been assessed against a series of topics and the associated expected level of comprehensiveness, 
with the findings set out in the tables below.  

 

Gatwick Airport Limited 
Topic  Typical level of detail to be assessed as 

comprehensive 
Acceptable level of detail? 

(Y / N / No Information / Not Relevant) 

Expand as required 

General 

Defined design life to 

2085? 

Report which reference year has been used 

instead (and report if climate change 

allowances insufficient, see below) 

No. 

Design life to 2050 

 

Flood Risk to Development 

Fluvial  

Identified Flood Zone Environment Agency flood maps used and 

flood zones appropriately identified 

Yes. 

Development area extends into  Zones 2 and 3 

Refers to recent hydraulic 

modelling 

Either refers to modelled flood extents or 

uses model to assess flood risk impact. 

Yes. 

ISIS Tuflow modelling of the watercourses was undertaken to 

assess fluvial flood risk. 

Identified watercourses 

posing risk to development 

Correct interpretation of source of fluvial 

flood risk 

Yes.  

River Mole, Gatwick Stream and Crawter’s Brook. 

 

Identifies defences Defences and standard of protection 

identified. Comment on standard of 

protection with climate change 

Yes (but not shown on drawing). 

ISIS-Tuflow modelling of the rivers with flood defences was used to 

produce the flood risk map. 

Flood risk from small 

watercourses (not included 

in Environment Agency 

flood map) 

Comments on  flood risk from small 

watercourses (i.e. not included in 

Environment Agency flood map) 

Not Relevant. 

Flood history explored Comprehensive flood history documented 

and interpreted 

Partial. Only the December 2013 flood history discussed. 
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Gatwick Airport Limited 
Topic  Typical level of detail to be assessed as 

comprehensive 
Acceptable level of detail? 

(Y / N / No Information / Not Relevant) 

Expand as required 

Mention 2013/14 flood 

impact 

Impact of recent flood event describing 

mechanism of flooding 

Yes. 

The December 2013 event is mentioned in detail. 

Refers to SFRA/PFRA Correct SFRA and takes guidance from it. Yes. 

Crawley Borough Council’s SFRA (April 2007 and Interim Updated 

October 2012). 

Impact of Climate change Evidence that climate change has been 

considered  

Yes. 

Up to 2050; increase in rainfall intensity by 20%. Peak flow also 

increased by 20%. 

Appropriate climate 

change factors  

Using Environment Agency ‘Adapting to 

Climate Change ‘ note climate change 

factors for flows (or NPPF) 

Yes. 

Using NPPF factor of 20% on rainfall depths and intensities for year 

2050. This is the same as the 20% quoted in the Environment 

Agency ‘Adapting to Climate Change‘ note for 2085, suggesting the 

allowance may be sufficient. 

Likely rate and duration of 

flood 

Discussion showing understanding of 

mechanism and hazard 

No information provided. 

 

Seasonality of flood Will watercourses respond to high intensity 

summer storms? 

No information provided. 

 

Surface Water  

Flood Map for Surface 

water 

Environment Agency flood maps used and 

appropriately interpreted 

Yes. 

Infoworks ICM based SW flooding extent for 1%+CC event shows 

much smaller flooding extent than the Environment Agency flood 

extent. 

Refer to defined Critical 

Drainage Areas 

Identified Critical Drainage Areas and the 

policy relating to them 

Not applicable. 

Infoworks ICM based flood map shows northern area at risk of 

surface water flooding. 

Historic events –especially 

Summer 2007 

Comprehensive flood history documented 

and interpreted 

Partial. 

December 2013 flooding is discussed in detail (referred to as 

surface water flooding). Summer 2007 event not referred. 
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Gatwick Airport Limited 
Topic  Typical level of detail to be assessed as 

comprehensive 
Acceptable level of detail? 

(Y / N / No Information / Not Relevant) 

Expand as required 

Refers to 

SWMP/PFRA/SFRA 

Correct local planning documents and 

takes guidance from it. 

Yes. 

Refers to the Crawley SFRA. 

No details on SWMP and PFRA.  

Likely rate and duration of 

flood 

Discussion showing understanding of 

mechanism and hazard 

No information provided. 

 

 

Seasonality of flood  No information provided. 

Impact of climate change? Using Environment Agency ‘Adapting to 

Climate Change ‘ note climate change 

factors for flows and rainfall intensities (or 

NPPF) 

Yes (Up to 2050).  

Rainfall intensities / peak flow increased by 20%, which is in line 

with the Environment Agency ‘Adapting to Climate Change‘ note 

for 2085 

 

Groundwater 

Reference to groundwater 

flooding map 

(JBA/Jacobs/BGS) 

Evidence of reference to groundwater 

flood maps or geological interpretation 

Yes. 

Based on ‘DEFRA GW Flooding Study (2007)’ and ‘Crawley Borough 

Council SFRA (Oct 2012)’ the site is not at groundwater flood risk.      

Historic events (2000/01 or 

2013/14) and locations 

flooded 

Comprehensive flood history documented 

and interpreted 

Yes. 

Environment Agency note regarding possible groundwater flooding 

in 2013/14 in the River Mole is discussed. 

Identifies source of 

groundwater 

Identifies aquifer, groundwater levels.  Yes. 

Identifies aquifer. 

Abstractions Considers whether rebound may occur. Yes. 

It is stated that Gatwick and surrounding areas are not within 

Drinking Water Protected Areas. 

Groundwater levels Analysis of groundwater levels and flow 

paths. 

Not available. 

(A geological site investigation along the route of the diversion 

channel is recommended). 
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Gatwick Airport Limited 
Topic  Typical level of detail to be assessed as 

comprehensive 
Acceptable level of detail? 

(Y / N / No Information / Not Relevant) 

Expand as required 

Refers to SFRA/PFRA  Yes. 

Crawley Borough Council’s SFRA (April 2007 and Interim Updated 

October 2012). 

Likely rate and duration of 

flood 

Discussion showing understanding of 

mechanism and hazard 

No information provided. 

 

Seasonality of flood  No information provided. 

Reservoirs and Canals 

Dam break flood extent Reviewed Environment Agency dam break 

flood extents, comment on rate of flooding 

No information provided. 

 

Likelihood Considers likelihood No information provided. 

Services 

Sewers/mains etc. Identifies all services with potential to 

impact the area 

Yes. 

Some discussion on sewers/main.  

Reference to DG8 or SFRA 

recorded incidents 

Refers to DG8 or SFRA summary of DG8 

findings 

No information provided. 

 

Appropriate Development 

Development 

Classification? 

Refers to NPPF development Classification. No classification but states that the assessment undertaken is 

consistent with the requirements of the NPPF. 

Appropriate development? Need for described. Yes. 

The proposed ‘flood control infrastructure’ is classified as ‘Water 

compatible’ development.   

Sequential/ exception test 

required? 

Discussed requirements to undertake 

sequential testing? 

Yes. 

 

Potential Impact of Development on Flood Risk Elsewhere (unmitigated) 

Fluvial Considers impact on volume, rate and 

extent of flooding  

Considers impact on flood extent only. No reference to velocity or 

rate of flooding. 
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Gatwick Airport Limited 
Topic  Typical level of detail to be assessed as 

comprehensive 
Acceptable level of detail? 

(Y / N / No Information / Not Relevant) 

Expand as required 

Impact on floodplain loss Identifies volume of lost floodplain storage Yes. Identifies volume of floodplain storage lost.  

Surface water Identifies potential for increased runoff? Yes.  

Identifies the potential for  increased runoff caused by the 

development 

Groundwater Impact on groundwater flow paths and 

levels,  

Not Applicable. 

Reservoirs/canals Erosion of banks in extreme flood? Forcing 

of flood water into canal systems? 

No information provided. 

Services  Yes. 

Limited discussion. 

Resilience /Mitigation 

Mitigation of Fluvial Risk 

Watercourse 

crossings/culverts/ 

diversions? 

Conforms to appropriate guidance? Yes.  

Consideration given to sizing and recommendations 

Design flows – used 

FEH/ReFH? 

Used standard techniques to estimate 

design events 

No information provided. 

Refers to 1% AEP plus 

Climate Change? 

 Yes. 

Appropriate design levels 

+300mm freeboard 

 No information provided. 

Floodplain 

storage/conveyance and 

mitigation 

Discusses how development affects 

floodplain storage/conveyance and 

describes appropriate mitigation measures, 

broadly appropriately sized 

Partial. 

Loss of storage capacity identified but not how conveyance may 

change.  

Mitigation of Surface Water Risk 
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Gatwick Airport Limited 
Topic  Typical level of detail to be assessed as 

comprehensive 
Acceptable level of detail? 

(Y / N / No Information / Not Relevant) 

Expand as required 

Drainage design Applies SuDS principles  Yes. 

Refers to CIRIA SuDS documents and uses these to inform design. 

Used SuDS hierarchy? Applies SuDS hierarchy No 

SuDS hierarchy not referred to, just general ref to CIRIA and 

Environment Agency guidance. 

Design appropriate for 

geology and groundwater 

levels? 

Evidence of referring to well logs or 

infiltration tests. 

Depths of attenuation ponds appear 

realistic 

Yes. 

Only shallow or raised surface water drainage features proposed. 

No infiltration proposed.  

Appropriate greenfield 

runoff rate? 

 Yes. 

Appropriate annual 

exceedance probability for 

drainage system design? 

 Yes. 

100 year + Climate change allowance. 

Appropriate 

infiltration/attenuation 

volumes and available 

space? 

Volumes broadly appropriate, plan area on 

drawings broadly suitable (assuming a 

realistic depth) 

Volumes may be insufficient. 

Factored in climate 

change? 

Using Environment Agency ‘Adapting to 

Climate Change ‘ note climate change 

factors for flows and rainfall intensities (or 

NPPF) 

Yes 

Using NPPF factor of 20% on rainfall depths and intensities for year 

2050. This is the same as the 20% quoted in the Environment 

Agency ‘Adapting to Climate Change ‘ note for 2085, suggesting 

the allowance may be sufficient. 

Impact of drainage 

exceedance considered? 

 No information provided. 
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Gatwick Airport Limited 
Topic  Typical level of detail to be assessed as 

comprehensive 
Acceptable level of detail? 

(Y / N / No Information / Not Relevant) 

Expand as required 

Interaction of proposed 

drainage system with 

existing system 

Is proposed interaction appropriate? I.e. 

following SuDS hierarchy, not increasing 

flows/volumes in system already at 

capacity 

The two systems have been assumed to operate entirely 

independently. 

Appropriate pollution 

control for surface water 

runoff  

Do the proposals isolate polluted surface 

runoff, and has sealing of filter drains and 

attenuation ponds been considered? 

Yes. 

Isolation of surface runoff appears to be addressed. Sealing of 

drains/ponds subject to query.   
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Heathrow Airport Limited 
Topic  Typical level of detail to be assessed as 

comprehensive 
Acceptable level of detail? 

(Y / N / No Information / Not Relevant) 

Expand as required 

General 

Defined design life to 

2086? 

Report which reference year has been used 

instead (and report if climate change 

allowances insufficient, see below) 

No. 

Climate change considered for period 2055 to 2085. 

Flood Risk to Development 

Fluvial  

Identified Flood Zone Environment Agency flood maps used and 

flood zones appropriately identified 

Yes. 

Development area extends into  Zones 2 and 3 

Refers to recent hydraulic 

modelling 

Either refers to modelled flood extents or 

uses model to assess flood risk impact. 

Yes. 

ISIS modelling of the watercourses undertaken to assess fluvial 

flood risk. 

Identified watercourses 

posing risk to development 

Correct interpretation of source of fluvial 

flood risk 

Yes. 

River Colne and its tributaries 

Identifies defences Defences and standard of protection 

identified. Comment on standard of 

protection with climate change 

Partially. Defences identified but no discussion. 

Flood risk from small 

watercourses (not included 

in Environment Agency 

flood map) 

Comments on  flood risk from small 

watercourses (i.e. not included in 

Environment Agency flood map) 

No information provided. 

Flood history explored Comprehensive flood history documented 

and interpreted 

Historic floods listed but not interpreted or mapped. 

Mention 2013/14 flood 

impact 

Impact of recent flood event describing 

mechanism of flooding 

No information provided. 

Refers to SFRA/PFRA Correct SFRA and takes guidance from it. Omits reference to Hillingdon SFRA. Includes reference to 

Hounslow SFRA which is not within limits. 
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Heathrow Airport Limited 
Topic  Typical level of detail to be assessed as 

comprehensive 
Acceptable level of detail? 

(Y / N / No Information / Not Relevant) 

Expand as required 

Impact of Climate change Evidence that climate change has been 

considered  

Yes.  Increased peak flows by 20% 

Appropriate climate 

change factors  

Using Environment Agency ‘Adapting to 

Climate Change ‘ note climate change 

factors for flows (or NPPF) 

Yes. 

Allowance of 20% increase for peak river flows 

Likely rate and duration of 

flood 

Discussion showing understanding of 

mechanism and hazard 

No information provided. 

Seasonality of flood Will watercourses respond to high intensity 

summer storms? 

No information provided. 

Surface Water  

Flood Map for Surface 

water 

EA flood maps used and appropriately 

interpreted 

No information provided. 

Refer to defined Critical 

Drainage Areas 

Identified Critical Drainage Areas and the 

policy relating to them 

No information provided. 

Historic events –especially 

Summer 2007 

Comprehensive flood history documented 

and interpreted 

No information provided. 

Refers to 

SWMP/PFRA/SFRA 

Correct local planning documents and 

takes guidance from it. 

No. PFRA refers to Critical Drainage Area and this is omitted. 

Likely rate and duration of 

flood 

Discussion showing understanding of 

mechanism and hazard 

No information provided. 

Seasonality of flood  No information provided. 

Impact of climate change? Using Environment Agency ‘Adapting to 

Climate Change ‘ note climate change 

factors for flows and rainfall intensities (or 

NPPF) 

No information provided. 

Reference to groundwater 

flooding map 

(JBA/Jacobs/BGS) 

Evidence of reference to groundwater 

flood maps or geological interpretation 

Yes. Interpreted data from earlier investigation. 
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Heathrow Airport Limited 
Topic  Typical level of detail to be assessed as 

comprehensive 
Acceptable level of detail? 

(Y / N / No Information / Not Relevant) 

Expand as required 

Historic events (2000/01 or 

2013/14) and locations 

flooded 

Comprehensive flood history documented 

and interpreted 

No information provided. 

Identifies source of 

groundwater 

Identifies aquifer, groundwater levels.  Yes. 

Identifies the Taplow Gravels.  

Abstractions Considers whether rebound may occur. No information provided. 

Groundwater levels Analysis of groundwater levels and flow 

paths. 

Yes. 

Refers to earlier study and possibility of interrupting flow paths. 

Refers to SFRA/PFRA  No information provided. 

Likely rate and duration of 

flood 

Discussion showing understanding of 

mechanism and hazard 

No information provided. 

Seasonality of flood  No information provided. 

Reservoirs and Canals 

Dam break flood extent Reviewed Environment Agency dam break 

flood extents, comment on rate of flooding 

Yes. Identified breach flood extent does impact Heathrow. 

Likelihood Considers likelihood No information provided. 

Services 

Sewers/mains etc. Identifies all services with potential to 

impact the area 

No information provided. 

Reference to DG8 or SFRA 

recorded incidents 

Refers to DG8 or SFRA summary of DG8 

findings 

No information provided. 

Appropriate Development 

Development 

Classification? 

Refers to NPPF development Classification. No information provided. 

Appropriate development? Need for described. No information provided. 
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Heathrow Airport Limited 
Topic  Typical level of detail to be assessed as 

comprehensive 
Acceptable level of detail? 

(Y / N / No Information / Not Relevant) 

Expand as required 

Sequential/ exception test 

required? 

Discussed requirements to undertake 

sequential testing? 

No information provided. 

Potential Impact of Development on Flood Risk Elsewhere (unmitigated) 

Fluvial Considers impact on volume, rate and 

extent of flooding  

Considers impact on flood extent only. No reference to velocity or 

rate of flooding. 

Impact on floodplain loss Identifies volume of lost floodplain storage Yes. Identifies volume of floodplain storage lost.  

Surface water Identifies potential for increased runoff? Yes. 

Identifies the potential for  increased runoff caused by the 

development 

Groundwater Impact on groundwater flow paths and 

levels,  

Yes.  

Identifies potential to disrupt flow paths 

Reservoirs/canals Erosion of banks in extreme flood? Forcing 

of flood water into canal systems? 

No information provided. 

Services  No information provided. 

Resilience /Mitigation 

Mitigation of Fluvial Risk 

Watercourse 

crossings/culverts/ 

diversions? 

Conforms to appropriate guidance? Yes.  

Consideration given to sizing and recommendations on culverting. 

Design flows – used 

FEH/ReFH? 

Used standard techniques to estimate 

design events 

No information provided. 

Refers to 1% AEP plus 

Climate Change? 

 Yes. 

Appropriate design levels 

+300mm freeboard 

 No information provided. 
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Heathrow Airport Limited 
Topic  Typical level of detail to be assessed as 

comprehensive 
Acceptable level of detail? 

(Y / N / No Information / Not Relevant) 

Expand as required 

Floodplain 

storage/conveyance and 

mitigation 

Discusses how development affects 

floodplain storage/conveyance and 

describes appropriate mitigation measures, 

broadly appropriately sized 

Partial. 

Loss of storage capacity identified but not how conveyance may 

change. Storage volumes unclear. 

Mitigation of Surface Water Risk 

Drainage design Applies SuDS principles  Yes. 

Refers to CIRIA SuDS documents and uses these to inform design. 

Used SuDS hierarchy? Applies SuDS hierarchy Yes. 

Uses hierarchy. 

Design appropriate for 

geology and groundwater 

levels? 

Evidence of referring to well logs or 

infiltration tests. 

Depths of attenuation ponds appear 

realistic 

Yes. 

Geology discussed and surface water design does not appear to be 

impossible in local geology, however 10m deep attenuation tank 

with surface area of 11,000m2 will be a major engineering feature 

and will need to be resistant to flotation (not discussed in report). 

Appropriate greenfield 

runoff rate? 

 No. 

Greenfield rate of 4 l/s/ha exceeds expectations (Jacobs estimate 

around 1 l/s/ha). Method and assumptions are not discussed. 

Appropriate annual 

exceedance probability for 

drainage system design? 

 Yes. 

100 year + climate change allowance 

Appropriate 

infiltration/attenuation 

volumes and available 

space? 

Volumes broadly appropriate, plan area on 

drawings broadly suitable (assuming a 

realistic depth) 

No. 

The total attenuation volume of 130,000 m3 quoted in the report 

may be insufficient, dependent on further information on drained 

areas, requested from promoters. 

The attenuation tank depth of 10m with a plan area of 11,000m2 

appears to be a major engineering feature, and will be subject to 

considerable uplift from groundwater. 
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Heathrow Airport Limited 
Topic  Typical level of detail to be assessed as 

comprehensive 
Acceptable level of detail? 

(Y / N / No Information / Not Relevant) 

Expand as required 

Factored in climate 

change? 

Using Environment Agency ‘Adapting to 

Climate Change ‘ note climate change 

factors for flows and rainfall intensities (or 

NPPF) 

Yes. 

Using NPPF factor of 20% on rainfall depths and intensities for 

period 2055-2085. This is the same as the 20% quoted in the 

Environment Agency ‘Adapting to Climate Change‘ note for 2086, 

suggesting the allowance may be sufficient. 

Impact of drainage 

exceedance considered? 

 No information provided. 

Interaction of proposed 

drainage system with 

existing system 

Is proposed interaction appropriate? I.e. 

following SuDS hierarchy, not increasing 

flows/volumes in system already at 

capacity 

No information provided. 

Appropriate pollution 

control for surface water 

runoff  

Do the proposals isolate polluted surface 

runoff, and has sealing of filter drains and 

attenuation ponds been considered? 

Yes. 

This appears to be adequately addressed. 
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Heathrow Hub 
Topic  Typical level of detail to be assessed as 

comprehensive 
Acceptable level of detail? 

(Y / N / No Information / Not Relevant) 

Expand as required 

General 

Defined design life to 

2086? 

Report which reference year has been used 

instead (and report if climate change 

allowances insufficient, see below) 

Yes. 

No year specified, but applying 30% on rainfall and 20% on flow in 

accordance with NPPF for period from 2085 to 2115. 

Flood Risk to Development 

Fluvial  

Identified Flood Zone Environment Agency flood maps used and 

flood zones appropriately identified 

Yes. 

Development area extends into  Zones 2 and 3 

Refers to recent hydraulic 

modelling 

Either refers to modelled flood extents or 

uses model to assess flood risk impact. 

Yes. 

ISIS modelling results used. 

 

Identified watercourses 

posing risk to development 

Correct interpretation of source of fluvial 

flood risk 

Yes. 

River Colne and its tributaries 

Identifies defences Defences and standard of protection 

identified. Comment on standard of 

protection with climate change 

No information provided. 

Flood risk from small 

watercourses (not included 

in Environment Agency 

flood map) 

Comments on  flood risk from small 

watercourses (i.e. not included in 

Environment Agency flood map) 

No information provided. 

Flood history explored Comprehensive flood history documented 

and interpreted 

No information provided. 

Mention 2013/14 flood 

impact 

Impact of recent flood event describing 

mechanism of flooding 

No information provided. 

Refers to SFRA/PFRA Correct SFRA and takes guidance from it. Yes. All appropriate planning documents referred to. 
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Heathrow Hub 
Topic  Typical level of detail to be assessed as 

comprehensive 
Acceptable level of detail? 

(Y / N / No Information / Not Relevant) 

Expand as required 

Impact of Climate change Evidence that climate change has been 

considered  

Yes.  Increased peak flows by 20% 

Appropriate climate 

change factors  

Using Environment Agency ‘Adapting to 

Climate Change ‘ note climate change 

factors for flows (or NPPF) 

Yes.  

Allowance of 20% increase for peak river flows and 30% for rainfall 

Likely rate and duration of 

flood 

Discussion showing understanding of 

mechanism and hazard 

No information provided. 

Seasonality of flood Will watercourses respond to high intensity 

summer storms? 

No information provided. 

Surface Water  

Flood Map for Surface 

water 

Environment Agency flood maps used and 

appropriately interpreted 

No information provided. 

Refer to defined Critical 

Drainage Areas 

Identified Critical Drainage Areas and the 

policy relating to them 

No information provided. 

Historic events –especially 

Summer 2007 

Comprehensive flood history documented 

and interpreted 

No information provided. 

Refers to 

SWMP/PFRA/SFRA 

Correct local planning documents and 

takes guidance from it. 

No information provided. 

Likely rate and duration of 

flood 

Discussion showing understanding of 

mechanism and hazard 

No information provided. 

Seasonality of flood  No information provided. 

Impact of climate change? Using Environment Agency ‘Adapting to 

Climate Change ‘ note climate change 

factors for flows and rainfall intensities (or 

NPPF) 

No information provided. 

Groundwater 
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Heathrow Hub 
Topic  Typical level of detail to be assessed as 

comprehensive 
Acceptable level of detail? 

(Y / N / No Information / Not Relevant) 

Expand as required 

Reference to groundwater 

flooding map 

(JBA/Jacobs/BGS) 

Evidence of reference to groundwater 

flood maps or geological interpretation 

No information provided.  

Historic events (2000/01 or 

2013/14) and locations 

flooded 

Comprehensive flood history documented 

and interpreted 

No information provided. 

Identifies source of 

groundwater 

Identifies aquifer, groundwater levels.  Yes.  

Identifies the Taplow Gravels.  

Abstractions Considers whether rebound may occur. No information on rebound. Noted the presence of abstraction 

boreholes. 

Groundwater levels Analysis of groundwater levels and flow 

paths. 

Yes. 

 Interpretation of geological conditions. 

Refers to SFRA/PFRA  No information provided. 

Likely rate and duration of 

flood 

Discussion showing understanding of 

mechanism and hazard 

No information provided. 

Seasonality of flood  No information provided. 

Reservoirs and Canals 

Dam break flood extent Reviewed Environment Agency dam break 

flood extents, comment on rate of flooding 

Yes. Identified breach flood extent does impact Heathrow. 

Likelihood Considers likelihood Yes, likelihood stated. 

Services 

Sewers/mains etc. Identifies all services with potential to 

impact the area 

No information provided. 

Reference to DG8 or SFRA 

recorded incidents 

Refers to DG8 or SFRA summary of DG8 

findings 

No information provided. 

Appropriate Development 
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Heathrow Hub 
Topic  Typical level of detail to be assessed as 

comprehensive 
Acceptable level of detail? 

(Y / N / No Information / Not Relevant) 

Expand as required 

Development 

Classification? 

Refers to NPPF development Classification. No classification but refers to NPPF and states that the assessment 

undertaken is consistent with the requirements of the NPPF. 

Appropriate development? Need for described. No information provided. 

Sequential/ exception test 

required? 

Discussed requirements to undertake 

sequential testing? 

No information provided. 

Potential Impact of Development on Flood Risk Elsewhere (unmitigated) 

Fluvial Considers impact on volume, rate and 

extent of flooding  

Considers impact on flood extent only. No reference to velocity or 

rate of flooding. 

Impact on floodplain loss Identifies volume of lost floodplain storage Yes. Identifies volume of floodplain storage lost. 

Surface water Identifies potential for increased runoff? Yes.  

Identifies the potential for  increased runoff caused by the 

development 

Groundwater Impact on groundwater flow paths and 

levels,  

Yes.  

Identifies potential to disrupt flow paths 

Reservoirs/canals Erosion of banks in extreme flood? Forcing 

of flood water into canal systems? 

No information provided. 

Services  No information provided. 

Resilience /Mitigation 

Mitigation of Fluvial Risk 

Watercourse 

crossings/culverts/ 

diversions? 

Conforms to appropriate guidance? Yes but only very high level 

Design flows – used 

FEH/ReFH? 

Used standard techniques to estimate 

design events 

No information provided. 

Refers to 1% AEP plus 

Climate Change? 

 Yes. 
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Heathrow Hub 
Topic  Typical level of detail to be assessed as 

comprehensive 
Acceptable level of detail? 

(Y / N / No Information / Not Relevant) 

Expand as required 

Appropriate design levels 

+300mm freeboard 

 No information provided. 

Floodplain 

storage/conveyance and 

mitigation 

Discusses how development affects 

floodplain storage/conveyance and 

describes appropriate mitigation measures, 

broadly appropriately sized 

Partial. 

Loss of storage capacity identified but not how conveyance may 

change. Storage volumes unclear. 

Mitigation of Surface Water Risk 

Drainage design Applies SuDS principles  Yes. 

Refers to CIRIA SuDS documents and uses these to inform design. 

Used SuDS hierarchy? Applies SuDS hierarchy Yes. 

Uses hierarchy. 

Design appropriate for 

geology and groundwater 

levels? 

Evidence of referring to well logs or 

infiltration tests. 

Depths of attenuation ponds appear 

realistic 

Insufficient information to confirm. 

Appropriate greenfield 

runoff rate? 

 No. 

Discharge rate from site seems to consist of two components, 

adding up to more than the greenfield runoff rate. 

Appropriate annual 

exceedance probability for 

drainage system design? 

 Yes. 

100 year + Climate change allowance. 

Appropriate 

infiltration/attenuation 

volumes and available 

space? 

Volumes broadly appropriate, plan area on 

drawings broadly suitable (assuming a 

realistic depth) 

Volume may be insufficient; no drawings of SW drainage system 

found. 
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Heathrow Hub 
Topic  Typical level of detail to be assessed as 

comprehensive 
Acceptable level of detail? 

(Y / N / No Information / Not Relevant) 

Expand as required 

Factored in climate 

change? 

Using Environment Agency ‘Adapting to 

Climate Change ‘ note climate change 

factors for flows and rainfall intensities (or 

NPPF) 

Yes. 

30% allowance on rainfall is in accordance with NPPF and in excess 

of Environment Agency note. 

Impact of drainage 

exceedance considered? 

 No information provided. 

Interaction of proposed 

drainage system with 

existing system 

Is proposed interaction appropriate? I.e. 

following SuDS hierarchy, not increasing 

flows/volumes in system already at 

capacity 

No information provided. 

Appropriate pollution 

control for surface water 

runoff  

Do the proposals isolate polluted surface 

runoff, and has sealing of filter drains and 

attenuation ponds been considered? 

Discussed in text but insufficient detail to assess how this would be 

incorporated in design. 
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Appendix C  Clarifications and Responses 

 
Responses to initial clarifications sought from each of the three scheme promoters were received in late June to mid August 2014. Further clarifications were sent to each scheme promoter in August 
2014. The response to initial clarifications and the further set of clarifications (with responses subsequently received for Gatwick and Heathrow) are shown in this Appendix.  
 
Heathrow Airport Limited – responses received from scheme promoter on 2nd July 2014 
 

AIRPORTS COMMISSION - TECHNICAL CLARIFICATIONS WATER 

Bidders Clarifications Log 

Name:  Heathrow Airport Limited         

  

     

  

Clarification 

Reference 
Discipline Doc. Reference Clarification To SCHEME PROMOTER Response from SCHEME PROMOTER 

Additional 

Clarification if 

Required 

Revised response 

HAL-WATER-

W-001 
Flood Risk   

The design appears to have focused on the 1% (1 in 100) 

annual exceedance probability (AEP) event for fluvial 

flooding, and we note that this is consistent with the 

response from the Environment Agency; what 

consideration has been given to the impact on 

infrastructure and operations up to the 0.5% (1 in 200) 

AEP event, which is more in line with government 

guidance with regard to flood risk for nationally 

significant critical infrastructure?  

In the absence of any NPS for Aviation the 

requirements of the NPPF have been followed.  

Therefore, the assessment has not modelled the 0.5% 

event. The classification of the third run-way as a 

Nationally Significant Infrastructure Project (NSIP) has 

not been confirmed. The current mitigation strategy 

has been quantified using the 1% AEP event (+CC 

allowance).  Any subsequent assessments will include 

consideration of the 0.5% AEP design event as 

required. 

    

HAL-WATER-

W-002 
Flood Risk   

 If consideration has been given to the impact of over 

design events, what are the principal impacts?  

The principle of the strategy has been to manage the 

1% AEP event (+CC allowance), however the strategy 

does provide headroom in the runway culverts and 

there is the potential for additional storage in all of 

the flood storage areas. 

 

The impacts of "beyond design basis events" have not 

been considered at this stage, but will be considered 

in detail at subsequent stages (if appropriate). 

    

HAL-WATER-

W-003 
Flood Risk   

It is noted from Appendix 24 that there are areas shown as 

flooding under the current situation; what consideration 

has been given to the new flood outline that will result 

the new runway being built (e.g. due to backing up of the 

culverts for the Wraysbury and Colne Rivers upstream of 

the new runway during design - and over design - 

events)? 

This is addressed in detail in the Assessment of Flood 

Risk Report (Number 6). 
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AIRPORTS COMMISSION - TECHNICAL CLARIFICATIONS WATER 

Bidders Clarifications Log 

Name:  Heathrow Airport Limited         

HAL-WATER-

W-004 
Flood Risk   

Can you confirm what (if any) additional hydraulic 

modelling has been done to understand the impact that 

the Colne Brook river diversion and the culverting of the 

Wraysbury River and the Colne River would have on flood 

risk mapping.   

This is addressed in detail in the Assessment of Flood 

Risk Report (Number 6). 
    

HAL-WATER-

W-005 
Flood Risk   

It is our view that the loss of existing flood plain storage 

due to the development (even with compensatory 

replacement), as well as the altered watercourses, would 

alter the current flood risk regime. Section 5.5 page 291 of 

Volume 1 states that: “The airport is not shown to be at 

risk and there are no recorded incidents…”.  Please clarify 

this statement with regard to flood risk, as there are 

areas of Flood Zone 2 and 3 within the red site boundary.   

This is addressed in detail in the Assessment of Flood 

Risk Report (Number 6). 
    

HAL-WATER-

W-006 
Flood Risk   

Appendix 15f of Volume 3 shows the culvert dimensions.  

Has there been any hydraulic analysis to demonstrate the 

feasibility of this configuration / dimensions?  Can the 

promoter provide further detail regarding any indication 

of culvert flows and water level in the design event? 

This is addressed in detail in the Assessment of Flood 

Risk Report (Number 6). 
    

HAL-WATER-

W-007 
Flood Risk   

With regard to flood risk, what (if any) consideration has 

been given to operation of the airport, and adaptation to 

climate change beyond the operational timeframe 

allowed for (assumed to be to 2050?) with specific regard 

to increasing flood risk, particularly if climate change 

results in greater than the assumed increase in rainfall / 

river flow? 

This is addressed in detail in the Assessment of Flood 

Risk Report (Number 6). 

 

With regards to flood risk the river flows have been 

uplifted by 20% to account for current estimates of 

climate change up to the year 2115.  Sensitivity testing 

with alternative CC predictions would be undertaken 

as part of subsequent work if the Heathrow proposals 

are selected. 

    

HAL-WATER-

W-008 
Flood Risk   

With regard to provision of compensation flood storage, 

the high level assessment of volumes required is noted. 

However, the landscaping described appears to suggest 

that the storage would be provided at a lower topographic 

level compared to the level at which storage would be lost; 

can you confirm that the topographic level at which the 

compensatory storage is proposed to be provided would 

be at the same level at which the flood plain storage 

would be lost.   

This is addressed in detail in the Assessment of Flood 

Risk Report (Number 6).     
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AIRPORTS COMMISSION - TECHNICAL CLARIFICATIONS WATER 

Bidders Clarifications Log 

Name:  Heathrow Airport Limited         

HAL-WATER-

W-009 
Flood Risk   

What (if any) consideration has been given to the impact 

of reservoir breach to the west of Heathrow, whilst 

noting that the likelihood of such an event is low? 

This risk from this source has not been considered at 

this stage, but would be if the Heathrow proposal is 

selected.  At a very high level, the airport is up a valley 

and on an elevated 'platform' and as such the risk is 

perceived to be very low. However, this would be 

verified should the Heathrow proposals be taken 

forward. 

    

HAL-WATER-

W-0010 

Water 

Quality 
  

The required river diversion of the Colne Brook and the 

associated spur, and the joint culverting of the Wraysbury 

River and the River Colne, is noted; can the promoter 

provide any supporting analysis to demonstrate the 

appropriateness of these watercourse alterations with 

regard to the Water Framework Directive requirements 

related to modifications to water bodies? 

This is addressed in detail in the Assessment of Flood 

Risk Report (Number 6) and within the 'Water Quality 

and Hydroecology Assessment - Technical Report 

(Number 5). 

    

HAL-WATER-

W-011 

Water 

Quantity 
  

Water efficiency measures suggest that the water 

“extraction” could be reduced from 2.3Mm3 per annum to 

2.0Mm3 per annum by 2040 (page 404, Volume 1), and the 

use of rainwater harvesting, grey water recycling, water 

efficient devices and other measures are suggested as the 

means by which this would be achieved; What 

quantitative assessment has been undertaken to 

demonstrate the feasibility of the level of reduction 

proposed? Can further details of this calculations be 

shared? 

Further information on this topic is included within 

the Assessment of Resource Use Assessment Report 

(Number 10). 

    

HAL-WATER-

W-012 

Water 

Quantity 
  

With regard to rainwater harvesting, it is noted that the 

storage tanks proposed could capture the 1 in 100 year 

event (page 331);  In approximate terms, what storage 

volume  would this equate to, and how many days 

storage would this equate to in terms of “grey water 

supply” for terminal operations?  Would the storage 

provide something of the order of a few hours, a few 

days, or a few weeks? 

This is addressed in detail in the 'Sustainable Drainage 

Assessment - Technical Report (Number 7). 
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AIRPORTS COMMISSION - TECHNICAL CLARIFICATIONS WATER 

Bidders Clarifications Log 

Name:  Heathrow Airport Limited         

HAL-WATER-

W-013 

Water 

quantity 
  

It is noted that no consultations have been undertaken 

with the water and waste water utility providers to date;  

Has any consideration been given to the possibility that 

TOTAL potable demand may increase even if this 

decreases per passenger as indicated in the submission, 

and how this may be tied in to Affinity Water’s water 

resources plan for the area?  Similarly, what 

consideration has been given to the increased discharges 

to waste water treatment plants, and how this would fit 

with Thames Water’s strategic plans? i.e. even if potable 

water demand can be reduced sufficiently, there is likely 

to be an increase in wastewater discharges.  Has this 

been quantified / estimated? 

Further information on this topic is included within 

the Assessment of Resource Use Assessment Report 

(Number 10). 
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  Heathrow Hub – responses received from scheme promoter on 1st July 2014 
 

AIRPORTS COMMISSION - TECHNICAL CLARIFICATIONS WATER AND FLOOD RISK 

Bidders Clarifications Log 

Name: 

Heathrow 

Hub   

 

  

  

     

  

Clarification 

Reference 
Discipline Doc. Reference Clarification To SCHEME PROMOTER Response from SCHEME PROMOTER 

Additional 

Clarification if 

Required 

Revised response 

HUB-WATER-

W-001 
Flood risk 

5-1 Environmental 

Technical Notes 

The design appears to have focused on the 1% (1 in 100) 

annual exceedance probability (AEP) event for fluvial 

flooding, and we note that this is consistent with the 

response from the Environment Agency;  Can the 

promoter indicate whether any  consideration has been 

given to the impact on infrastructure and operations up 

to the 0.5% (1 in 200) AEP event, which is more in line 

with government guidance with regard to flood risk for 

nationally significant critical infrastructure?  If 

consideration has been given to the impact of over design 

events, what are the principal impacts?   

See Attachment 5-1 Addendum report for detailed 

response 
    

HUB-WATER-

W-002 
Flood risk 

5-1 Environmental 

Technical Notes 

With regard to flood risk, can the promoter comment on 

whether any consideration has been given to operation of 

the airport, and adaptation to climate change beyond the 

operational timeframe allowed for (assumed to be to 

2050) with specific regard to increasing flood risk, 

particularly if climate change results in greater than the 

assumed increase in rainfall / river flow? 

In terms of climate change +30% has been considered 

for rainfall and +20% for fluvial peak flows.  This is 

consistent with NPPF Guidance (Table 5) until 2115.  A 

comparison has been undertaken with UKCIP09 

projections (2080 medium emissions scenario) of 

increases in rainfall and the +30/20% increases are 

consistent 

(http://ukclimateprojections.metoffice.gov.uk/22751). 

    

HUB-WATER-

W-003 
Flood risk 

5-1 Environmental 

Technical Notes 

With regard to provision of compensation flood storage, 

the high level assessment of volumes required is 

noted;  can the promoter confirm that the level at which 

the compensatory storage is proposed to be provided is 

at the same level at which existing flood plain storage 

would be lost? 

Yes     

HUB-WATER-

W-004 
Flood risk 

 5-1 Environmental 

Technical Notes 

With regard to reservoir breach, whilst we note this is 

unlikely, has any consideration been given to the 

potential impact of a reservoir breach? 

Not in detail.  The new runway and Terminal 6 would 

be at or above the existing airfield levels which is not 

included in the existing reservoir breach risk area.  

Therefore the new runway and Terminal 6 are unlikely 

to be directly affected, though their transport links 

and utility connections may be affected by reservoir 

breach. 
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AIRPORTS COMMISSION - TECHNICAL CLARIFICATIONS WATER AND FLOOD RISK 

Bidders Clarifications Log 

Name: 

Heathrow 

Hub   

 

  

HUB-WATER-

W-005 

Water - 

general 

5-1 Environmental 

Technical Notes 

For many aspects associated with surface water flood risk, 

water quality implications, approach to SuDS, impact on 

groundwater flow and quality, provision of surface water 

runoff storage areas etc., whilst the concepts are set out, 

there is limited information on how and where these 

approaches would be implemented in the development, to 

mitigate the adverse impacts;   Is the promoter able to 

provide any further details  with regard to any plans and 

layouts that demonstrate the feasibility of the measures 

suggested to manage these aspects within the constraints 

of the site? 

Surface Water Management 

  

The attenuation and long term storage calculations 

include an allowance for climate change up to 2115 as 

rainfall intensities have been increased by 30%. 

Additional drawings are provided in the Addendum to 

show how the proposed attenuation and long term 

storage features may be integrated into the airport. 

    

HUB-WATER-

W-006 

Water 

Quality 

5-1 Environmental 

Technical Notes 

We note that no additional hydraulic modelling has been 

done. With regard to the river diversions, is the promoter 

able to provide any supporting analysis to demonstrate 

the appropriateness of the river diversions and the 

implications with regard to the Water Framework 

Directive, and the impact that these diversions may have 

on flood risk in the area (e.g. new areas flooded)?   

This would need to be considered at detailed design if 

this option were to be selected.  Based on 

professional experience we believe it is feasible to 

design the diversions as indicated 

    

HUB-WATER-

W-007 

Water 

Quality 

5-1 Environmental 

Technical Notes 

With regard to the Wraysbury River, Table 2.4 of 

Attachment 5-1 indicates that the watercourse length 

would be reduced from 2550m to 2460m.  Has any 

consideration been given to the WFD implications on 

geomorphology if this culvert is shortened further (based 

on section 2.9.4 of Attachment 5-1) by eliminating the 90 

degree bend and the gradual curve along the culvert to 

meet the “Good Culvert Design” principles. 

This would need to be considered if this option were 

to be selected.  The length of a 'straight' culvert would 

be approximately 1,400m, a reduction in watercourse 

length of approximately 1,100m.  In terms of 

geomorphology the location and level of both inlet 

and outlet of each culvert would be fixed.  The WFD 

implications on geomorphology would need to be 

explored if this option were to be selected.  Based on 

professional experience, the change in level/ gradient 

would be addressed within the culvert.  The loss of 

watercourse length would be addressed in 

conjunction with increases in length for the diverted 

channels. 
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AIRPORTS COMMISSION - TECHNICAL CLARIFICATIONS WATER AND FLOOD RISK 

Bidders Clarifications Log 

Name: 

Heathrow 

Hub   

 

  

HUB-WATER-

W-008 

Water 

Quantity 

5-1 Environmental 

Technical Notes 

The use of rainwater harvesting, grey water recycling and 

removal of residential properties is noted in regard to the 

reduction in potable water demand that these elements 

would bring;  Has any attempt been made to estimate the 

level of these reductions compared to the increase in 

potable water demand as a result of development?  What 

consideration has been given to the increase in potable 

water demand, and how this water supply need will be 

met, tied into Affinity Water’s water resources plan for 

the area?  Similarly, what consideration has been given to 

the increased discharges to waste water treatment 

plants, and would this fit with Thames Water’s strategic 

plans? 

See Attachment 5-1 Addendum report for detailed 

response 

 

Drawing Reference 47067372 HUB- WATER-W005 has 

been prepared to illustrate the location of potential 

SuDS features that are proposed; firstly, to improve 

the quality of surface water runoff from the airport 

extension; and secondly, to ensure that the peak rate 

of surface water discharged from the site will not be 

increased as a result of the development. This drawing 

presents one possible solution in order to 

demonstrate that sufficient space is available to 

accommodate the range of SuDS features that are 

proposed, taking cognisance of constraints imposed 

by the existing floodplain and proposed flood 

compensation areas. Drawing Reference 47067372 

HUB- WATER-W005 therefore demonstrates that it 

will be practical to develop the site without increasing 

the risk of flooding due to surface water runoff. 
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Gatwick Airport Limited – responses received from scheme promoter on 23rd June 2014 
 

AIRPORTS COMMISSION - TECHNICAL CLARIFICATIONS WATER AND FLOOD RISK 

Bidders Clarifications Log 

Name:    

Gatwick Airport Ltd 

          

   

      
Clarification 

Reference 
Discipline Doc. Reference Clarification To SCHEME PROMOTER Response from SCHEME PROMOTER 

Additional 

Clarification if 

Required 

Revised response 

GWK-WATER-

001 

Flood Risk Appendix A12 

The design has focused on the 1% (1 in 100) annual 

exceedance probability (AEP) event for fluvial 

flooding.  What consideration has been given to the impact 

on infrastructure and operations up to the 0.5% (1 in 200) 

AEP event, which is more in line with government guidance 

with regard to a design standard for nationally significant 

critical infrastructure?  

We have designed the river diversion of the River 

Mole and Crawter’s Brook to the 1% AEP (plus climate 

change) as agreed with the Environment Agency.  We 

have also tested this design with the 0.1% AEP, and 

the new river corridor and valley will protect the new 

development to this standard. 

    

GWK-WATER-

001.1 

Figures 10 and 11 (pages 30-31, Appendix A12) suggest 

that there could be impacts in the 0.5% AEP event, with 

climate change.  Figure 16 shows significant 

flooding.  What would the operational impact be during a 

1% or 0.1% AEP event?  How would the airport deal with 

the disruption that would be caused to ensure continuity 

of operation? 

Figures referred to illustrate flooding of existing 

infrastructure which is not addressed nor impacted by 

the R2 project. Gatwick is currently addressing these 

issues and has committed up to £30m for flood 

alleviation and resilience measures.  These measures 

will be implemented prior to R2 development.  

    

GWK-WATER-

002 
Flood Risk  Appendix A12 

Climate change has been considered up to 2050.  What 

consideration has been given to operation of the airport, 

and adaptation to climate change beyond this timeframe, 

with specific regard to increasing flood risk, particularly if 

climate change results in greater than the 20% increase in 

rainfall / river flow? 

No further climate change impacts assessments have 

been undertaken.  However, the new development is 

protected to the 0.1% AEP plus climate change at 20%, 

which provides resilience for different climate change 

forecasts for between the 0.5% and 0.1% AEP. 
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Heathrow Airport Limited – clarifications sent to scheme promoter August 2014 and responses received September 2014 
 

AIRPORTS COMMISSION - TECHNICAL CLARIFICATIONS WATER 

Bidders Clarifications Log 

Name:  

Heathrow Airport Ltd   

 

  

  

     

  

Clarification 

Reference 
Discipline Doc. Reference Clarification to SCHEME PROMOTER Response from SCHEME PROMOTER 

Additional 

Clarification if 

Required 

Revised response 

HAL-DRAIN-01 Water 
Technical Assessment 

Report 7  

We note the promoter’s assumption of a greenfield 

runoff rate of 4 l/s/ha. Our estimates using IoH 124 

and FEH suggest that greenfield runoff rates are 1 

l/s/ha or lower. Could you provide the assumptions 

made to derive your greenfield runoff rate? (not 

shown in Appendix B as stated in Section 3.1. 

The assumptions are presented in Table 3.1 of Appendix B.   

The most likely source of any discrepancy would be the 

selection of the soil type/SOIL index/SPR value.  The 

selection of soil type 1 would result in a greenfield run-off 

rate of 1 l/s/ha or lower.  However, the site is located in an 

area with soil type 2 (very permeable soils with shallow 

groundwater, or moderately permeable soils with some 

slowly permeable sub-soils) according to the Winter Rainfall 

Acceptance Potential (WRAP) map, which relates to a SOIL 

index of 0.3.  This is supported by the SPRHOST for the site, 

as obtained from the FEH CD-Rom v03, of 0.307.  This in turn 

results in a greenfield run-off rate of approximately 4 l/s/ha, 

as presented in the technical assessment.       

HAL-DRAIN-02 Water 
Technical Assessment 

Report 7  

In the Sustainable Drainage Assessment (Section 4.1) 

you refer to the increase of paved area: ‘the 

impermeable footprint will increase by 

approximately 18%, from approximately 30% at 

present to approximately 48% once developed.’ a) 

Please confirm that you mean an increase by 60%, or 

18 percent points. b) please confirm that existing 

paved area is 30%. It looks less in Figure 2.1. 

We have estimated that approximately 30% of the existing 

site (the main airport subcatchment) is covered in hard 

standing.  The reason it looks like less than this in Figure 2.1 

is probably as a result of the eye being drawn towards the 

dark grey colouring only.  Please note in the key that yellow, 

orange and light grey areas also contribute 25%, 50% and 

75% hard standing areas as well (this simplified approach 

was taken in areas where the groundcover type varied 

locally on a small scale).   

 

We have estimated that approximately 48% of the proposed 

site will be covered in hard standing.  We can confirm that 

the proportion of the site covered in hard standing will be 

increased by 18 percentage points, from approximately 30% 

to 48%.   

 

It is accepted that the hard standing ground cover at the site 

would be increased by approximately 60% compared to the 

existing situation, and this could also be reported.  It is 

against this increase that the drainage strategy has been 

developed to address.     
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HAL-DRAIN-03 Water 
Technical Assessment 

Report 7  

Section 5.3.2 of Technical Assessment Report 7 

(under the header Attenuation Storage Tanks) 

specifies that a development footprint of 168 ha has 

been used to size the attenuation storage. We 

understand that the total ‘main airport sub-

catchment’ (for the proposed new airport areas) 

totals 380 ha. Does the 168 ha only constitute 

hardstanding, and how do you propose to prevent 

runoff from the unpaved areas from entering the 

attenuation system? Presumably not all runoff from 

unpaved areas can be prevented so an allowance for 

runoff from unpaved areas would be expected.  

The 168 ha does refer to the development footprint only.  

Run-off from the unpaved areas (e.g. the greenfield areas) 

has not been used to inform the size of the attenuation 

tanks.   

 

Management of run-off from the greenfield areas has been 

provided within the strategy, although not quantified at this 

stage.  The proposed strategy includes the installation of a 

perimeter drain around the periphery of the airside 

boundary.  The new airfield would be graded gently so that 

excess run-off from the areas of hard standing and any run-

off from the unpaved areas would be drained to this 

ditch/drain.   The dimensions of this drain and the design of 

it have not been defined at this stage although it is assumed 

that the default position would be a 'dry' feature. 

 

The perimeter drain is intended to be connected to the main 

attenuation tanks, into which water will drain when water 

levels permit.  This way the perimeter drain provides not 

only a means of capturing run-off but it also provides 

storage during extreme events.  All run-off will be ultimately 

conveyed to the remediation wetland prior to release.      

HAL-DRAIN-04 Water 
Technical Assessment 

Report 7  

How has the effects of the proposals on the risk of 

bird strike been assessed? 
- 

    

HAL-FRA-01 Water 

Technical Assessment 

Report 5 Assessment of 

Flood Risk  

The River Terrace Gravels are likely to be in close 

hydraulic connectivity to the river and have 

groundwater levels within 2m of the ground surface.  

Lowered ground levels for floodplain storage are 

likely to fill with groundwater thereby reducing the 

available storage for fluvial water. Water stored in 

bunded storage may leak, raise water levels in the 

gravels and cause emergence downslope. How have 

groundwater-surface water interactions been 

assessed?  

 The issues raised by the review were at the forefront of our 

thinking during the development of the strategy.  To this end 

the storage areas are not excavated, but rather above 

ground 'basins' retained by impermeable earth bunds.  The 

storage areas and bunds will be lined with impermeable 

material for two reasons, firstly to prevent leakage and 

secondly to ensure that the water is isolated from any 

potential landfill that may be present in the Colne Valley. 

 

There will be the need for there to be some ground leveling 

in the storage areas to remove areas of higher ground. 

 

It was not considered necessary to assess the groundwater - 

surface water interactions as the proposed strategy seeks to 

avoid any interaction. 

     

HAL-FRA-02 Water 

Technical Assessment 

Report 5 Assessment of 

Flood Risk  

Diverted watercourses across gravels may result in 

them losing water through the substrate and cause 

two problems - low flows in the watercourses and 

raised groundwater levels locally. How is this being 

assessed? 

This issue was again at the forefront of our thinking during 

the development of the strategy for the reasons identified 

here and because of concerns over the possibility of 

contamination of water bodies from underlying landfill.  The 

proposal is for all new channels to be lined with clay to 

isolate them from local groundwater.     
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HAL-FRA-03 Water 

Technical Assessment 

Report 5 Assessment of 

Flood Risk  

Section 3.4 refers to the London Borough of 

Hounslow which lies to the east of HAL area but fails 

to refer to the Hillingdon SFRA in which the site falls. 

Will the Hillingdon SFRA be reviewed? 

The Hillingdon SFRA was considered along with all other 

local, regional and national policy documents at the 

inception of the study to develop the policy context for this 

assessment.  The Hillingdon SFRA is not specifically 

referenced as the assessment is based on Environment 

Agency data which supersedes the SFRA data by 3 years.  

The PFRA was reviewed too, but the Environment Agency 

data was the primary source of information for this 

assessment.     

HAL-FRA-04 Water 

Technical Assessment 

Report 5 Assessment of 

Flood Risk  

Table 5.2 gives a total area of 101,000m2 of flood 

storage in Harmondsworth More yet the text on 

page 16 states it provides 135,000m2. Please clarify 

which is correct and the storage volume that this 

equates to. 

The 135,000m2 of storage is a mistype on page 16 and 

reflects an earlier iteration of the scheme.  Table 5.2 is 

correct.  We would like to point out that the stated areas 

and volumes are indicative and are subject to further 

refinement and optimisation.     

HAL-FRA-05 Water 

Technical Assessment 

Report 5 Assessment of 

Flood Risk  

The floodplain area lost equates to approximately 50 

ha (based on Environment Agency flood zone 3) 

which appears to be broadly matched by the scheme 

mitigation. Has allowance been made for the effects 

of the diversions and culverting on flood conveyance 

and therefore on the amount of additional storage 

needed to mitigate over and above the simple loss 

of floodplain volume? 

The flood strategy has been developed and tested using a 

linked 1 and 2-Dimensional floodplain model of the Colne 

valley and the storage areas have been developed around 

the effects of diversion and not just on floodplain loss.  To 

this end more storage is provided in the strategy west of the 

M25 than there is floodplain lost.  Controlling flows to 

ensure there is no increase in peak flow downstream 

(accounting for diversions) was key to informing the sizing of 

the indicated storage areas.     

HAL-FRA-06 Water 

Technical Assessment 

Report 5 Assessment of 

Flood Risk  

Have residual risks been identified. Notably the 

impact of blockage or capacity exceedance of the 

culverts especially those in close proximity to the 

M25 tunnel. 

Residual risks associated with culvert blockage have not 

been considered at this stage.  Such risks will be assessed in 

detail at the design stage, at which points the residual risk 

associated with a design can be assessed.  In response 

mitigation measures will be developed to either reduce the 

probability of occurrence or manage the consequences, or a 

combination of both.     

HAL-FRA-07 Water 

Technical Assessment 

Report 5 Assessment of 

Flood Risk  

The runway extension will require the infilling of 

lakes formed from old gravel workings. How will 

they be infilled so that groundwater movement will 

not be impacted in such a way as to raise 

groundwater levels elsewhere. Is infilling with a 

permeable material really practical? 

This issue was explored during the development of the 

strategy.  Our thinking was not just limited to infilled lakes, 

but rivers as well.  It was recognised that currently the lakes 

and rivers (which are in continuity with the gravel aquifer) 

represent points of discharge from the gravel aquifer.  Post 

construction these preferential flow routs may still remain, 

in which case it will be necessary for the former river and 

lake corridors to remain permeable corridors to allow the 

conveyance of groundwater to as not to increase local 

groundwater levels.  To achieve this permeable substrate 

will be used to fill in river reaches and lakes which will fall 

under the development footprint.  The strategy also notes 

that there will need to be a requirement to collect any 

discharges from the downstream end of these permeable 

corridors.       
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HAL-FRA-08 Water 

Technical Assessment 

Report 5 Assessment of 

Flood Risk  

No impact of climate change on groundwater levels 

has been assessed. Will this be done? 

Groundwater levels have not been quantified for the present 

day, the assessment of groundwater flood risk has been 

essentially qualitative at this time.  To understand a water 

level response to recharge it would be necessary to monitor 

rainfall and water levels simultaneously, or a recharge model 

would need to be built.  The impacts of climate change on 

groundwater levels (e.g. future water levels) have not been 

quantified either.  Although it is recognised that it will be 

necessary to consider future water levels as part of the 

detailed design of mitigation measures.     
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Clarification 

Reference 
Discipline Doc. Reference Clarification to SCHEME PROMOTER Response from SCHEME PROMOTER 

Additional 

Clarification if 

Required 

Revised response 

HUB-DRAIN-

01 
Water Attachment 5-1 

Sections 2.9.16-17 make a distinction between Long-

Term Storage (LTS) and Attenuation Storage. How 

are they meant to operate together? 

The Attenuation Storage and Long Term Storage are 

proposed to manage the peak rate and volume of surface 

water runoff, respectively. Long Term Storage is proposed; 

firstly, in the form of rainwater harvesting devices that will 

intercept and recycle runoff from the roofs of proposed 

airport buildings to avoid it being directed into the 

watercourse; and secondly, in the form of oversized pipes 

with flow control devices below the apron that will be 

capable of storing runoff from this area and discharging the 

runoff at Qbar in order to allow the additional volume of 

water to be released to the watercourse gradually. These 

systems are proposed to manage the water that would 

formerly have infiltrated into the strata underlying the 

existing site in order to ensure that flood risk will not be 

increased. The rainwater harvesting devices will function 

independently of the attenuation storage features, whilst 

the oversized pipes below the apron are proposed to 

discharge attenuated runoff from this area to the pollution 

holding tanks, which will also accommodate runoff from the 

extended runway. This approach removes the requirement 

for Long Term Storage to be provided for new highways and 

car parks and enables the attenuation systems that are 

proposed to restrict and improve the quality of runoff from 

these areas to function independently.     
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HUB-DRAIN-

02 
Water Attachment 5-1 

Section 2.9.16 uses an allowable runoff rate of 2 

l/s/ha from the LTS. The allowable runoff rate from 

the attenuation areas is 1.2 l/s/ha (QBAR). How do 

you prevent the total runoff rate from the site from 

exceeding the greenfield runoff rate? 

The volume of Long Term Storage that has been proposed is 

required to manage the volume of water that would have 

formerly infiltrated into the existing strata underlying the 

site. The size of the Long Term Storage is therefore 

dependant upon rainfall intensity, underlying ground 

conditions and the area of additional impermeable surfaces. 

Runoff from Long Term Storage devices may therefore be 

reduced from 2l/s/ha to 1.2l/s/ha simply by specifying an 

alternative flow control.      

HUB-DRAIN-

03 
Water Attachment 5-1 

Sections 2.9.16-17: Has FEH rainfall been used to size 

the attenuation/LTS?  

Yes, FEH rainfall has been used to determine the size of 

Attenuation and Long Term Storage structures.     

HUB-DRAIN-

04 
Water Attachment 5-1 

What is the critical storm duration applied to sizing 

the attenuation volumes for attenuation/LTS? 

The critical event for the attenuation storage is a 15 minute 

rainfall event with a return period of 1 in 100 years. Long 

Term Storage is designed to accommodate runoff from a 

rainfall event with a duration of 60 minutes and a return 

period of 1 in 100 years. An allowance of 30% has also been 

applied to rainfall intensities to allow for climate change.     

HUB-DRAIN-

05 
Water Attachment 5-1 

Is the Environment Agency note 'Rainfall Runoff 

Management for Developments' applicable for this 

development? Have the assumptions forming the 

basis for the high-level calculations in this note been 

checked on appropriateness for this large 

development, given that the methods described in it 

cannot be employed in the design stages of a 

scheme? 

The method described in the Preliminary Rainfall Runoff 

Management for Developments has been utilised for this 

conceptual design; firstly, as it is suitable for sites with a an 

area of greater than 50 hectares; and secondly, as this 

methodology was established by the Environment Agency 

and DEFRA to define a simple method of enabling 

attenuation storage and Long Term Storage to be 

incorporated within the site layout at the preliminary design 

stage. The size of proposed attenuation and Long term 

Storage devices is likely to be reduced at detailed design 

stage, as more detailed modelling will allow storage within 

surface water drainage networks to be considered.     

HUB-DRAIN-

06 
Water Attachment 5-1 

How are you proposing to use rainwater harvesting 

features for flood attenuation? It would seem that 

any rainwater harvesting feature could be full at the 

onset of a flood. 

The rainwater harvesting features form part of the Long 

Term Storage that is proposed to intercept and reuse runoff 

in order to prevent it from entering the watercourse. These 

features are required in order to mitigate the increased 

impermeable area that will cause the volume of runoff that 

infiltrates to ground to be reduced. The non potable water 

demand of the airport extensions will significantly exceed 

the rainwater yield; therefore rainwater harvesting devices 

are unlikely to be full at the onset of a critical storm.     

HUB-DRAIN-

07 
Water Attachment 5-1 

Section 2.9.16: "Hence, the remaining 57,500m³ of 

long term storage will be required in the form of 

storage devices that restrict runoff to 2l/s/ha."  Is 

59,500 meant here? (68,500-9,000m3) 

The remaining Long Term Storage that is not provided in the 

form of rainwater harvesting devices should be 59,500, as 

suggested. Drawing Reference 47067372 HUB-WATER-W005 

demonstrates that is will be practical to provide Long Term 

Storage with a volume of 68,500m³ within the site.     
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HUB-DRAIN-

08 
Water Attachment 5-1 

Could you please provide drawings showing the 

proposed surface water drainage system (schematic) 

and the location(s) of the proposed 

attenuation/LTS? Can you provide drawings of how 

contaminated and uncontaminated runoff are kept 

separate prior to treatment? 

Drawing Reference 47067372 HUB-WATER-W005 has been 

prepared to illustrate the location of proposed attenuation 

and Long Term Storage features. Runoff from the runway, 

taxiway and apron has potential to be contaminated with 

de-icant and anti-icant and this drawing indicates that all 

polluted runoff from these areas will be directed to a 

network that includes polluted water holding tanks, which 

will be used to contain highly polluted runoff to prevent it 

from entering the watercourse.     

HUB-DRAIN-

09 
Water Attachment 5-1 

Is it proposed that filter drains and attenuation 

ponds are sealed to prevent the infiltration of 

pollution into the ground? 

Yes, all Sustainable Drainage Systems will be lined; firstly, to 

prevent infiltration of pollution into the ground; and 

secondly, to prevent groundwater from entering the surface 

water drainage network. This approach is compatible with 

the hydraulic calculations that have been prepared, as they 

assume that no infiltration will be available.     

HUB-DRAIN-

10 
Water Attachment 5-1 

How is the 100 year plus climate change runoff to be 

retained on site when the discharge capacity of the 

collector system (drains alongside paved areas) is 

exceeded? 

Attenuation Storage and Long Term Storage devices have 

been designed to accommodate runoff from a rainfall event 

with a return period of 1 in 100 years. High capacity linear 

drainage systems will be provided at the edge of the runway, 

taxiway and apron to intercept runoff from rainfall events 

with a return period of 1 in 100 years; therefore the capacity 

of these systems will only be exceeded in extreme 

circumstances. Ground levels within other areas of the 

airport extension and the Heathrow ENR site will be 

designed to allow excess flows that exceed the capacity of 

collection systems to be retained on site.     

HUB-DRAIN-

11 
Water Attachment 5-1 

How has the effects of the proposals on the risk of 

bird strike been assessed? 

The proposed Sustainable Drainage Systems have been 

carefully selected taking cognisance of the risk of bird 

strikes. Drawing Reference 47067372 HUB-WATER-W005 

demonstrates that underground storage structures, such as 

oversized pipes and rainwater harvesting tanks have been 

proposed in the vicinity of the airport extension to reduce 

the likelihood of additional birds being attracted to the 

airport. Open ponds are only proposed near to the 

Heathrow ENR and to sections of highway that are remote 

from the airport extension.     

HUB-FRA-01 Water Attachment 5-1 

Does the promoter intend to provide further details 

apart from the results of the desktop study for the 

flood risk analysis? In particular assumptions for the 

assessment of flood mitigation storage? 

Any assumptions made for the purposes of the assessment 

have been provided in the assumptions register (see 

Appendix 6 of the Attachment 5-1 Addendum (June 2014)). 

If something in particular is unclear we would be happy to 

clarify.      

HUB-FRA-02 Water 
Airport Commission 

Shortlisted Option 

Is your aim to provide betterment in terms of flood 

risk at the site and elsewhere? Please specify how 

you intend to do this. 

As this was a concept design assessment the priority was to 

ensure that flood risk could be adequately addressed with a 

small degree of betterment where possible. At detailed 

design stage, this will be considered in further detail.      
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HUB-FRA-03 Water 
Airport Commission 

Shortlisted Option 

Surface water flood modelling by the Environment 

Agency shows that Heathrow and the immediate 

vicinity has a surface water flood risk and a Critical 

Drainage Area. What are your proposals for 

managing this in the vicinity of the airport now and 

with the impact of climate change? 

Our proposals include provision for climate change and our 

assessment was carried out in consultation with the 

Environment Agency. It is important to note that this is still a 

concept design assessment and as such our proposals will be 

further tested and developed as the scheme progresses.      

HUB-FRA-04 Water 
Airport Commission 

Shortlisted Option 

How will the surface water-groundwater interactions 

impact on your proposals for flood storage - could 

the bunded water raise groundwater levels locally 

and increase the flood risk from groundwater? 

At concept design stage the assessment has considered the 

likely flood risk and proposed mitigation and compensation 

where appropriate. Detailed calculations, including the 

interaction between surface water and groundwater levels 

will be further considered at detailed design stage.      

HUB-FRA-05 Water 
Airport Commission 

Shortlisted Option 

Have you assessed the impact of residual flood risk? 

Please provide details. 
The proposals have considered the risks at concept design 

stage and identified that flood risk can be managed. Residual 

flood risk will be considered as the scheme progresses to 

outline/detailed design.      

HUB-FRA-06 Water 
Airport Commission 

Shortlisted Option 

How will climate change affect groundwater levels 

and how will any increase in groundwater flooding 

be managed? 
The scheme proposals and associated ancillary facilities will 

be a few metres above ordnance datum (AOD) therefore are 

not expected to affect groundwater levels.      
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Clarification 

Reference 
Discipline Doc. Reference Clarification to SCHEME PROMOTER Response from SCHEME PROMOTER 

Additional 

Clarification if 

Required 

Revised response 

GWK-

DRAIN-01 
Water Appendix A12 

Appendix A12, sub-appendix E.1 (Section E.1.1) 

provides attenuation volumes from surface runoff, to 

be stored in two attenuation ponds (for ‘clean’ and 

‘dirty’ surface runoff) before discharging to the River 

Mole or the STW. Section 4.11.11 suggests that this 

relates to runoff from the proposed new parts of the 

development. Can the area proposed to drain to 

these ponds be described and quantified? Please 

specify total and assumed impervious areas. 

The drainage area is the entire new development west of 

the railway line, including the runway, all taxiways and 

aprons and the terminal, as completed in 2040.  The existing 

drainage area and operations have been excluded from the 

calculations on the assumption that this system operates 

entirely independently 

- The total development site area is 380ha 

- The modelled impermeable runoff area is 236ha 

- the modelled permeable runoff area is 41ha. 

     

GWK-

DRAIN-02 
Water Appendix A12 

 Section 4.5.2 (Appendix A12) states: ‘Small 

catchments outside of the main second runway  

development (such as car parks and roads) would be 

sufficiently drained via site specific sustainable 

drainage systems to prevent any impact on flood 

risk.’ Which areas are you referring to here?  

Assuming this refers mainly to the car parking areas 

to the east of the railway, does this mean that runoff 

from those areas is not included in the proposed 

attenuation provision to the north west of the 

existing airport? We have not found any details of 

surface water drainage and attenuation for the 

development to the east of the railway. Can such 

details be provided? 

The area to the east of the railway line are not included in 

the proposed attenuation provision to the north west of the 

existing airport.  These areas will not be contaminated with 

de-icer, therefore have not been considered as part of the 

combined surface water and pollution control system.  The 

type and form of development to the East of the railway line 

is such that below ground attenuation storage can easily be 

constructed as part of the development.    
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GWK-

DRAIN-03 
Water Appendix A12 

How have the attenuation volumes and pump 

capacities been estimated? 

Attenuation volumes 

The 'dirty' lagoon has been sized through detailed modelling 

to ensure no discharge of de-icer contaminated water to the 

River Mole, using the winter 2012/2013 rainfall series. 

The 'clean' attenuation pond has been sized based on the 

following assumptions: 

- The critical duration 1% AEP + CC was determined using 

Infoworks ICM drainage modelling 

- Runoff catchment sizes were determined using geospatial 

take off of surface type from the masterplan.   

- The 'modified rational method' was used to generate 

runoff from the roof and pavements, using an 85% effective 

runoff factor.   

- The 'new UK runoff procedure' was used to calculate runoff 

from areas identified to be permeable.  

- Allowable discharge to the River Mole was calculated using 

the 'rainfall runoff management for developments' 

methodology. although the discharge to River Mole was 

limited to <1m3/s (significantly less than greenfield runoff 

calculated by the methodology for the 1% AEP+cc which is 

>6m3/s as an allowance for the long term storage element 

required) 

- The volume of storage needed to retain the 1% AEP + CC in 

the drainage system and attenuation system, with a 

discharge rate to the River Mole of 1m3/s was calculated 

using the IW ICM model.  

Pump capacities 

Pump capacities were calculated using the peak modelled 

runoff rate for that point in the network, for the 1% AEP + 

cc.  Flow restriction devices have been modelled / designed 

within the network to make maximum use of network 

storage and reduce the pump capacities where appropriate. 

     

GWK-

DRAIN-04 
Water Appendix A12 

Has FEH been used for rainfall depths with durations 

greater than 1 hour? 

All design rainfall events are based on the Flood Estimation 

Handbook (FEH).  The FEH methodology has been used to 

determine the catchment characteristics which have then 

been entered directly into the modelling software 

(Infoworks ICM).  The software then generates the rainfall 

hyetograph based on the FEH catchment characteristics. 

     

GWK-

DRAIN-05 
Water Appendix A12 

Has an allowance for climate change been included 

in the calculations for attenuation and pump 

capacity? 

Yes. Pump capacities and attenuation calculations have been 

based on FEH rainfall design storms, with a 20% uplift for 

climate change. 
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GWK-

DRAIN-06 
Water Appendix A12 

Have you considered the flow paths and flooding 

that will occur for events that exceed the capacity of 

the pumps (once the underground culverts etc. are 

full), both below and above the 100-year plus climate 

change runoff rates. We found no details on this. 

Could details be provided? 

The model does not show any above ground flooding for the 

1%AEP plus climate change. Regarding further than this, 

please see our response to GWK-FRA-3. 

 

    

GWK-

DRAIN-07 
Water Appendix A12 

Section E.1.1 states: ‘This has been sized based on a 

100 year design storm event of critical duration, but 

an allowance for attenuation in the dirty pond has 

been assumed and this is discussed below.’  Is the 

capacity of the ‘clean’ attenuation pond 80,000 m3, 

or is a part of that volume stored in the ‘dirty’ pond. 

Our embedded mitigation design is a full 80,000m3 for clean 

surface water, with an additional 80,000m3 for dirty water 

attenuation.  Our additional mitigation design provides a 

different combination of storage and treatment capacity. 

The design that will be taken forward for detailed design and 

construction depends on a complex balance between water 

demand and rainwater harvesting, de-icer treatment 

management and treatment, and sewage treatment, and 

cannot be determined at this stage.   

     

GWK-

DRAIN-08 
Water Appendix A12 

You state in Appendix E, Section E.1.1 that the ‘dirty’ 

attenuation pond is also used for ‘clean’ attenuation. 

How would this operate during 'clean water' floods, 

and during pollution incidents? 

There are two attenuation features, one dirty one clean.  

There are opportunities to link these features operationally 

to provide additional dirty and clean storage.  However, as 

you have identified, there are risks in doing this without 

more detailed modelling and risk assessment.  This work will 

be progressed as appropriate when the best concept 

solution is chosen from the options available 

     

GWK-

DRAIN-09 
Water Appendix A12 

Which existing attenuation ponds are envisaged to 

be retained? 

There will be no change to the existing system. 

     

GWK-

DRAIN-10 
Water Appendix A12 

Are the criteria of 2-year surcharging and 10-year 

flooding of taxiways and other paved areas (except 

the runway) (para  4.11.9 in Appendix A12, and sub-

appendix B, Section B.2.4) acceptable from an airport 

operational point of view? 

We have used current best practice based on our designs for 

US and other UK airports.  There is very little modelled 

surface water flooding for the 1 in 100yr+cc event for the 

new development (<500 cubic metres), and we are confident 

that this can be designed out at detailed design stage  

     

GWK-

DRAIN-11 
Water Appendix A12 

Para 4.12.12: ‘Constructing these ponds before the 

new runway, taxiways and site drainage would help 

provide protection against flooding and pollution 

events which could impact the downstream 

environment.’  Would it not also be a requirement to 

construct these before the new paved areas to 

satisfy the requirement of no increase in flood risk to 

downstream receptors? 

Mitigation will be required to prevent an increase in 

downstream flood risk as part of construction requirements.  

It is likely that the balancing ponds will be early in the 

construction phasing schedule, however, dependent on site 

works, and the exact construction phasing,  temporary 

mitigation facilities may be required.  This will be confirmed 

as the project progresses through detailed design.  
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AIRPORTS COMMISSION - TECHNICAL CLARIFICATIONS WATER 

Bidders Clarifications Log 

Name:  

Gatwick Airport Ltd   

 

  

GWK-

DRAIN-12 
Water Appendix A12 

How has the effects of the proposals on the risk of 

bird strike been assessed? 

Our understanding of R2 to this point has not indicated that 

the project will give rise to increase in risk to aircraft using 

the two runway airport, and that overall, the risks are likely 

to be similar to those we manage on a day to day basis for 

the single runway operation. Gatwick is not currently subject 

to significant risk from bird strike from large flocks of 

wildfowl, and the existing bird strike risk is from solitary 

fowl, or smaller birds.  GAL and the Environment Agency are 

working together to determine how best to mitigate bird 

hazard, within the statutory requirements of the Water 

Framework Directive and Habitats Directive. Wildlife hazard 

is also one of the issues being discussed with the CAA at R2 

design briefing meetings. 

     

GWK-

DRAIN-13 
Water Appendix A12 

Is it proposed that filter drains and attenuation 

ponds are sealed to prevent the infiltration of 

pollution into the ground? 

  

Yes.  

     

GWK-FRA-1 Water Appendix A12 

Item 4.11.2 on page 33 indicates the loss of storage 

from the unmitigated scheme as 88,000m3; however 

Appendix E, page 79 refers the lost volume as 

80,000m3. Please confirm which is correct. 

88,000m3 refers to the loss of floodplain storage volume.  

That is a different metric to the 80,000m3 that refers to the 

volume of storage required to manage surface water runoff 

back to greenfield conditions. 

     

GWK-FRA-2 Water Appendix A12 

You indicate that the diversion channel has been 

designed for 1%AEP + climate change event and 

checked for 0.1%AEP + climate change event. What 

are the values of the 1% AEP and 0.1% AEP peak 

flows used to design this diversion channel? 

Peak flows are 42.1m3/s for the 1% AEP (+cc) and 96.7m3/s 

for the 0.1% AEP (+ cc).  Gatwick are currently funding a 

partnership project with the Environment Agency to rebuild 

the Upper Mole river model.  The river diversion will be 

remodelled as part of this project, to be complete by end 

2014. 

     

GWK-FRA-3 Water Appendix A12 

Have you assessed the impact of residual flood risk? 

Please provide details. 

At this stage we can be clear that the drainage modelling 

undertaken thus far is on a ‘worst case’ basis, and has not 

accounted for the beneficial effects of the source control 

methods we are proposing, such as filter strips and swales. 

Calculations much beyond the 1% AEP will not produce 

meaningful results until the detailed design is progressed. 

For the wider airport development, actual flood risk will 

depend strongly on finished levels and other detailed design 

parameters yet to be fixed. Exceedance flow pathways will 

be considered as the detailed design is undertaken, ensuring 

that natural flow paths are created within the finished 

ground levels to ensure that exceedance flow is routed away 

from critical infrastructure and towards low impact areas. It 

may also be possible to direct excess flow to the river 

channel where there is excess capacity for beyond the 

0.1%AEP. 
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AIRPORTS COMMISSION - TECHNICAL CLARIFICATIONS WATER 

Bidders Clarifications Log 

Name:  

Gatwick Airport Ltd   

 

  

GWK-FRA-4 Water Appendix A12 

For the drainage design and surface water flood risk, 

you have assumed that the climate change scenario 

(2050) is to increase the rainfall intensity by 20% 

(refer to Section 4.5.2 on page 21). Can you confirm 

whether the design peak flows (for fluvial flooding) 

are also increased by 20% for the climate change 

scenario (2050). 

  

Yes they are 
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Appendix D  Environment Agency flood mapping 

 
The Environment Agency publishes a range of flood risk mapping products, all of which are referred to in this report.  Details of the 
information provided in each flood map is outlined below. 
 

Environment Agency Flood Map product Details of what the product depicts 

Flood Map for Planning (Rivers and Sea) This map shows the extent of the natural floodplain (if there 

were no flood defences or certain other manmade 

structures and channel improvements). This map depicts 

Flood Zones for use by customers for land use planning 

purposes. 

Available at http://apps.environment-

agency.gov.uk/wiyby/37837.aspx 

Risk of Flooding from Rivers and the Sea This map shows our assessment of the likelihood of flooding 

from rivers and the sea at any location and is based on the 

presence and effect of all flood defences, predicted flood 

levels, and ground levels. 

Available via http://apps.environment-

agency.gov.uk/wiyby/37837.aspx 

Risk of Flooding From Surface Water This map shows the risk of flooding from surface water in a 

particular area. Surface water flooding happens when 

rainwater does not drain away through the normal drainage 

systems or soak into the ground, but lies on or flows over 

the ground instead. 

Available at http://watermaps.environment-

agency.gov.uk/wiyby/wiyby.aspx?lang=_e&topic=ufmfsw&l

ayer=default&scale=2&x=357683&y=355134#x=357683&y

=355134&scale=2 

Risk of Flooding From Reservoirs This map shows the area that could be flooded if a large 

reservoir were to fail and release the water it holds. 

Available at http://watermaps.environment-

agency.gov.uk/wiyby/wiyby.aspx?lang=_e&topic=reservoir

&layer=default&scale=2&x=357683&y=355134#x=408665

&y=361206&scale=4 
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Appendix E  Assumptions Table Summary 

This table provides a summary of the assumptions made by Jacobs along with an assessment of the limitations of these assumptions. Where appropriate, an indication is given of the consequence of the 
assumption being found to be incorrect. These apply for all three schemes except where stated. 

 

Flood Risk Assessment Assumptions Table 

Deliverable Assumption made Assumption value Assumption justification Assumption evidence reference 
Assumption limitations & consequences 

(e.g. if an assumption proves to be incorrect + mitigation options) 

Assumptions regarding sources of data 

Sources of flood 
risk 

All sources of flood risk are assessed.  Risks cover flooding from 
fluvial, surface water, 
groundwater, services and 
reservoir sources. Tidal 
flooding is not considered 
to be a risk. 
 
 
 

Consistent with National 
Planning Policy Framework 

DCLG Guidance to support 
NPPF, March 2014 

Unlikely that any other sources of flooding would be identified. 

Determination of 
flood risk 

Assessment of current flood risk can 
be adequately determined from 
published flood zone maps: 
Environment Agency flood maps, 
Strategic Flood Risk Assessments, 
Preliminary Flood Risk Assessments, 
Surface Water Management Plans, 
Groundwater Emergence Maps and 
airport specific reports on flooding 
available in the public domain.  
 
 
 

n/a High level assessment based 
on readily available information 
leads to consistent approach 
to flood risk mapping. 

"Environment Agency website via: 
http://maps.environment-
agency.gov.uk/ and other sources 
including                                        
www.crawley.gov.uk   
www.westsussex.gov.uk 
www.hillingdon.gov.uk" 

Limited to high level assessment of current flood risk. Modelling 
would be expected for detailed assessment of flood risk, future 
changes and to assess benefit of mitigation options. Modelling to 
check promoter's proposals is considered beyond the scope of the 
proposals review. 

Assumptions regarding future trends/predictions 

Climate Change Increases in peak rainfall intensity and 
river flows in accordance with UK 
guidance on climate change 
adaptation (Environment Agency, 
2011) to give proposed increases by 
2025/26 and 2085/86 compared to a 
1961-90 baseline. 

For both Heathrow and 
Gatwick (both in Thames 
area): 
Rainfall: 
Increase of 5% by 2025/26 
and 20% by 2085/86 
River / watercourse flow: 
Increase of 10% by 
2025/26 and 25% by 
2085/86 
 

These values are 
recommended values from 
Environment Agency (2011).  
Whilst they specifically apply to 
Risk Management Authorities 
with responsibility for flood risk 
management, the application 
in this context is appropriate 
given the extent of possible 
airport developments and the 
fact that the proposed 
schemes are critical 
infrastructure.  
 
 

Adapting to Climate Change: 
Advice for Flood and Coastal 
Erosion Risk Management 
Authorities (Environment Agency, 
2011)  
 

There is no certainty in the realisation of these impacts. Values to 
2085/86 have greater uncertainty. Increases in rainfall intensity 
and river flows may be more (or less) than indicated.  There are 
upper and lower values included within the guidance.  At 
subsequent stages, the sensitivity of any design to higher 
changes in rainfall or flow should be tested to ensure that there is 
not a step change in risk in the event that the impact is 
significantly higher. e.g. a small further increase in flow leads to a 
vast area of the airport becoming flooded that would critically 
affect operations. 
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Flood Risk Assessment Assumptions Table 

Deliverable Assumption made Assumption value Assumption justification Assumption evidence reference 
Assumption limitations & consequences 

(e.g. if an assumption proves to be incorrect + mitigation options) 

Future flood risk Factors influencing flood risk by 
2025/26are based on the Airports 
Master Plan disclosure of planned 
works and the planned wider 
catchment flood risk management 
plans. 

n/a Airports Master Plan a 
reasonable basis for disclosure 
of planned works. Catchment 
Flood Management Plans 
have been adopted by the 
Environment Agency and are a 
reasonable basis on which to 
assess future flood risk 
management policy. 
 
 

Airports Master Plan and 
Environment Agency website via: 
https://www.gov.uk/government/p
ublications/thames-catchment-
flood-management-plan  
 

Plans may change and sensitivity of flood risk assessments and 
mitigation measures to address any significant changes should be 
assessed through periodic review. 
 

Assumptions in any calculations 

Greenfield 
runoff rates 

Greenfield runoff rates calculated from 
industry standard methods.  

Heathrow: Rate is 1 l/s/ha 
(Baseline assessment 
assumed 0.3 l/s/ha in high 
permeability areas and 0.8 
l/s/ha in low permeability 
areas). 
Gatwick:  Rate is 5 l/s/ha. 
These rates apply for 2014. 
 

Industry standard methods 
applied, with a recent 
approach (Environment 
Agency, 2013b) being 
compared to a long standing 
industry approach (IoH 124 
method, 1994). 
 

Adapting to Climate Change: 
Advice for Flood and Coastal 
Erosion Risk Management 
Authorities (Environment Agency, 
2011)  
Flood Estimation for Small 
Catchments (Institute of 
Hydrology Report 124, 1994) 
Rainfall runoff management for 
developments (Environment 
Agency, 2013b) 
 

Local ground conditions can vary, hence runoff rates may be more 
(or less) than estimated using these approaches leading to over 
designed or under designed on-site flood attenuation measures.  
Mitigation through design process would be to consider in the 
context of other on site storage systems to see how they have 
performed, thereby informing the appropriateness of the values 
proposed. 
 

Assumptions over impacts / extents of impacts 

Fluvial Flood 
Risk 

Flood risk from rivers is as indicated on 
Environment Agency flood mapping.  
Approach applied to Heathrow and 
Gatwick sites. 

Flood mapping provides 
detail of the 1 in 100 (1%) 
and the 1 in 1000 (0.1%) 
annual probability events.   
"Values" are not applicable, 
but the flood outlines 
shown give the qualitative 
baseline assumption for 
flood hazard from this 
source. 
 

High level assessment based 
on readily available information 
leads to consistent approach 
to flood risk mapping, hence 
the use of Environment 
Agency flood mapping. 
 

Environment Agency website via: 
http://maps.environment-
agency.gov.uk/ 
Reference mapping is: "Flood 
Map for Planning (Rivers and 
Sea)" 
 

Detailed modelling and mapping can show differences with the 
mapping shown on the Environment Agency website.  Flood 
outlines may be over or under-estimated. 
 

Surface water 
flood risk 
 

Flood risk from surface water is as 
indicated on Environment Agency flood 
mapping.  Approach applied to 
Heathrow and Gatwick sites. 
 

Flood mapping provides 
detail of the 1 in 100 (1%) 
and the 1 in 30 (3.3%) 
annual probability events.   
"Values" are not applicable, 
but the flood outlines 
shown give the qualitative 
baseline assumption for 
flood hazard from this 
source. 
 

High level assessment based 
on readily available information 
leads to consistent approach 
to flood risk mapping, hence 
the use of Environment 
Agency flood mapping. 
 

Environment Agency website via: 
http://maps.environment-
agency.gov.uk/ 
Reference mapping is: "Risk of 
flooding from Surface Water" 
 

The Flood Map for Surface Water (FMfSW) is a nationally applied 
model which gives an overview of likely surface water flood risk.  
This is acceptable for the current level of development proposal.  
Location of critical infrastructure within severe flooding areas 
would require more detailed analysis, and implementation of 
resilience measures. 
Areas of Gatwick and both Heathrow schemes appear to have 
elements that would be vulnerable to surface water flooding.  
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Flood Risk Assessment Assumptions Table 

Deliverable Assumption made Assumption value Assumption justification Assumption evidence reference 
Assumption limitations & consequences 

(e.g. if an assumption proves to be incorrect + mitigation options) 

Groundwater 
flood risk 
 

Flood risk from groundwater is 
assessed based on previous 
groundwater flooding incidents and 
geology.  Qualitative assessment to 
inform indication of areas likely to be 
vulnerable to groundwater flooding.  
Same approach applied to Heathrow 
and Gatwick sites. 
 

n/a No quantitative assessment of 
groundwater flood risk 
possible.  Assessment is 
therefore qualitative based on 
readily available information on 
groundwater flood history and 
ground conditions. 
 

Defra (2007) Groundwater 
Emergence Maps. Various Local 
Authority planning related 
documents: Strategic Flood Risk 
Assessments; Preliminary Flood 
Risk Assessments; Local Flood 
Risk Management Strategies; 
Surface Water Management 
Plans.  Relevant documentation is 
from LB Hillingdon (Heathrow) 
and West Sussex and Crawley 
Borough Council (Gatwick). 
Data available via: 
www.crawley.gov.uk   including 
Crawley Borough Council SFRA 
(2007)  
www.westsussex.gov.uk 
www.hillingdon.gov.uk                
 

Assumptions are not quantitative.  Therefore a level of risk cannot 
be quantitatively assigned.  More detailed analysis will be required 
at subsequent project stages to ensure the impact of groundwater 
on airport developments is adequately considered, and mitigated. 
 

Reservoir flood 
risk 
 

Flood risk from reservoirs is as 
indicated on Environment Agency flood 
mapping.  Approach applied to 
Heathrow and Gatwick sites. 
 

Flood mapping provides 
detail of the flood outline in 
the event of a breach of 
any nearby reservoirs. 
"Values" are not applicable, 
but the flood outlines 
shown give the qualitative 
baseline assumption for 
flood hazard from this 
source. 
 

High level assessment based 
on readily available information 
leads to consistent approach 
to flood risk mapping, hence 
the use of Environment 
Agency flood mapping. 
 

Environment Agency website via: 
http://maps.environment-
agency.gov.uk/ 
Reference mapping is: "Risk of 
flooding from Reservoirs" 
 

Approach shows only the flood outline.  Further information is 
available on flood depth and flood velocity if more detailed 
information is required.  There is no associated "likelihood" of a 
reservoir breach.  The focus is on impact only.  Primary mitigation 
is to ensure that flooding from this hazard is considered within the 
overall operational risk for the airport in the event of a catastrophic 
failure of a reservoir, however caused. 
 

Fluvial flood risk 
- design flood 
 

Standard of flood protection is based 
on the 1% (1 in 100) AEP fluvial flood 
plus an allowance for climate change. 
This provides an initial view of high risk 
areas. More extreme events and 
residual risks will need consideration in 
due course. 
 

1% (1 in 100) AEP fluvial 
flood plus an allowance for 
climate change 
 

Current good practice and 
guidance. 

 

NPPF Technical Guidance DCLG 
March 2012 Zone 2 
 

If a higher level of protection were to be adopted then mitigation 
measures would have to be upgraded. 
 

Gatwick 
Airport Limited 
Fluvial Flood 
Risk - Modelling 
and evaluation 
of mitigation 
measures 
 

1D-2D ISIS/Tuflow modelling of the 
Rivers Mole and Crawter’s Brook by 
the promoter is assumed as a 
reasonable basis for evaluation of 
flood risk and mitigation measures.   

Model based flood mapping 
of the 1% and 0.1% events 
both+ allowance for climate 
change. 
 
 

Modelling of River Mole and 
Crawter's Brook in ISIS/Tuflow 
provides more detailed 
information than Environment 
Agency flood zone mapping.                                                                                                          

ISIS/Tuflow modelling (model 
details not provided).                                                                   
 

Model mapping considered more accurate than Environment 
Agency flood zone mapping but in due course modelling will 
require more detailed calibration and verification.                               
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Flood Risk Assessment Assumptions Table 

Deliverable Assumption made Assumption value Assumption justification Assumption evidence reference 
Assumption limitations & consequences 

(e.g. if an assumption proves to be incorrect + mitigation options) 
Gatwick 
Airport Limited  
Surface Water 
Flood Risk - 
Modelling and 
evaluation of 
mitigation 
measures 
 

Infoworks ICM modelling was used to 
assess surface water flood risk and 
mitigation. Even though results differed 
from the Environment Agency mapping 
local modelling is assumed to provide 
a better representation of this type of 
flood risk than the Environment 
Agency mapping. 
 

Infoworks ICM based 
flooding extent for 1% + 
climate change allowance 
event. This shows a smaller 
extent than that from the 
Environment Agency flood 
mapping.   
     
 

Infoworks ICM provides a 
more detailed representation 
of the fluvial flood risk than 
Environment Agency's 
mapping of flooding from 
surface water because it uses 
more detailed ground level 
information, and because it 
takes full account of the how 
drainage is managed on the 
site.  Results are subject to 
later detailed calibration and 
verification.                                                                                            
 

Infoworks ICM modelling (model 
details not provided)                                                            
 

The present model has not been fully calibrated and verified and 
may therefore under or over-represent surface water flood risk. It 
is however a more detailed representation that the Environment 
Agency website mapping. Full model calibration and verification 
would be expected at a later stage. A comparison with the 
December 2013 surface water flood event would help verify the 
acceptability of the Infoworks ICM model results.     
                                                                                                             
Location of critical infrastructure within severe flooding areas 
would require more detailed analysis based on 2D modelling, and 
implementation of resilience measures.  Details for surface water 
flood risk and mitigation measures could be addressed at 
subsequent stages, but may require some reconfiguration, for 
example changes in levels, additional flood storage, additional 
SuDS measures etc.  Mitigation needs to consider all flood 
sources and interactions.                                     
 

Heathrow 
Airport Limited 
Fluvial Flood 
Risk - Modelling 
and evaluation 
of mitigation 
measures 
 

1D-2D ISIS/TUFLOW modelling of the 
River Colne, Colne Brook, Wraysbury 
River, Duke of Northumberland's 
River, Longford River and Horton 
Brook undertaken by the promoter is 
assumed to be a reasonable basis for 
evaluation of flood risk and mitigation 
measures. 

Model based flood mapping 
of the 1% event + 
allowance for climate 
change. 

Modified hydraulic model 
provides ability to assess 
impact of scheme over using 
Environment Agency flood 
zone mapping. 

ISIS/Tuflow modelling (model 
details not provided). 

Amended modelling produced different flood extents than those 
published by the Environment Agency. Cause of this not resolved 
and this indicates some uncertainty over evaluations at this stage 
- in due course modelling will require more detailed calibration and 
verification to confirm evaluations and mitigation proposals. 

Heathrow 
Airport Limited  
Surface Water 
Flood Risk - 
Modelling and 
evaluation of 
mitigation 
measures 
 

No modelling of surface water flood 
risk was undertaken and this type of 
flood risk was not explicitly identified 
by the promoter despite being 
identified by Environment Agency 
mapping of surface water flood risk. 
Reference to Environment Agency 
mapping is assumed as the minimum 
that would be expected for a high level 
study. 

n/a This type of flood risk should 
be explicitly identified. 

n/a The flood map for surface water is a nationally applied model 
which gives an overview of likely surface water flood risk.  This is 
acceptable for the current level of development proposal and 
identification of surface water flood risk on this basis would be the 
minimum expected.   
 
Location of critical infrastructure within severe flooding areas 
would require more detailed analysis based on 2D modelling, and 
implementation of resilience measures.  Details for surface water 
flood risk and mitigation measures could be addressed at 
subsequent stages, but may require some reconfiguration, for 
example changes in levels, additional flood storage, additional 
SuDS measures etc.  Mitigation needs to consider all flood 
sources and interactions.    
 

Heathrow Hub     
Fluvial Flood 
Risk - Modelling 
and evaluation 
of mitigation 
measures 
 

No river modelling was undertaken by 
the promoter to reflect proposed 
development, but hydraulic model 
results for the 1D River Colne 
Environment Agency model were 
provided by the Environment Agency. 
A high level of uncertainty has been 
assumed for evaluations undertaken 
using this approach. 

Flood depths taken from 
Environment Agency River 
Colne base case 1D model 
for the 1%,  1%  + climate 
change and the 0.1% 
events. 

Desk Study with no 
hydrological or hydraulic 
modelling. 

Environment Agency hydraulic 
model of the River Colne (model 
details not provided). 

High level of uncertainty associated with interpretation of 
Environment Agency 1D model results in the absence of specific 
modelling of flood extents and mitigation. No certainty can be 
attached to flood risk evaluations and proposed mitigation. 
Storage options cannot be properly assessed with a 1D only 
model. 
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Flood Risk Assessment Assumptions Table 

Deliverable Assumption made Assumption value Assumption justification Assumption evidence reference 
Assumption limitations & consequences 

(e.g. if an assumption proves to be incorrect + mitigation options) 
Heathrow Hub  
Surface Water 
Flood Risk - 
Modelling and 
evaluation of 
mitigation 
measures 
 

No modelling of surface water flood 
risk was undertaken and this type of 
flood risk was not explicitly identified 
by the promoter despite being 
identified by Environment Agency 
mapping of surface water flood risk. 
Reference to Environment Agency 
mapping is assumed as the minimum 
that would be expected for a high level 
study. 

n/a This type of flood risk should 
be explicitly identified. 

n/a The flood map for surface water is a nationally applied model 
which gives an overview of likely surface water flood risk.  This is 
acceptable for the current level of development proposal and 
identification of surface water flood risk on this basis would be the 
minimum expected.   
 
Location of critical infrastructure within severe flooding areas 
would require more detailed analysis based on 2D modelling, and 
implementation of resilience measures.  Details for surface water 
flood risk and mitigation measures could be addressed at 
subsequent stages, but may require some reconfiguration, for 
example changes in levels, additional flood storage, additional 
SuDS measures etc.  Mitigation needs to consider all flood 
sources and interactions.    
 

 


